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ABSTRACT 
An investigation has been carried out into the formation of nitric oxide in high pressure 
combustion environments. Experiments have been conducted using a constant volume 
combustion bomb, which enabled the effect of pressure to be decoupled from the effect of 
temperature. Experiments have also been performed using a single cylinder spark-ignition 
engine to provide data for comparison. A thermodynamic and multi-reaction chemical 
kinetics model has been developed to calculate burned gas temperatures and NO 
concentrations. The model has been used to assess the effects of thermochemical data, 
kinetic rate data, radical concentrations and various chemical reactions on predicted NO 
concentrations, and the results have been compared to measured NO data. 
A search of the literature revealed that existing models describing NO formation in engines 
often fail to predict measured concentrations of NO, especially under high load conditions. 
Although the effect of pressure on NO formation has previously been subject to theoretical 
study, the mechanisms of NO formation at high pressure remain subject to uncertainty and 
in some cases empirical modifications to theoretical data have been used to obtain 
agreement with experimental results. 
The combustion bomb experimental results showed clear evidence that an increase in 
pressure causes a decrease in NO concentrations under lean conditions. However, this 
effect was not observed in the engine owing to the high temperatures that were generated 
under high load conditions. It was found that the pressure effect was less significant under 
stoichiometric and rich conditions in the combustion bomb. 
The model showed that the commonly-used extended Zeldovich mechanism was unable to 
accurately predict NO concentrations in non-stoichiometric conditions in either the bomb or 
the engine. It was found that the time evolution of temperature had a significant effect on 
calculated NO emissions, with high temperatures at the end of combustion generating 
much higher NO concentrations than high temperatures earlier in the combustion process. 
An existing comprehensive model of NO kinetics, the super-extended Zeldovich mechanism, 
has been subject to a sensitivity study which found that only a small number of reactions 
play a significant role in NO formation and destruction under the conditions tested here. 
calculations showed that reactions involving N02 made a significant contribution to NO 
formation and destruction under lean conditions, and accurately predicted NO 
concentrations under lean conditions in the bomb. However, the same reactions were found 
to accelerate NO formation in the engine. 
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Roman Letters 
A Pre-exponential factor or frequency factor in Arrhenius expression (various 
units) 
As Instantaneous cylinder surface area (m2) 
b Index of temperature in Arrhenius expression 
B Engine bore (m) 
Cl. C2 Constants in Annand and Ma heat transfer equation 
Cp Specific heat (J/kmol-K) 
C~ Standard state specific heat at constant pressure (J/kmol-K) 
cal Pressure transducer calibration constant (bar/Volt) 
ec Stefan-Boltzmann constant emissivity shape factor (J/ (m2 's'K)) 
EA Activation energy (J/kmol) 
Eo Eo = EA/ R. in Arrhenius expression, i.e. activation energy divided by universal 
gas constant (K) 
F 
h 
If 
Blending function in Troe correction 
Specific Enthalpy (J/kg) 
Standard state enthalpy (J/kmol) 
Standard state enthalpy at 298.15 K; equivalent to enthalpy of formation at 
298.15 K (J/kmol) 
h Distance between piston top and cylinder head (m) 
k Thermal conductivity (W/ (m·K)) 
Lvji-LV}I 
Kc Equilibrium constant based on molar concentrations (units (kmol/m3) j j 
i.e. dimensionless for bimolecular reactions) 
KCf Equilibrium constant of formation based on molar concentrations (see Kc for 
units) 
kf Forward rate coefficient of chemical reaction (units are 
[(concentration)",'.(time)T' for an nttl order reaction) 
Lvj'-LV}, 
Kp Equilibrium constant based on partial pressures (units Pa j J , i.e. 
dimensionless for bimolecular reactions) 
k, Reverse rate coeffiCient of chemical reaction (units are 
xiv 
[(concentration)n-I·(time)J1 for an n'h order reaction) 
ko Reaction rate coefficient at low pressure limit (see kfand k, for units) 
k~ Reaction rate coefficient at high pressure limit (see kf and k, for units) 
L Engine conrod length (m) 
M Total mass (kg) 
n Polytropic index 
ne Polytropic index during compression stroke 
n, Polytropic index during expansion stroke 
nSp Number of chemical species in a reaction mechanism 
nR Number of chemical reactions in a reaction mechanism 
p Pressure (Pa or bar) 
p ",d Final (Maximum) Pressure (Pa or bar) 
P, Pressure prior to compression; initial pressure (Pa or bar) 
Pj Partial pressure of species j (Pa or bar) 
f!;t) Pressure at time t (Pa or bar) 
pO Reference pressure (101325 Pa) 
q Specific heat transfer (J/kg) 
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1.1. General Introduction to Air Pollution 
The problem of air pollution in the UK has existed since the thirteenth century, when the 
use of coal first became widespread in London.' Levels of smoke from burning coal 
continued to increase throughout the Industrial Revolution in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, leading to smog becoming a common occurrence in cities such as London. 
Nineteenth century England saw the beginning of a succession of legislative acts to curb 
smoke pollution from industrial sources, culminating with the Clean Air Acts of 1956 and 
1968. Meanwhile in the United States, severe smog had been affecting Los Angeles since 
1943, leading to california's Air Pollution Control Act of 1947 and eventually to the Federal 
Clean Air Act of 1963. The photochemical smog of Los Angeles was different to the typical 
London smogs which were caused by smoke particles, and it was in 1952 that the cause 
was Identified by Haagen-Smit as the production of ozone from reactions between 
hydrocarbon particles and nitrogen oxides, triggered by sunlight. Smoke pollution control 
strategies, population growth and the rise of the motor vehicle have lead to the combustion 
of fossil fuels for power generation and transportation being the major cause of air 
pollution from the latter half of the twentieth century to present day. In response to thiS, 
legislation was introduced to curb emissions from industrial processes and automobile 
exhausts. Controls on pollution from engine combustion sources were introduced in the US 
in 1965 and in Europe in 1970, with an ongOing series of amendments imposing 
increasingly stricter controls. 
The combustion of fuel and air provides the vast majority of power used today. A number 
of products are formed during the combustion process, the most abundant being nitrogen, 
carbon dioxide and water vapour. Many other compounds are formed in smaller amounts, 
including hydrogen, oxygen, carbon monOXide and nitriC oxide, and a number of these 
species are harmful to human health and the environment and are thus regarded as 
pollutants. Many combustion products undergo further reactions in the atmosphere to form 
secondary pollutants, such as ozone. The major offenders are particulates, hydrocarbons, 
and the oxides of nitrogen, carbon and sulphur; other pollutants include 
hydrofluorocarbons, volatile organic compounds, ammonia, aldehydes, benzene and lead. 
Road transport and power generation are the main source of nitrogen dioxide, carbon 
monoxide and particulate matter, with sulphur dioxide being produced mainly by industry. 
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The oxides of nitrogen have a range of detrimental effects, and although their levels have 
fallen significantly since emissions legislation was first introduced, further reductions are 
still needed in order to meet future emissions targets. To this end, it will be necessary to 
design combustion plants that generate less nitrogen oxide at source, or include more 
efficient ways to remove the oxides produced; the thermochemical processes that govern 
the formation and destruction of nitrogen oxides must therefore be well understood. The 
aim of this thesis is to further the understanding of these processes as they occur during 
engine combustion. This Chapter provides a detailed introduction to the oxides of nitrogen 
and the controls to which they are subject. 
1.2. The Oxides of Nitrogen 
1.2.1. Definition of NOx 
The oxides of nitrogen are collectively known as NO,; these are a group of gases containing 
varying amounts of nitrogen and oxygen. The most abundant NO, compound is nitric oxide, 
which has the chemical symbol NO; nitrogen dioxide (N02) is another significant component 
of NO" and the term NO, is usually used to refer to the combination of NO and N02• Other 
nitrogen oxides and compounds include nitrous oxide (N,o), nitrogen trioxide (N03), nitrous 
acid (HN02), nitric acid (HN03) and nitrates. These gases are highly reactive and most are 
colourless and odourless. 
1.2.2. Sources of NOx 
NO, are formed during the high temperature combustion of fossil fuels, the major sources 
of NO, being transport and power generation. NO, are formed mainly through the oxidation 
of atmospheric nitrogen at high temperatures, but can also be released at low 
temperatures from fuels that contain nitrogen, such as crude oil and coal. 
Automobile exhausts are a principal source of NO, emissions. The NO, generated through 
engine combustion primarily consist of NO, with N02 usually present in much smaller 
quantities, although the ratio of NO to N02 appears to vary according to engine and driving 
conditions. Hilliard and Wheeler (1979) found that N02 accounts for between 2-5% of 
gasoline engine NO, emissions, but Lenner and Lindqvist (1983) measured N02 
concentrations of up to 30% of total NO, in idling gasoline engines. Soltic and Weilenmann 
(2003) determined that the proportion of N02 emitted was strongly dependent on the total 
amount of NO" so that light-duty trucks emitted up to 38% of NO, as N02 under motorway 
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driving conditions whereas NOx emissions from gasoline passenger cars consisted of about 
5% NOz by mass. NOz is also formed in the atmosphere from the gradual oxidation of NO, 
primarily through reaction with ozone. Ambient NOz concentrations, therefore, tend to be 
highest further away from combustion sources where NO has had time to OXidise, thus in 
rural areas up to 90% of ambient NOx by volume consists of NOz, whereas the 
corresponding figure for urban areas is about 40% (Department of Health (1993». In 
contrast, NzO is highly reactive and usually exists only as an intermediate speCies, although 
it is believed to play an important role in the formation of NO and NOz. 
Data from Defra (2006) show that in the UK in 1970 about 43% of NOx was produced by 
the energy industries, with just under 25% from road transport and 18% from other 
industries. Power station NOx emissions have been falling steadily since that time, and in 
2004 comprised about 27% of the UK's total NO, emissions, representing a reduction of 
889 thousand tonnes since 1970. Road transport NO" however, has risen to account for 
about 37% of total NO, emissions by 2004'. Figure 1-1 shows the proportion of NO, from 
each source in 2004. 
1.2.3. Consequences of NO~ Pollution 
The oxides of nitrogen have many adverse effects on health and on the environment, 
mainly through reactions with other compounds. Although NOz is toxic at high 
concentrations, there is little evidence that it causes lasting damage at typical ambient 
concentrations (Department of Health (1993), Ackermann-Uebrich and Rapp (1999» .. 
However, NOz reacts with volatile organiC compounds (VOCs) and sunlight to form ground-
level ozone, which can damage lung function and increase the risk of serious respiratory 
illness, especially in asthma sufferers. NOx also react with ammonia and other compounds 
to form nitric acid, which can also cause serious lung disease. In addition, NO, react with a 
range of organic compounds and ozone to form a cocktail of toxic chemicals including the 
nitrate radical, nitroarenes, and nitrosamines, which are mutagenic and carcinogenic. 
Particles formed from mixtures of NO" sulphur dioxide and other pollutants can damage 
lung tissue and cause premature death by worsening conditions such as heart disease, 
emphysema and bronchitis. 
NO, are also harmful to the environment. Ground-level ozone, often seen as a reddish-
brown haze on the horizon on a hot day, can damage vegetation and reduce crop yields; in 
the stratosphere, however, NO, emissions from aircraft contribute to ozone depletion. The 
formation of nitric acid contributes to acid rain, which damages both the natural and the 
built environment through erosion of buildings and monuments and the acidification of soils 
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and waterways, which harms fish populations. Lakes and rivers are also harmed by 
eutrophication, where increased nitrogen levels due to pollution by nitrogen oxides and 
ammonia result in the balance of nutrients being altered, changing vegetation and 
biosystems and having a detrimental effect on biodiversity. The NETGAP (2001) report 
addresses the environmental impacts of NOx pollution in the UK. 
1.2.4. Legislation 
The European Union has passed a series of directives since 1980 setting standards on 
ambient air quality, including: 
o Council Directive 85j203jEEC, setting limits for nitrogen dioxide 
o Directive 1999j30jEC, setting limits for NO", oxides of sulphur (SOx), particulates and 
lead 
o Directive 2001j81jEC, setting national emissions ceilings for acidifying and eutrophying 
pollutants and ozone precursors. This act, to be introduced by 2010, sets limits for NO", 
sulphur dioxide (502), volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and ammonia (NH3) 
N02 is the most toxic component of NOx and is therefore subject to health based air quality 
standards. Under the National Emissions Ceiling Directive 2001j81jEC, the UK is committed 
to reducing its national annual emission of N02 from 1,728,000 tonnes in 2000 to below 
1,167,000 tonnes by 2010 (Air Quality Expert Group (2004». N20 is a "greenhouse gas" 
and is regulated by the Kyoto Protocol, ratified by the European Union by Directive 
2002j358jEC; this commits the EU Member States to collectively reduce their greenhouse 
gas emiSSions by 8% between 2008 and 2012. The Clean Air for Europe (CAFE) 
Programme's ThematiC Strategy on Air Pollution (CommiSSion of the European Communities 
(2005» calls for a 60% reduction in NOx between 2000 and 2020, in addition to reductions 
in 502, VOCs, ammonia and particulates, to achieve reduction targets for premature death, 
acidification and eutrophication. 
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Emissions controls on vehicles were first introduced in Europe in 1970, by Directive 
70/220/EEC; there have been several amendments since then which have imposed 
increasingly strict controls on pollutant levels. A series of EU Directives has been introduced 
setting engine emission limits, covering light and heavy duty road vehicles, non-road mobile 
machinery, large combustion plants and ships. Road vehicle emissions have been subject to 
controls since Directive 70/220/EEC (1970), but heavy duty vehicles were not included until 
1988 when Directive 88/77/EEC was passed. These standards were subject to a series of 
further amendments, the most recent being Euros I to IV, which were Intended to bring 
European standards in line with existing US standards (Faiz et al. (1996)}. Emissions limits 
were established for motorbikes and mopeds in 1997 by Directive 97/24/EC; this year also 
saw the introduction of limits for non-road mobile machinery with Directive 97/68/EC. 
Limits were set for levels of carbon monoxide, unburnt hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides and, 
for diesel engines, particulate matter. 
Initially the focus was on CO and hydrocarbon emissions. Euro 1 was the first to impose 
strict controls on NO" although limits referred to the sum of hydrocarbons (HCs) and NO. 
until Euro III was implemented in 2001, setting separate limits for NO •. Table 1-1 lists the 
NO. limits for road vehicles according to the Euro standards. The limit values refer to tests 
over engine test cycles ECE15 and EUDC, corresponding to urban and extra-urban driving 
cycles, for petrol and diesel cars and vans. For heavy-duty vehicles Euros 1 and II limits 
refer to test cycles ECE R49 (a steady-state 13 mode cycle), and subsequent limits refer to 
test cycles ESC (European Steady-state Cycle), ELR (European Load Response) and ErC 
(European Transient Cycle) . 
. Figure 1-2 shows NO, emissions levels In the UK between 1970 and 2004. NO. emissions 
from road transport steadily increased between 1970 and 1989, reaching a peak of 
1,331,000 tonnes. However, NO. emissions have fallen since the introduction of Euro 1 in 
the early 1990s, with a reduction of 37% between 1990 and 2000. Transport NO. emissions 
fell to their lowest recorded level of 595,000 tonnes in 2004. A 32% reduction in total NO. 
emissions from 2000 is required to meet the 2010 target of 1,167,000 tonnes. Further 
controls are likely to introduced, with proposals for Euro V and VI currently under 
discussion. There are increasing calls for standardisation of global emissions standards, and 
it is likely that European standards will be brought into line with californian and US 
standards {T&E (2.006». 
In the United States the first air pollution legislation was passed in california, in response to 
the severe photochemical smog affecting Los Angeles. The Clean Air Act of 1970 was the 
first to legislate nationally on vehicular emissions, with subsequent amendments to the 
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Act imposin9 increasingly strict regulations. california has the strictest emissions control 
standards (Faiz et al. (1996)), and the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments required national 
adoption of the 1993 california standards for light duty vehicles by 1996. The limit for 
passenger car NO. emissions under this standard is 0.4 grams per mile, a reduction of 60% 
on the previous limit. Emissions limits for the United States and other countries are 
discussed by Faiz et al. (1996). 
1.2.5. Methods of NO. Reduction 
In order to meet European legislation emission requirements three way catalytic converters 
have been fitted to all new petrol cars sold in the EU from 1993. Catalysts oxidise exhaust 
NO., carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons, converting these gases to water, nitrogen and 
carbon dioxide. Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), where a proportion of exhaust gas is fed 
into the intake system, is also used to reduce NO. by lowering combustion temperatures. 
Low NO. burners are used to reduce emissions from coal fired power stations; these use 
staged combustion, where air and fuel are mixed together in stages in the burner, creating 
lower combustion temperatures which reduce the amount of NO. formed, and fuel-rich 
combustion zones in which NO. is converted to nitrogen. 
Further details on these techniques, and details of other technologies under development, 
are given by the Air Quality Expert Group (2004). 
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Table 1-1: Euro Standards for Vehicular NOx Emissions 
Common Effective NOx+ Vehicle Directive 
from
' 
Units NOx Name HC 
Petrol Cars 91/441/EEC Euro I 01/07/1992 g/km - 0.97 
94/12/EC Euro 11 01/01/1997 g/km - 0.5 
98/69/EC Euro III 01/01/2001 g/km 0.15 -
98/69/EC Euro IV 01/01/2006 g/km 0.08 -
Diesel cars 91/441/EEC Euro I 01/07/1992 g/km - -
94/12/EC Euro 11, IDI 01/01/1997 g/km - 0.70 
Euro 11, DI g/km - 0.90 
98/69/EC Euro III 01/01/2001 g/km 0.50 0.56 
98/69/EC Euro IV 01/01/2006 g/km 0.25 0.30 
Petrol Vans 
Nl Crass 12 96/69/EC Euro 11 01/01/1998 g/km - 0.50 
Nl Class 113 01/01/1998 g/km - 0.65 
Nl Class 01/01/1998 g/km - 0.80 
rn' 98/69/EC Euro rn 01/01/2001 g/km 0.15 -
Nl Crass I 01/01/2002 g/km 0.18 -
Nl crass 11 01/01/2002 g/km 0.21 -
N1 crass III 98/69/EC Euro IV 01/01/2006 g/km 0.08 -
Nl Class I 01/01/2006 g/km 0.10 -
Nl crass 11 01/01/2006 g/km 0.11 -
Nl Class III 
Diesel Vans 
N1 Class I 93/59/EEC Euro I 01/10/1994 g/km - 0.97 
N1 Class 11 01/10/1994 g/km - 1.40 
Nl Class III 01/10/1994 g/km - 1.70 
Nl Class I 96/69/EC Euro 11 01/01/1998 g/km - 0.60 
Nl Class 11 01/01/1998 g/km - 1.10 
N1 Class III 01/01/1998 g/km - 1.30 
Nl Crass I 98/69/EC Euro III 01/01/2001 g/km 0.50 0.56 
NI Class 11 01/01/2002 g/km 0.65 0.72 
NI Class III 01/01/2002 g/km 0.78 0.86 
NI crass I 98/69/EC Euro IV 01/01/2006 g/km 0.25 0.30 
NI Class II 01/01/2006 g/km 0.33 0.39 
Nl Class III 01/01/2006 g/km 0.39 0.46 
................... - ........ _0. ....... 0._-, ... "_." •• ........ -- ............. " ....... --,.,-"-... "._.- ,.~ ........... , •• n ... , ••••••• ,." •• .... , .........•.... , ...• . .... __ .... ••••• m ••••••••• , •• , •••••••• " ••• _., ...... ..... __ .... " . ................ -.. , .. _., .. ""._ .... , .. ........... -_ .......... _ .." ..... ,._., ......... __ ....... 
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Heavy-Duty 91/542/EEC Euro I 01/10/1993 g/(kW-h) 8.0 
Vehicles 91/542/EEC Euro II 01/10/1996 g/(kW-h) 7.0 
1999/96/EEC Euro III 01/10/2001 g/(kW-h) 5.0 
1999/96/EEC Euro IV 01/10/2006 g/(kW-h) 3.5 
1999/96/EEC Euro IV Pt 2 01/10/2008 g/(kW-h) 2.0 
1 Refers to new registrations 
2 category Nl Class I refers to vehicles with reference mass less than 1305 kg 
3 category Nl Class II refers to vehicles with reference mass 1305 kg - 1760 kg 
4 category Nl Class III refers to vehicles with reference mass greater than 1760 kg 
Source: Air Quality Expert Group (2004). 
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1.2.6. Modelling NO. 
The development of technologies to reduce the amount of NOx formed during combustion, 
and to provide after-treatment to reduce NOx in exhaust gases, requires an understanding 
of the processes that govern the kinetics of NOx formation and destruction. NO. is primarily 
formed from the reaction of atmospheric nitrogen with oxygen radicals, which are created 
by combustion at high temperatures; NOx concentrations are therefore strongly dependent 
on temperature and the availability of oxygen, both of which are dependent on the fuel-air 
ratio of the combusting mixture. In order to model NOx formation, therefore, the fuel-air 
ratio must be accurately known, as well as the thermochemical properties of the reactants 
so that the combustion temperature profile can be modelled. The principal chemical 
reactions that describe how oxygen, nitrogen and other species react to form NOx are well 
established; however, although extensive research has proved existing models to be 
accurate in simple flames, accurate models of NOx formation in engines have proven 
elusive. 
The reactions governing NOx kinetics are slow in comparison to combustion reactions, and 
the NOx models are usually treated separately to the combustion models. This means that 
the same NOx model can be used for all combustion systems and fuels even though the 
combustion processes differ; thus the NOx model developed here, although specifically 
tested for use with spark ignition combustion with premixed flames, should also be valid for 
diesel systems. 
1.3. Research Objectives 
The chemical kinetics of NOx formation and destruction at low and atmospheric pressures 
has been extensively studied and modelled with varying degrees of success. However, 
there is less information concerning NOx formation at the high pressures typical of internal 
combustion engines. The aim of this research was the development of a fundamental 
understanding of the effects of pressure on NOx kinetics. This has been achieved through a 
series of experiments carried out using a constant volume combustion bomb over a range 
of pressures and equivalence ratios. A mathematical model has been developed to study 
the effect of various parameters, including chemical reactions, on NO formation and 
destruction. The model uses pressure data obtained from the combustion' bomb, and 
includes an extensive set of user-selected reactions describing NO kinetiCS, and a sub-
model to calculate combustion temperatures. Experiments were also performed using a 
single cylinder spark-ignition engine, to assess the model's capability of predicting engine 
NO emissions. 
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The objectives of the research were: 
Cl The investigation of the effect of pressure on NO formation using a constant volume 
combustion bomb 
Cl The development of a NO kinetics model to predict NO emissions over a range of 
pressures and equivalence ratios 
Cl The application of the model to the prediction of NO emissions from a spark ignition 
engine 
1.4. Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 reviews the available literature on the modelling of NOx formation, with a 
discussion of the approaches used and their accuracy and applicability over the 
temperature and pressure ranges of interest. It also summarises the reported experimental 
work that has been performed, with a summary of trends and comparisons with theoretical 
predictions. 
The thermodynamic model and chemical kinetiCS model developed for this research are 
described in detail in Chapter 3. A two-zone combustion model was used to predict 
combustion temperatures in the combustion bomb, and this was extended to allow 
modelling of engine combustion. The thermodynamic model was coupled to a multi-
reaction chemical kinetiCS model, which calculated concentrations of NO and other species. 
The use ofthermochemical data, required for the calculation of burned gas properties, is 
also explained in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 details the experimental setup and describes the experiments performed. The 
combustion bomb test rig is described first, with details of the equipment used and the 
tests performed. The engine test rig and the instrumentation used are then described. The 
final section of Chapter 4 provides details of the dynamic pressure measuring system used 
to record combustion pressure in both the bomb and the engine. 
Chapter 5 discusses the analysis of experimentally-obtained pressure data and the checks' 
performed to ensure its quality, especially in relation to engine pressure data. Pressure 
referencing and pressure-volume phasing are explained, and a brief description of the 
statistical analysis of engine pressure data is provided. 
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Chapter 6 presents and discusses both the experimental and theoretical results from the 
combustion bomb. The effect of various parameters on the calculated NO concentrations 
are tested, induding the sensitivity of the results to the choice of thermochemical data and 
reaction rate data. An assessment is made of the effect of partial equilibrium assumptions. 
Finally, the contribution of various chemical reactions to NO formation and destruction is 
investigated with an aim to improving existing kinetics models. 
Chapter 7 presents the experimental and theoretical results from the Ricardo E6 engine. NO 
concentrations calculated using the most commonly used NO kinetics reactions are 
compared to the experimental results, and then NO results using the reactions identified in 
Chapter 6 are discussed. 
Chapter 8 discusses the differences between the results from the combustion bomb and 
engine, and investigates the reasons for the disparities. The findings of this research are 
summarised, and recommendations for further research are made. 
Several appendices are presented at the end of the thesis. Appendix A contain tables of 
specifications for all the equipment used. Appendix B contains a listing of the chemical 
reactions investigated in the kinetics model, and Appendix C gives derivations of some of 
the equations listed in Chapter 3. Full listings of experimental data for the combustion 
bomb and engine are given in Appendices D and E respectively. 
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2.1. Introduction 
A fundamental understanding of the processes through which NOx is formed is essential to 
the development of technologies to reduce NO. emissions. The formation of NO. occurs as 
a result of the combustion of fossil fuels, with the major sources of NOx being from 
transport and power generation. However, the conditions under which NOx is formed are 
varied, from the low pressure, lean conditions of gas turbines to the high pressure, near-
stoichiometric operation of spark-ignition engines and the very high pressure, lean 
conditions of compression-ignition engines, and so a comprehensive NOx model needs to 
apply to a wide range of temperatures, pressures and stoichiometries. Much of the 
literature to date has focused on NOx formation in atmospheric pressure combustion 
devices, and many of those that have addressed NOx formation in engines have found that 
the models are often inaccurate. 
Four principal pathways to the formation of NO have been identified. The majority of NO is 
formed through the oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen, which occurs only at high 
temperatures and is modelled through a thermal mechanism, usually the extended 
Zeldovich mechanism. The N20 intermediate route describes reactions between NO and 
N20 that may be significant to NO formation, especially at high pressures. It is often 
assumed that NO is formed only in the burned gases of the post-flame region, but a 
number of investigators have suggested that NO can also be formed in the flame front 
through very fast reactions between nitrogen and hydrocarbon radicals; NO formed in this 
way is referred to as prompt NO. Finally, when a fuel containing nitrogen, such as crude oil 
or coal, is burned the nitrogen in the fuel is oxidised and can form NO through reactions 
involving hydrogen cyanide, ammonia and other species. Only the first three pathways are 
considered here because the focus is ultimately on engines, and engine fuels do not contain 
nitrogen. 
Section 2.2 provides a review of research into modelling NOx formation, with a review of 
the thermal, prompt and N20 mechanisms and an assessment of their applicability with 
reference to experimental investigations. Some of the assumptions made in the modelling 
process are also reviewed, particularly the assumption that combustion products are in 
equilibrium. A summary of experimental work investigating NOx formation is presented in 
Section 2.3. 
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2.2. Modelling NOx Kinetics 
2.2.1. Thermal Mechanisms 
Thermal mechanisms of NO formation describe the formation of NO from the oxidation of 
atmospheric nitrogen. The term 'thermal' is used because high temperatures, typically in 
excess of 2000 K, are required to break the triple bond between the nitrogen atoms in the 
N2 molecule. The most common thermal mechanisms in use are the Zeldovich mechanism 
and the extended Zeldovich mechanism; these are used alone and as the basis for more 
advanced mechanisms. 
Zeldovich (1946) noted that the rate of formation of NO is much slower than the rate at 
which combustion takes place, and consequently the majority of NO is formed after the 
combustion reactions are completed. The usual approach to modelling, therefore, is to 
decouple the NO formation process from the combustion process and to model the NO 
formation rate by a thermal reaction mechanism assuming that the combustion reactions 
have attained equilibrium. If it is assumed that the combustion process is complete, NO 
formation rates can be calculated using equilibrium concentrations of Ob Nb 0, OH and H. 
Concentrations of atomic nitrogen are usually derived using the steady state approximation. 
2.2.1.1. Zeldovich Mechanism 
Zeldovich (1946) proposed that NO formation during combustion was governed primarily 
through Reactions 2-1 and 2-2, which have since become known as the Zeldovich 
mechanism. These reactions are widely accepted as being responsible for the majority of 
the NO formed as a result of high temperature combustion. 
N2 + 0 ~ NO + N 
N + 02~NO+ 0 
(Reaction 2-1) 
(Reaction 2-2) 
A number of investigators, including Livesey et al. (1971), Newhall and Shahed (1971) and 
Fenimore (1971), have shown that the Zeldovich mechanism, with the combustion products 
in equilibrium, adequately models the NO formed in the post-flame gases. Livesey et al. 
(1971) found that this is especially true at higher combustion temperatures and in leaner 
mixtures. However, at lower temperatures the levels of NO predicted by the Zeldovich 
mechanism fall short of measured values; Tomeczek and Gradon (1997) found that 
measured NO formation rates in low temperature (around 1700 K) flames were up to B 
times higher than the rates predicted by the Zeldovich mechanism. In contrast, Egnell 
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(1998) found that the Zeldovich mechanism over-predicted NO in a lean burn diesel engine 
running on natural gas, although results were close in very lean conditions (equivalence 
ratios between 0.6 and 0.7). 
2.2.1.2. Extended Zeldovich Mechanism 
Lavoie et al. (1970) considered Reaction 2-3 in addition to the Zeldovich mechanism, and 
found that it can be a significant contributor to NO in stoichiometric and fuel-rich mixtures. 
The set of reactions 2-1 to 2-3 have become known as the extended Zeldovich mechanism 
or EZM. 
N + OH ~ NO + H (Reaction 2-3) 
The extended Zeldovich mechanism was shown by Lavole et al. (1970) to accurately predict 
NO formation In post-flame gases. However, if the combustion temperatures are low, or the 
fuel-air mixture Is lean, the extended Zeldovich mechanism may predict concentrations of 
NO that are lower than those measured In experiments. Malte and Pratt (1974) found that 
In low-temperature, lean conditions the extended Zeldovlch mechanism failed to predict 
measured concentrations of NO. Miller, Oavis et al. (1998) found that the ElM under-
predicted NO by up to 33% in lean mixtures ($ = 0.8) at 2.62 bar BMEP (this corresponded 
to peak cylinder pressures of about 20 bar). 
The extended Zeldovich mechanism has also been shown to be inaccurate in rich 
conditions, especially in hydrocarbon flames. Iverach et al. (1973) and Haynes et al. (1974) 
found that the EZM was responsible for only a small fraction of the NO formed in 
hydrocarbon flames at equivalence ratios richer than 1.2. Miller, Russ et at (1998) found 
that the theory under-predicted NO levels in loads below 2.62 bar BMEP by up to 45% in 
stoichiometric conditions and by up to 35% in lean conditions. However, they found that 
the extended leldovich mechanism over-predicted NO levels in richer conditions; at a BMEP 
of 2.62 bar NO was over-predicted by up to 13% at equivalence ratios greater than 1.0. 
More recently, Giang and Selamet (2002) calculated that Reactions 2-1 and 2-3 comprise 
80% of the NO produced in an atmospheric pressure PSR at equivalence ratios greater than 
1.2, but that the contribution decreases with increasing pressure. 
Other investigators have found that the extended Zeldovich mechanism predicts excessively 
large NO concentrations under high pressure conditions, especially in internal combustion 
engines. Lavoie and Blumberg (1973) compared NO calculated from the Extended leldovich 
Mechanism to experimental results at 4.83 bar IMEP, and found that the theory slightly 
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over-predicted engine NO at all equivalence ratios. Miller, Davis et al. (1998) found that the 
model over-predicted NO levels at engine loads greater than about 4 bar BMEP, with a 
maximum error of 27% compared to experimental data (a BMEP of 7 bar corresponded to a 
peak cylinder pressure of about 61 bar). Miller, Russ et al. (1998) confirmed these 
observations, finding that at 5 bar BMEP the theory over-predicted NO at equivalence ratios 
greater than 0.8. Under stoichiometric conditions the ElM over-predicted experimental NO 
by up to 26% at loads above 2.62 bar BMEP. In contrast, Ball et al. (1999) found that the 
extended Zeldovich mechanism gave good agreement with experimental data at peak 
cylinder pressures of up to about 20 bar. 
A number of engine studies have included EGR, and found that the extended Zeldovich 
mechanism does not agree with observed values. Lavoie and Blumberg (1973) tested over 
a range of rich and lean conditions and found that the mechanism under-predicted NO by a 
factor of two in non-stoichiometric conditions at 28% EGR. Miller, Russ et al. (1998) found 
that the EZM predicted NO levels to within 18% of experimental data at 20% EGR. 
A number of investigators have concluded that some NO formation occurs in the flame 
front as well as in the post-flame gases, but the extended Zeldovich mechanism fails to 
predict observed levels of NO in the flame zone. Sarofim and Pohl (1973) found that rates 
of NO formation in the flame zone could be up to two orders of magnitude greater than in 
the post-flame zone during atmospheric pressure methane combustion. Drake et al. (1990) 
found that the extended Zeldovich mechanism contributes less than 1% of the NO formed 
in the flame zone of low temperature flames. Drake and Blint (1991) found that the 
extended Zeldovich mechanism under-predicted flame-zone NO formation rates by a factor 
of two in comparison to detailed kinetics calculations in methane-air flames at atmospheric 
pressure. However, they also found that the importance of the mechanism increases with 
pressure, with up to 67% of NO formed through this pathway at 20 atm. 
In summary, a review of NO. prediction using the extended Zeldovich mechanism with 
combustion products in equilibrium has shown that this is a fair approximation to conditions 
in the post-flame region of near-stoichiometric, relatively low pressure flames provided the 
temperature is in excess of around 2000 K. More comprehensive models have been 
developed to model NO formation in the flame zone and under other conditions, especially 
high pressures and rich mixtures. These models involve the other nitrogen oxides and other 
species including ammonia. 
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2.2.2. N20 Intermediate Mechanisms 
Reactions involving N20 have been found to make a significant contribution to NO 
formation under certain conditions, although studies in premixed, laminar flames have 
shown that N20 is very short-lived in hot combustion gases. Principal N20 formation 
reactions involve NO and other radicals containing nitrogen (Miller and Bowman (1989». 
Lavoie et al. (1970) and Malte and Pratt (1974) found that the N20 intermediate reactions 
make a significant contribution to NO formation in the lean, low temperature flames typical 
of furnaces, and Drake et al. (1990), Polifke et al. (1996), Tomeczek and Gradon (1997) 
and Melior et al. (1998» also reported that N20 reactions are significant in lean mixtures. 
Malte and Pratt (1974) determined that N20 kinetics are important at temperatures below 
about 1800 K, whereas Drake and Slint (1991) and Melior et al. (1998) confirmed that the 
reactions are important at high pressures over a range of temperatures. The N20 
mechanism reactions occur in both the flame zone and the post-flame zone and, according 
to Drake et al. (1990) and Drake and Slint (1991), may be accelerated in the flame zone by 
super-equilibrium radical concentrations. Drake et al. (1990) found that the N20 mechanism 
could contribute up to 50% of the total flame front NO in low temperature, laminar, 
premixed flames over a range of pressures. 
Principal reactions involving N20 include Reactions 2-4 to 2-9. Miller and Bowman (1989), 
studying a well-stirred methane-air reactor under lean and moderately rich conditions 
(~< 1.2), found that Reaction 2-4 was the principal N20 formation pathway. This third-body 
reaction was included in the kinetics mechanisms of Drake et al. (1990), Drake and Blint 
(1991) and Melior et al. (1998), who all found that N20 contributes significantly to NO 
formation at high pressures. Tomeczek and Gradon (1997) used reactions 2-4, 2-8 and 2-9 
to model N20 in an atmospheric-pressure reactor and found that this mechanism is 
dominant in NO formation at temperatures below 1800 K, but is still a significant 
contributor at temperatures over 2000 K where the Zeldovich mechanism dominates. 
Reaction 2-8 was found to be the most significant for NO formation, with 2-9 having very 
little effect. Melior et al. (1998) used Reaction 2-8 in addition to Reaction 2-4 in their diesel 
engine model, and found that N20 mechanism was dominant at lower temperatures at 10 
atm and across the temperature range at 60 atm. 
0 + N2 + M -'0 N20 + M (Reaction 2-4) .,.--
NH + NO -'0 N20 + H (Reaction 2-5) .,.--
NCO + NO -'0 N20 + CO (Reaction 2-6) .,.--
N20 + H -'0 N2 + OH (Reaction 2-7) .,.--
N20 + 0 -'0 2NO (Reaction 2-8) .,-
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(Reaction 2-9) 
Miller and Bowman (1989) also investigated reactions 2-5 to 2-7, and discovered that in 
richer mixtures and low pressure lean mixtures 2-5 becomes the primary NzO formation 
reaction; this reaction was included by Drake and Blint (1991) and by Miller, Davis et al. 
(1998). Under rich conditions Reaction 2-6 is also a significant pathway to NzO formation, 
especially at low pressures. Reaction 2-7, included by Lavoie et al. (1970), Malte and Pratt 
(1974), Drake and Blint (1991) and Miller, Davis et al. (1998), was found to be the most 
important NzO removal mechanism for lean, stoichiometric and rich mixtures at low and 
atmospheric pressures (Miller and Bowman (1989». 
Lavoie et al. (1970) used Reactions 2-7, 2-8 and 2-9 to model the NzO intermediate in 
internal combustion engines, and found that the mechanism would be a significant 
contributor to NO formation only in lean mixtures and low temperatures, conditions typical 
of furnaces. The same reactions, with the addition of Reaction 2-4, were used by Malte and 
Pratt (1974) in jet-stirred reactors. Drake and Blint (1991) added reaction 2-5 in theoretical 
studies of laminar, adiabatic, stoichiometric, premixed methane flames and found that this 
mechanism was a significant source of NO at higher pressures, contributing up to 12% of 
NO at 20 atm owing to the third-body initiation reaction 2-4 occurring more rapidly at high 
pressures. 
The inclusion of Reaction 2-4 appears to be crucial for the prediction of NO formation via 
N20 at high pressure: investigators who neglected this reaction found that NzO is significant 
only at temperatures too low for the Zeldovich mechanism to proceed. 
2.2.3. Formation of N02 
Nitrogen dioxide is usually regarded as a short-lived transient species, although relatively 
large concentrations of NOz can occur in the flame zone (Bowman (1975)). Although NO 
reacts with various oxygen-containing species to form NO" chemical equilibrium 
conSiderations indicate that for typical flame temperatures NOz concentrations should be 
much smaller than NO concentrations. However, experiments with gas turbines, gaseous 
turbulent diffusion flames and fiat, premixed, near-stoichiometric methane-air flames have 
shown that a significant fraction of NO. emissions is made up of NOz; however, Alien 
(1975) suggested that these concentrations may be due to reactions in the sampling probe. 
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Kinetics calculations by Miller and Bowman (1989) suggest that N02 formation and 
destruction in flames may occur through Reactions 2-10 to 2-12. Reaction 2-10 was 
thought to be the principal N02 formation pathway, as NO formed in the flame front is 
rapidly converted to N02 (Bowman (1975)); Giang and 5elamet (2002) calculated that this 
reaction is responsible for up to 95% of NO consumed in PSR conditions. Miller and 
Bowman (1989) regarded Reaction 2-11 as the principal route for N02 removal, with 
Reaction 2-12 being a less important removal pathway. However, Bowman (1975) reported 
that Reaction 2-12 is responsible for conversion of N02 to NO at low temperatures. 
Reactions 2-10 to 2-14 are included in the super-extended Zeldovich mechanism developed 
by Miller, Davis et al. (1998), and Reaction 2-11 was found by Giang and Selamet (2002) 
to be one of the dominant NO formation reactions of the SEZM, along with Reactions 2-13 
and 2-14. 
NO + H02 ~ ~ N02 + OH (Reaction 2-10) 
N02 + H ~ ~ NO + OH (Reaction 2-11) 
N02 + 0 ~ ~ NO + O2 (Reaction 2-12) 
N2 + H02 ~ ~ NO + HNO (Reaction 2-13) 
HNO + OH ~ ~ NO + H2O (Reaction 2-14) 
Miller and Bowman (1989) note that significant H02 concentrations are formed in high 
temperature regions and are transported by diffusion to lower temperature regions where 
reactions with NO take place. The N02 removal reactions are rapid, because in the 
presence of high radical concentrations N02 is rapidly converted back to NO. At flame 
temperatures N02 exists only as a transient species and will survive only through 
quenching, which may occur in turbulent flames where hot and cold elements are mixed. 
2.2.4. The Super-Extended Zeldovich Mechanism 
Miller, Davis et al. (1998) of Ford Motor Company developed the super-extended Zeldovich 
mechanism (SEZM) to improve prediction of engine NO,. This mechanism mOdels NO 
formation using 13 chemical species (0, O2, OH, H, N2, N, NH, NH2, NH3, HNO, N20, N02 
and NO) and 67 reactions. The reactions included the extended Zeldovich mechanism 
(Reactions 2-1 to 2-3), the N20 reactions 2-7 to 2-9, N02 reactions 2-10 to 2-14 , and 
addition reactions involving nitrosyl hydride acid (HNO), imidogen (NH), amidogen (NH2) 
and ammonia (NH3). A full listing of the SEZM is provided in Appendix B, Table B-1. 
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Miller, Davis et al. (1998) found that the SEZM predicted NO production to within 6% of 
test data at rich and lean conditions, and with EGR. However, the mechanism over-
predicted NO production at engine loads of between 4 and 7 bar IMEP by up to 23%, which 
was only a slight improvement on the extended Zeldovich mechanism. In order to account 
for the effects of pressure, the authors added several unimolecular and termolecular 
reactions, listed in Table B-2 in Appendix B, to the SEZM; however, the inclusion of these 
reactions only produced a 1% reduction in NO. 
It was suggested that the discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results may 
be due to the assumption of equilibrium C, Hand 0 radicals. Miller, Davis et al. (1998) 
attempted to compensate for this by adding a pressure-based modification of the rate 
coefficient of reaction R1, given in Equation 2-1. They found that the SEZM used with this 
modification predicted NO to within 6% of experimental concentrations at 2.62 bar BMEP, 
but that theoretical results were over-predicted by between 4% and 11% at loads between 
4 and 7 bar IMEP, depending on the engine used. 
kf1M =Cp.1.8xI0"exp(-38370/T) (Equation 2-1) 
1.00 P<l5 
0.70 15 <P < 20 
0.48 20<P<25 
Cp= 0031 25<P<30 
0.25 30<P<35 
0.20 P>35 
Miller, Russ et al. (1998) compared results from the SEZM with the R1 rate modification to 
experimental results obtained from a single SI engine over a range of operating conditions. 
The predicted NO levels were less than the measured levels by up to 18% at low loads and 
greater by up to 12% at high loads, although the predictions were more accurate than 
those made using the extended Zeldovich mechanism alone. At 2.62 bar BMEP the SEZM 
was very accurate, within 1% of experimental data, for lean operation but over-predicted 
by up to 20% at equivalence ratios greater than 1.0; however, at 5 bar BMEP the SEZM 
was accurate over a range of equivalence ratios. At a constant BMEP of 2.62 bar and over a 
range of EGR levels, the SEZM predicted NO levels close to experimental data, and was 
more accurate than the extended Zeldovich mechanism especially at higher levels of EGR. 
At the same BMEP over a range of engine speeds, the SEZM gave Similar results to the 
extended Zeldovich mechanism; both were close to measured data with a greater 
divergence at higher speeds. 
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2.2.4.1. N?H chemistry 
Miller, Davls et al. (1998) tested a modified version of the super-extended Zeldovich 
mechanism, which Included dinitrogen monohydrlde (N2H) reactions 2-15 to 2-17 and third 
body reactions such as Reaction 2-4. However when these reactions were included the 
calculated NO was still over 20% too high at high loads, although a reduction of 1.4% in 
predicted NO was obtained In comparison to the SEZM. 
o + N2H ~ N20 + H 
o + N2H ~ NO + NH 
O2 + N2H ~ N20+ OH 
2.2.5. Prompt NO 
(Reaction 2-15) 
(Reaction 2-16) 
(Reaction 2-17) 
The concept of prompt NO was first introduced by Fenlmore (1971). Fenlmore observed 
high rates of NO formation In the primary reaction zone of hydrocarbon flames; this was 
apparent especially in rich mixtures and at higher pressures, suggesting that it was unlikely 
to be caused by high 0 atom concentrations. Fenlmore surmised that this "prompt NO" was 
due to reactions between hydrocarbon radicals and molecular nitrogen In the flame zone, 
and suggested a route, Reactions 2-18 and 2-19, through which this may proceed. The N 
atoms formed by Reaction 2-18 could then form NO via Reaction 2-3; the cyanogen radical 
(CN) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) may form NO through several other reactions. 
CH + N2 ~HCN+ N (Reaction 2-18) 
(Reaction 2-19) 
There Is some evidence to support the theory of NO production via HCN. Miller and 
Bowman (1989) measured a significant amount of HeN at equivalence ratios from about 
0.9 - 1.4, suggesting that the prompt NO path may be an important source of NO. They 
found that prompt NO was an Important source of NO formation In methane flames under 
rich conditions and at low temperatures. Haynes et al. (1974) measured high levels of HCN 
In rich hydrocarbon flames, and found evidence that reactions involving cyano species were 
occurring In the post-flame zone of very rich flames. Fenlmore (1971) did not observe the 
rapid initial NO formation rates In hydrogen or CO flames, lending support to the theory of 
hydrocarbon radical reactions. In detailed kinetics calculations made by Drake and Bllnt 
(1991), Fenlmore's mechanism was found to dominate flame-front NO formation in low 
pressure (0.1 atm) flames, and to account for up to 8% of NO formed In high pressure 
flames. 
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Reactions 2-18 and 2-19 do not explain Fenimore's observation that prompt NO decreases 
in very rich mixtures, at equivalence ratio greater than about 1.3. Sarofim and Pohl (1973) 
found that flame-front NO increases significantly with equivalence ratio, with formation 
rates up to two orders of magnitude higher than in the post-flame zone. They found that 
NO formation rates peaked at approximately the time that methane combustion completed, 
which could indicate that hydrocarbon radicals play a role; however, they also found a 
sharp peak in oxygen radical concentrations at the same time, suggesting that flame-front 
NO may be formed through this path. Blauwens et al. (1976) speculated that prompt NO 
was responsible for NO formation in the first part of the flame, but that high radical 
concentrations were accelerating NO formation in the second region of the flame. Other 
investigators have found no evidence for prompt NO however; Lavoie et al. (1970) found 
negligible flame-front NO in lean conditions, and Shahed and Newhall (1971) found that the 
formation of significant amounts of NO occurs only in the post-flame gases in high pressure 
propane flames. 
It has been suggested that other hydrocarbon radicals, such as CH, CH" C2, C2H and C, 
may also react with molecular nitrogen to form amines or cyano compounds, which may 
then react to form NO. Miller and Bowman (1989) conSidered Reactions 2-20 to 2-22 as 
possible contributors. Blauwens et al. (1976), studying hydrocarbon flames at very low 
pressures, found that reactions 2-18 and 2-19 contributed most of the NO formed in the 
flame front. Hayhurst and Vince (1983) observed that prompt NO was proportional to N2 
concentration and to the total number of carbon atoms. 
CH2 + N2 ~ HCN + NH 
CH2 + N2 ~ H2CN + N 
C + N2 ~ CN + N 
(Reaction 2-20) 
(Reaction 2-21) 
(Reaction 2-22) 
Several researchers, including Lavoie and Blumberg (1973) and Miller, Davis et al. (1998), 
used an empirical calculation (Equation 2-2) to model flame-front NO formation, based on 
Fenimore's observation that prompt NO increases with pY, and with equivalence ratio rf. 
Lavoie and Blumberg (1973) found that the inclusion of this formula improved calculated 
NO levels at high levels of EGR, although NO was still under-predicted in comparison to 
experimental values, especially in rich conditions. Drake and Blint (1991), however, 
concluded that this formula is invalid, as flame-front NO is formed through a combination of 
different mechanisms with different temperature and pressure dependencies. 
[NO] = f(,')PYz [NO] FlameFront 'f' Equilihrium (Equation 2-2) 
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Lavoie and Blumberg (1973) suggested that flame front NO could be an important source 
of NO in rich and lean conditions with high EGR, and in any conditions where NO 
concentrations are below about 100 ppm. Bowman (1975), however, concluded that in 
many practical combustion devices the amount of NO formed in the flame zone is small 
compared to the amount in the post-combustion zone, and so in such devices prompt NO 
may be neglected. 
In summary, there is some experimental eVidence for prompt NO formation via HCN, 
especially in rich mixtures at low temperatures, and the observation of prompt NO 
formation only in hydrocarbon flames supports the theory that hydrocarbon reactions are 
driving the process. However, there is also evidence that super-equilibrium radical 
concentrations are responsible for flame front NO. The concept of super-equilibrium 
radicals, and the attempts that have been made to model them, are the subject of the next 
section. 
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2.2.6. Concentrations of Radical Species 
Bowman (1973, 1975) reviewed the literature on NO modelling and found that the highest 
rates of NO formation occur in the early stages of the process, in both rich and lean 
mixtures, but these rates are not predicted by the thermal mechanism with the 
equilibrium assumption. Dissociation reactions and radical chain reactions proceed more 
rapidly than thind body recombination reactions, especially at lower temperatures, which 
can lead to a build up of radicals. livesey et al. (1971), Sarofim and Pohl (1973) and Malte 
and Pratt (1974) observed high, super-equilibrium concentrations of radical species 0, H 
and OH in the flame zone, which were slow to decay to equilibrium in comparison with the 
intermediate product species. Consequently, high concentrations of these species early in 
the flame increase the NO formation rate, and the assumption that the products of 
combustion are completely eqUilibrated when the NO formation reactions begin is not valid 
in the flame zone. 
Radical concentrations considerably larger than calculated equilibrium values have been 
observed in the region of rapid NO formation. Sarofim and Pohl (1973) calculated molecular 
and radical oxygen concentrations and NO formation rates in premixed methane 
combustion that were up to three orders of magnitude higher than those expected if the 
combustion products were completely eqUilibrated, and Malte and Pratt (1974) predicted 0 
atom concentrations up to twenty times greater than equilibrium in fuel-lean, CO-air, jet-
stirred reactors. Drake et al. (1990) measured OH concentrations that were up to 8 times 
higher than equilibrium in the flame zone, and estimated 0 radical concentrations up to 60 
times greater than equilibrium. 
Miller and Bowman (1989) found, using detailed kinetics calculations of rich methane 
mixtures, that the thermal mechanism is accelerated at high temperatures by super-
equilibrium concentrations of 0 and OH. Several investigators have concluded that the 
thermal mechanism accurately predicts NO formation if flame temperatures and super-
equilibrium 0 and OH concentrations during combustion were correctly evaluated; this has 
been observed in lean and slightly rich methane-air flames {Thompson et al. (1972), 
Sarofim and Pohl (1973)), and lean and very rich hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen flames (Homer 
and Sutton (1973)). Drake and Blint (1991) used a detailed kinetics model to estimate that 
super-equilibrium 0 atom concentrations were most significant at lower pressures, 
responsible for 37% of NO at 1 atm but only 12% at 20 atm; this is because the third body 
recombination reactions proceed more rapidly at higher pressures. Sarofim and Pohl (1973) 
condude that free radical concentrations pass through a sharp peak in the flame at the 
pOSition of peak NO formation, thus explaining flame-front NO. 
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The calculations of Miller and Bowman (1989) showed that only a small amount of NO is 
produced during the initial stages of reaction, so they conduded that ignoring the excess 
radical concentrations should not lead to significant errors. They also noted that super-
equilibrium 0 concentrations would not be an important source of flame front NO because 
temperatures are lower, unlike in high temperature flow reactor conditions where super-
equilibrium concentrations of 0 and OH accelerate NO formation through the thermal 
mechanism. 
In summary, it appears that the build up of radical concentrations can enhance NO, 
formation through the extended Zeldovich mechanism. High radical concentrations have 
been measured and predicted in studies of lean and slightly rich CH. flames and in lean and 
very rich Hz-OrNz flames, although the amount of NO formed in the initial stages may be 
small and therefore unimportant in comparison to that formed in the post-flame zone. 
2.2.6.1. The Steady State Assumption 
When a chemical species is being formed and destroyed at the same rate, its net 
concentration will be constant over time at a steady state value. It is often assumed that 
this has occurred when a species concentration is small and its variation over time is small. 
The concentration of such a species can then be modelled by equating the forward and 
backward rates of reaction so that it can be expressed in terms of other species, resulting 
in one less differential equation in the reaction scheme. The nitrogen atom is commonly 
assumed to be in steady state, and the assumption has also been made for N20. 
2.2.6.2. Partial Equilibrium 
In instances where the equilibrium assumption is inadequate, an alternative method of 
modelling radical concentrations is necessary. Modelling the detailed combustion chemistry 
requires the Simultaneous integration of a large number of rate equations describing fuel 
oxidation and NO formation; the resulting set of equations is stiff and solving them is 
computationally expensive. Detailed chemical reaction mechanisms are only available for a 
limited number of fuels, such as CH., CO and Hz, although mechanisms are under 
development for more complex hydrocarbon fuels; an additional obstacle is that the rate 
coefficients of many of the reactions are uncertain. The partial equilibrium assumption 
attempts to provide a bridge between full combustion chemistry and the equilibrium 
assumption by algebraically relating the concentrations of radicals that have not decayed to 
their equilibrium levels to those of the more stable species such as 0 21 H2 and H20, thus 
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avoiding the need for detailed combustion mechanisms or the integration of stiff systems of 
differential equations. 
The partial equilibrium approximation was introduced by Bulewicz et al. (1956) and Schott 
(1960) in response to the observation that changes occurring in a reacting gas are often 
determined by only a few rate-controlling reactions. It was used to simplify detailed 
reaction mechanisms comprising both fast and slow reactions, where certain fast reactions, 
usually bimolecular chain-propagating or chain-branching reactions, are assumed to reach a 
quasi-equilibrium state before the slower, rate-controlling reactions, which are usually 
termolecular recombination reactions. The concept can be applied to combustion processes 
where dissociation and radical chain reactions occur very rapidly in the flame zone and 
species such as NO form relatively slowly in the post-flame gases. 
The partial equilibrium assumption differs from the steady state assumption in that it is 
applied to particular reactions, whereas the latter is applied to particular species. A reaction 
can be assumed to be in partial equilibrium if its forward and backward rates are both 
large, resulting in a net rate of reaction that is relatively small. 
Partial Equilibrium by Algebraic Substitution 
A common application of the partial equilibrium approximation assumes that local 
equilibrium exists between the Hr02 chain reactions, so that the concentrations of 0, H 
and OH can be derived from the concentrations of O2, H2 and H20 and the equilibrium 
constants of the reactions. 
Thompson et al. (1972, 1973), Sarofim and Pohl (1973), Bowman (1975), Janicka and 
Kollmann (1979), Chen et al. (1994) and Warnatz et al. (1999) used the set of reactions 2-
23 to 2-25 to model partial equilibrium concentrations of 0, H and OH using algebraic 
substitution. Using the concentration-based equilibrium constants, the concentrations of the 
radicals can be expressed in terms of the stable species by Equations 2-3 to 2-5, where the 
Kc; are the equilibrium constants of the i'h reaction and the square brackets denote molar 
concentrations. 
o + H2 ~ OH + H 
H + O2 '<'="OH+ 0 
H2 + OH '<'=" H + H20 
27 
(Reaction 2-23) 
(Reaction 2-24) 
(Reaction 2-25) 
[OH] ~(KC23KC24 [02][H2])Yz 
KC24Kc2S[02][H2] 
[H20] [0] 
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(Equation 2-3) 
(Equation 2-4) 
(Equation 2-5) 
Alternatively, the concentration of 0 atoms may be derived by assuming equilibrium of the 
O2 dissociation reaction (Reaction 2-26) so that the concentration of 0 is directly related to 
that of O2 from Equation 2-6. This approach was taken by Livesey et al. (1971), Ramos 
(1989), Pourkashanian (1991), Glassman (1996), Tomeczek and Gradon (1997) and Melior 
et al. (1998). Tomeczek and Gradon (1997) found that calculated NO concentrations were 
much lower when Reaction 2-26 was treated kinetically rather than assuming equilibrium; 
their kinetics calculations used N2 and O2 as the third body. They also found that the 
concentration of 0 radicals was closer to equilibrium in the presence of H20 than in dry N2-
Oz systems. Tomeczek and Gradon used. Reactions 2-24 and 2-27 to derive the 
concentrations of H and OH, leading to Equations 2-6 to 2-8. 
H20 ~ H + OH 
[O]~KC26[02f~ 
[OH]=( KC24 KC21)Yz [H200 [OzlY. KC26 
(Reaction 2-26) . 
(Reaction 2-27) 
(Equation 2-6) 
(Equation 2-7) 
(Equation 2-8) 
An alternative expression for OH was given by Glassman (1996) from the equilibrium 
reactions of formation of OH and H20 (Reactions 2-28 and 2-29), leading to Equation 2-9. 
V2 Hz + V2 O2 ~ OH 
H2 + V2 O2 ~ H20 
[OH] = (K228)1: [H20]1:[02]1. Kc2, 
28 
(Reaction 2-28) 
(Reaction 2-29) 
(Equation 2-9) 
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The CO oxidation reaction (Reaction 2-30) has also been used in partial equilibrium 
calculations. Sarofim and Pohl (1973) found that applying partial equilibrium to Reaction 2-
30 in addition to Reactions 2-23 to 2-25 resulted in better agreement with experimental 
data than the H2-02 reactions alone. Equations 2-10 and 2-11 are derived from Reactions 
2-22 and 2-30, and Equation 2-12 is found from Reactions 2-23 and 2-25, thus the 
assumption is that Reactions 2-24 and 2-30 are in equilibrium rather than all four reactions 
being simultaneously eqUilibrated. However, Blauwens et al. (1976) found that equilibrium 
of reaction 2-30 was established only in the later stages of the flame. 
CO + OH ;;=! CO2 + H 
[CO][02] (0]= KC24KC30 [C0
2
] 
[OH] = (KC23KC24KC30 [02][CO][H20]J,v, 
KC2,[C02] 
(H] = (KC30 [CO]JY,(KC23KC24 [02][H20]),v, [C02] KC25 
(Reaction 2-30) 
(Equation 2-10) 
(Equation 2-11) 
(Equation 2-12) 
In all cases algebraic equations are used to relate radical concentrations to those of easily 
measured stable species, to avoid the need to integrate extra rate equations for the 
radicals. Williams (1985) described this technique mathematically and demonstrated how a 
system of N rate equations could be reduced to a system of N-1 by the application of 
partial eqUilibrium, and reduced further by its sequential application. 
Miller, Davis et al. (1998) and Miller, Russ et al. (1998) assumed that the 0, H and OH 
radicals were in equilibrium. However, they calculated the concentrations of N, NH, NH2I 
NH3, HNO, N20 and N02 in the super-extended Zeldovich mechanism by assuming partial 
equilibrium, although they do not provide any information on the calculation. 
Rate-Contro/fed Constrained Equilibrium (RCCE) 
The Rate-Controlled Constrained Equilibrium (RCCE) method was originally derived by Keck 
and Gillespie (1971), and was successfully used by Morr and Heywood (1974) to model CO 
concentration. It was further developed by Keck (1990), Bishnu et al. (1997), Hamiroune et 
al. (1998), Bishnu et al. (2001) and Ugarte et al. (2005), and fomns the basiS for the 
algorithm derived by Yousefian (1998). 
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The RCCE approach assumes that a complex chemical system evolves through a sequence 
of quasi-equilibrium states on the route to complete equilibrium. These states are 
determined by the slow reactions, which act as internal constraints on the system, while 
the fast reactions equilibrate the system subject to the constraints imposed by the slow 
reactions. The method is implemented by extending the Gibbs free energy minimisation 
technique commonly used to determine chemical equilibrium; this technique is used in the 
popular equilibrium solver STANJAN (Reynolds (1986», which formed the basis for the 
Chemkin program Equil (Lutz et al. (1998». The technique minimises the free energy 
subject to constraints on the number of elements in the system; a detailed description of 
the method is given by Reynolds (1986). 
The RCCE uses this technique but allows the quasi-equilibriurn states to be determined by 
adding additional constraints, which can be determined by the rate equations of the slow 
reactions such as those describing NO production. By adopting this approach, only the rate 
equations for the extra constraints need be integrated and thus the integration of the full 
set of rate equations for the system is avoided. 
2.2.7. NOx Modelling at High Pressure 
Newhall and Shahed (1971) compared data from experiments in a high,pressure 
combustion vessel burning hydrogen and found that the two-reaction Zeldovich mechanism 
adequately predicted the measured NO, the vast majority of which was formed in the post-
flame gases. Shahed and Newhall (1971) verified these findings and found that 
experiments using propane gave Similar results; this was in contrast to Fenimore's (1971) 
observations that a significant amount of NO, not predicted by the Zeldovich mechanism, 
was formed in the flame zone of burner flames at up to 3 atmospheres pressure. 
Subsequent experiments involving engine combustion have revealed that the theory often 
fails to adequately forecast measured NO emissions. Under most Circumstances calculations 
with the extended Zeldovich mechanism at high pressures predict levels of NO higher than 
those actually obtained, although Lavoie and Blumberg (1973) found that NO was under-
predicted when EGR levels rose above about 28% unless account was taken of flame front 
NO. Miller, Davis et al. (1998) found that calculated NO levels were closer to measured 
values, although still higher, when the modified rate coefficient described above was used; 
these findings were repeated by Miller, Russ et al. (1998). 
A theoretical investigation into NO formation at high pressures was conducted by Drake 
and Blint (1991), who used a detailed kinetics mechanism involving 212 reactions to 
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calculate NO concentrations in methane combustion. They also used the model to 
determine the relative contribution of the extended Zeldovich mechanism, the N20 
intermediate mechanism and the Fenimore mechanism, and the influence of super-
equilibrium radical concentrations. They found that all three mechanisms contributed to NO 
formation in the flame front, with the first two accelerated by high 0 atom concentrations; 
in the post-flame gases the extended Zeldovich mechanism was the most important 
pathway, although the N20 route became increasingly Significant as the pressure was 
increased. The experimental results of Drake et al. (1990) confirmed that the detailed 
kinetics mechanism gave good agreement with measured NO concentrations in low-
temperature, lean conditions. 
The influence of pressure on reactions can be illustrated through Le Chatelier's principle, 
which states that a system in equilibrium, when subjected to change, will adjust so that the 
change is minimised. This has the effect that when the pressure of an equilibrium system is 
increased, the number of moles in the system will tend to decrease in order to lower the 
pressure, so that reactions will proceed in the direction that forms the least number of 
molecules. This is why recombination reactions are favoured at high pressures and 
dissociation reactions are favoured at low pressures. 
Most reactions of interest in NOx kinetics, i.e. bimolecular reactions, are dependent on 
temperature but not on pressure. However, some dissociation and recombination reactions, 
for example Reaction 2-4, are important and are pressure-dependent through the influence 
of the 'third body', which represents the molar concentration of the mixture and is thus 
dependent on pressure. The pressure dependency of third body reactions is also modelled 
through the rate coeffiCients, usually in the form of the Lindemann-Hinshelwood model, 
which assigns different rate coeffiCients for low and high pressure conditions and models 
the "fall-off" region in-between these two extremes. Drake and Blint (1991) applied the 
Lindemann-Hinshelwood mechanism to the reverse of Reaction 2-4, and calculated rate 
coefficients at pressures of 0.1, 1.0, 10 and 20 atmospheres. The same values were used 
by Miller, Davis et al. (1998), however their calculations did not match well with experiment 
at high pressures, which is why they introduced the modification to the rate coefficient of 
Reaction 2-1 to correct for pressure effects. 
A review of the available literature shows that data on high pressure NO formation is 
limited, but that a kinetics model including all three main NO formation pathways is 
necessary for the prediction of NO at high pressures. However, there is a lack of 
information regarding high-pressure NO formation at high temperatures and under rich 
conditions, and limited data on the influence of EGR. 
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2.3. Experimental Studies of NOx Formation 
2.3.1. NOx in Laboratory Flames 
A number of studies on NO. formation have been performed using laboratory bumers and 
reactors, as these types of flame are the simplest to model. Table 2-1 summarises some of 
the conditions under which NO concentrations have been determined; the majority of 
experiments were performed at pressures close to atmospheric, and under lean or 
stoichiometric conditions .• 
Many investigators reported rapid NO formation in the flame front, including Iverach et al. 
(1973), Haynes et al. (1974), Blauwens et al. (1976), Sarofim and Pohl (1973), Hayhurst 
and Vince (1983) and Drake et al. (1990), although the question of whether this was due 
to prompt NO or to super-equilibrium radical concentrations is still open. Others have found 
that most NO is formed in the post-flame gases. 
2.3.2. NOx in Engine Exhaust 
A number of investigations have been carried out on NO formation in internal combustion 
engines. In these cases the NO kinetics models were linked to engine simulation models to 
obtain theoretical NO concentrations for comparison, and most were calibrated to provide 
agreement with experimental data at a fixed condition. Table 2-2 lists the engine test 
conditions. Results of comparisons between test results and theoretical forecasts are 
discussed in Section 2.2. 
Many NO formation models assumed uniform concentration of NO throughout the burned 
gases, but Lavoie et al. (1970) showed that this assumption is not accurate. These authors 
used time-resolved spectroscopic techniques to measure NO. concentration at different 
positions in the chamber, and they found that a NO. concentration gradient exists across 
the burned gases, with the early burning elements of charge producing the highest 
concentrations of NO. as they are compressed to a higher temperature by the late burning 
elements. These findings demonstrate the need for a multizone model to predict gas 
temperatures and NO concentrations. Lavoie et al. (1970) also observed that no significant 
NO. was produced at the flame front. 
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NOx concentrations are affected by engine operating conditions, and a number of studies 
have investigated these. A number of trends have been identified: 
o NO. increases as engine load increases (Miller, Davis et al. (1998), Miller, Russ et al. 
(1998), eaton (2002» 
o Highest NO. concentrations are generated at equivalence ratios between 0.86 and 0.98 
(Miller, Davis et al. (1998», typically at 0.9 (Lavoie and Blumberg (1973», 0.91 (Miller, 
Russ et al. (1998» or 0.93 {eaton {2002}} 
o NO. increases as engine speed increases {Miller, Russ et al. (1998), eaton (2002» 
because of higher temperatures and pressures at higher speeds (eaton (2002» 
o NO. reduces as EGR increases (Lavoie and Blumberg (1973), Miller, Russ et al. (1998), 
eaton (2002»; this is caused by the dilution of the charge and the resulting lower 
combustion temperatures 
o NO. concentrations decrease as combustion duration increases (eaton (2002); shorter 
combustion periods resulted in more NO being formed as shorter combustion durations 
are associated with higher temperatures and presSures 
o NO. increases as the burn rate increases (eaton (2003» 
o Reducing the engine compression ratio only slightly reduces NOx concentrations (eaton 
(2002» 
o An advance in spark timing causes an increase in NO concentration (Caton (2003» 
o The use of stratified charge was beneficial in reducing NO in slightly lean (~ = 0.9) 
conditions, but detrimental in leaner operation (~ = 0.8) (Lavoie and Blumberg (1973» 
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2.4. Chapter Summary 
The various methods of modelling NO concentration have been reviewed and their 
effectiveness has been discussed. The commonly used assumptions made in the models 
have also been described. The key findings are listed below: 
o Most NO formed as a result of the combustion process in engines and burners is 
generated by the extended Zeldovich mechanism; this accounts for the almost all the 
NO formed in the post-flame gases of stoichiometric, high temperature and low 
pressure flames 
o The EZM under-predicts the NO formed during low temperature and lean combustion 
o The EZM over-predicts the NO formed during rich, low pressure combustion 
o The EZM over-predicts the NO formed during high pressure combustion over all 
equivalence ratios other than very lean (equivalence ratios less than 0.8) 
o The EZM under-predicts NOx formed in engines that use EGR 
o The EZM with the equilibrium assumption does not account for flame-front NO 
o The N20 intermediate reactions contribute to NO formation in lean, low temperature 
flames and at high pressures 
o The role of NOz reactions is unclear but relatively high concentrations of NOz have been 
measured in low temperature flames 
o The super-extended Zeldovich mechanism was found to improve predicted NO results 
in high pressure engine conditions, at all equivalence ratios and with EGR 
o Flame-front or Prompt NO has been observed in some flames but its existence and 
cause is disputed; some say flame-front NO is formed as a result of reactions involving 
hydrocarbon radicals, others have shown that it may be due to high radical 
concentrations in the H,-Oz pool and have modelled this using partial equilibrium 
assumptions 
o There have been very few investigations into the effects of pressure of NOx kinetiCS , 
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CHAPTER THREE: THERMODYNAMIC MODELLING AND 
NITRIC OXIDE KINETICS 
3.1. Introduction 
This Chapter describes the mathematical model that was developed to forecast nitric oxide 
emissions from combustion systems. The aim of the model was to predict NO. emissions in 
high pressure combustion over a range of operating conditions, and to discover the 
significant factors controlling NO. formation and destruction under different conditions. 
During combustion rapid rises in temperature and pressure occur as the fuel is oxidised, 
releasing a large amount of energy. These high temperatures drive a complex sequence of 
rapid chemical reactions involving numerous species including the oxides of nitrogen, which 
are strongly dependent on temperature; the determination of combustion temperature is 
therefore vital in order to model the evolution of NO •. The model thus comprises two 
principal modules, one for calculating the combustion temperatures and the second for 
calculating the NO. kinetics. The model was implemented using the Fortran programming 
language. 
The temperatures attained during combustion depend on the rate at which the charge 
burns, so the evolution of the mass fraction burned must also be considered. There are 
several ways in which mass fraction burned can be calculated, and two widely-used 
methods are discussed in Section 3.2.1. A two-zone model that simultaneously calculates 
mass fraction burned and combustion temperature was used for this research; this is 
explained in Section 3.2.2. Combustion is modelled as a closed system, and the combustion 
characteristics are dependent on the initial conditions of the reactants, namely the air-fuel 
ratio and the temperature, which determine the mass and energy contained in the system. 
Combustion temperatures in engines are also influenced by the work done by the moving 
piston and the heat transferred between the gases and cylinder walls, and these factors are 
discussed in Section 3.2.3. In an engine the charge is compressed before combustion, so 
the temperature rise due to compression must also be modelled; this is the subject of 
Section 3.2.3.3. The chemical reactions that govern NO. kinetics are slow in comparison to 
the combustion reactions and continue after the charge has been burned, therefore post-
combustion temperatures are required as well; this calculation is discussed in Section 3.2.4. 
The NO. kinetics model developed for this research is described in Section 3.3. This model 
was based on the Super-Extended Zeldovich Mechanism (SEZM) of Miller, Davis et al. 
(1998) and utilised a rewritten and extended version of the Olikara and Borman (1975) 
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equilibrium subroutines. It consists of a set of chemical reactions and rate coeffiCients, with 
a sub-module for solving the differential and algebraic equations for the species 
concentrations. A description of the thermochemical data used in the calculations is given 
in Section 3.4. 
3.2. Thermodynamic Modelling 
3.2.1. Methods of Calculating Mass Fraction Burned 
There are numerous methods of calculating mass fraction burned in use, of varying 
complexity. Two simple methods that have been widely used in calculating burn rates are 
the Lewis and von Elbe (1934) method and the Rassweiler and With row (1938) method, 
which have both been shown by previous investigators to give good agreement with more 
complex methods. 
Lewis and von Elbe (1934) assumed that mass fraction burned is linearly proportional to 
the fractional pressure rise, and could thus be determined by Equation 3-1. 
x 
p(t)-p, 
P",d - P, 
x Mass fraction burned 
P (I) Pressure at time t 
Pi Initial pressure 
Pend Final (maximum) pressure 
(Equation 3-1) 
This method is an approximation, and because the final value of x is always unity this 
assumes that all the charge is always burned. Saeed and Stone (2004a, b) showed that the 
relationship between mass fraction burned and fractional pressure rise is actually non-
linear, but that the errors produced by the linear assumption are negligible for methane-air 
mixtures in a constant volume combustion bomb. The Lewis and von Elbe mass fraction 
burned was calculated during the present investigation with the combustion bomb to 
enable comparison to be made with the two-zone model. 
The Rassweiler and With row (1938) method is often used to calculate the mass fraction 
burned in engine combustion. This method assumes that the pressure change across any 
interval is due to two factors: the pressure change due to piston motion, and the pressure 
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change due to combustion. The latter, given by Equation 3-2, is calculated by relating the 
change in pressure to the change in volume over the interval, and to the polytropic index n. 
(Equation 3-2) 
Mc Pressure rise due to combustion 
n Polytropic index, where PV· = constant 
i, i+1 Subscripts denoting the start and end of an interval respectively 
Combustion in an internal combustion engine takes place over a constantly changing 
volume, so the pressure rise due to combustion must be normalised to a reference volume 
such as the volume at ignition (Rassweiler and Withrow (1938)) or top dead centre (Ball et 
al. (1998)). The normalised pressure rise due to combustion M; is given by Equation 3-3, 
assuming that top dead centre (TOC) is used as the reference volume. 
M' = LV', ....£J.... 
c c V; 
TDC 
(Equation 3-3) 
The mass fraction burned is assumed to be proportional to the normalised pressure rise, 
and thus its value at any interval i out of a total of N is given by Equation 3-4. 
i 
" LV',' L.... e, 
X =-",,=,!,-o __ i ~N 
" LV',' L.... c, 
k=O 
(Equation 3-4) 
This method is dependent on the accurate determination of the polytropic index n, as 
discussed by Ball et al. (1998), and assumes a constant value for n throughout the 
combustion process. Ball et al. (1998) developed an alternative formulation using different 
values of n for compression and expansion, although they acknowledged that the method 
was still sensitive to the indices chosen; however, they found that, with accurate values for 
n, the Rassweiler and With row method gave good agreement with more complex models. 
This method was used here with the measured engine cylinder pressures to enable a 
comparison to be made with the results of the two-zone model. 
The calculation of mass fraction burned using the Rassweiler and Withrow method also 
allowed the start and end of combustion to be identified. Start of combustion (soc) in the 
engine was assumed to occur at the crank angle corresponding to the pOint at which the 
normalised pressure rise due to combustion first rose above zero, and the end of 
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combustion (eoc) was assigned to the crank angle where the normalised pressure rise fell 
back to zero. 
3.2.2. The Two-Zone Combustion Model 
3.2.2.1. Description of the Model and its Assumptions 
The two-zone combustion model used by Metghalchi and Keck (1980) was used to 
calculate the mass fraction of burned gas and the burned gas temperature. The combustion 
region is divided into two discrete zones, one consisting of the burned gases and the other 
consisting of the unburned reactants. Several assumptions are made in this model: 
o The flame thickness is negligible, so the flame front can be represented as a 
discontinuity between the unburned and burned gas zones 
o The flame is spherical and smooth 
o The effects of buoyancy are negligible 
o The pressure throughout the chamber is uniform at any given moment in time 
o The temperature across each zone is uniform at any given moment in time 
o There is no heat transfer from the unburned gases to the chamber walls 
o There is no heat transfer from the burned gas zone to the unburned gas zone 
o Both the unburned and burned gas zones consist of a mixture of ideal gases 
o The unburned gas is frozen at its original composition 
o The burned gas is in thermodynamic equilibrium 
Hill and Hung (1988) estimated that the volume occupied by the flame represented no 
more than 0.1% of the combustion bomb's volume, and thus the flame could reasonably be 
represented as a thin discontinuity. The flame can be assumed spherical provided that it is 
initiated in the centre of the vessel and buoyancy effects are not significant in fast-burning 
mixtures. Metghalchi and Keck (1982) found that the effects of buoyancy and flame front 
wrinkling were negligible. As a further test of these assumptions, a video was recorded at 
Loughborough University using Schlieren imaging of the flame propagation inside the 
combustion bomb. Three of the frames are presented in Figure 3-1, and show a spherical 
flame propagating outwards from the centre of the vessel. The flame is slightly off-centre, 
and reaches the vessel walls soonest at the top of the image, indicating a degree of 
buoyancy. A consequence of this is an increase in heat transfer to the walls towards the 
end of combustion, resulting in a slight reduction in peak pressure due to the loss of energy 
as discussed by Rhodes and Keck (1985). 
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Figure 3-1: Propagation of Flame in Combustion Bomb 
The assumption of spatially uniform pressure is valid because the flame speed is 
significantly lower than the speed of sound, and it is common practice to assume that a 
flow is incompressible when its Mach number is less than 0.3. The assumption of uniform 
temperature, however, is not valid because the elements of charge that burn first are 
compressed by the later burning elements and thus attain a higher temperature. As a result 
of this, there will be a temperature gradient across the burned gases; the presence of this 
gradient was first established by Hopkinson (1906), and experimentally confirmed by 
Rassweiler and Withrow (1935). There are differing estimates of the temperature gradient; 
Saeed and Stone (2004a, b) calculated a temperature difference of 4S0°C between the first 
and last burned gases of a stOichiometric methane-air mixture. Multizone models have been 
used by a number of investigators, including Hill and Hung (1988), Raine et al. (1995), 
Egnell (1998), Elia et al. (2001), Saeed and Stone (2004a, b) and Yang (2006), to account 
for this temperature gradient. James (1980) found that the assumption of one homogenous 
burned gas zone resulted in a higher burned gas temperature than the overall temperature 
predicted by multiple zones, leading to an over-prediction of NOx under lean conditions; he 
suggested that the homogeneous zone case represented the upper limit of NO emissions, 
whereas the multizone model represented the lower limit. James also noted that the early-
burning portions of charge, which reach the highest temperatures and therefore contain 
the highest NOx concentrations, only represent a very small fraction of the total mass in the 
system. Raine et al. (1995) found that increasing the number of burned gas zones from 1 
to 30 reduced the predicted NOx emiSSions by just 11% for the adiabatic case, while 
increasing the run time by a factor of over 33. Egnell (1998) compared calculated 
temperatures and NO concentrations from a two-zone and a multizone model and found 
that they gave very Similar results, with the multizone calculation yielding average burned 
gas temperatures only a few degrees higher than the two-zone calculation; consequently, 
the multizone model calculated Slightly higher NO concentrations than the two-zone model 
in most cases, although the two-zone NO levels were only about 5% lower on average. The 
two-zone model was chosen for the present research because of its speed of computation, 
but its limitations are acknowledged. 
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Metghalchi and Keck (1982) determined that heat transfer from the unburned gases to the 
vessel walls caused a change in calculated laminar burning velocity of less than 1%, and 
thus this heat transfer could reasonably be ignored. Hill and Hung (1988) deterrnined that 
most of the heat radiated from the burned gases was absorbed by the vessel walls rather 
than the unburned gases, supporting the validity of assuming that the unburned gas 
fraction is compressed adiabatically. This assumption has been used extenSively, by 
Metghalchi and Keck (1980), James (1980, 1990), Rhodes and Keck (1985) and Elia et al. 
(2001) among others. 
The ideal gas assumption is commonly used in modelling combustion, as temperatures are 
relatively high and the densities relatively low. It is also common practice to assume that 
the unburned gas fraction is frozen in composition, which is valid because the commonly 
used fuels require high energy input to oxidise. Combustion reactions occur over short time 
scales but it is not strictly valid to assume that thermodynamic equilibrium of the burned 
gases occurs instantaneously, as illustrated by the fact that NOx concentration is modelled 
kinetically. However, equilibrium gas composition is used to calculate enthalpy and other 
properties that indirectly determine burned gas temperature, and the errors are expected 
to be insignificant. The assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium is common practice; 
researchers who have used this include lames (1980), Metghalchi and Keck (1980), Rhodes 
and Keck (1985), Elia et al. (2001) and eaton (2003). 
3.2.2.2. Formulation of the Two-Zone Model 
The two-zone thermodynamic model divides the combustion region into a burned gas 
fraction x and an unburned gas fraction (l-x). Equations 3-5 and 3-6 can be derived from 
the principles of conservation of mass and energy respectively, applying the assumptions 
discussed in the previous section. Specific volume v and specific enthalpy u are functions of 
temperature and are calculated using Equations 3-7 and 3-8. The calculation structure of 
the two-zone model is shown in Figure 3-2. 
(Equation 3-5) 
(Equation 3-6) 
v=R7jp (Equation 3-7) 
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u=h-RT (Equation 3-8) 
M Total mass (kg) 
V Total volume (m3) 
U Total internal energy (J) 
u Specific internal energy (J/kg) 
v Specific volume (m3/kg) 
h Specific Enthalpy (J/kg) 
R Specific Gas Constant (J/kg-K) 
T Temperature (K) 
P Pressure (Pa) 
tot, u, b Subscripts denoting total, unburned and burned gas zones respectively 
The integration of Equations 3-5 and 3-6 yields Equations 3-9 and 3-10, The unburned 
gases are compressed isentropically by the burned gases, therefore the unburned gas 
temperature Tu can be calculated from Equation 3-11. 
V/ot =:'XVb + (l-x)vu (Equation 3-9) 
U tot =XUb + {i-x}uu (Equation 3-10) 
rh T =T{~) r (Equation 3-11) U I P. 
, 
Tt Initial temperature (K) 
Pi Initial pressure (Pa) 
y Ratio of specific heats 
The mixture-averaged enthalpy and energy are calculated using Equations 3-12 and 3-13, 
where the hj and Uj are the enthalpy and internal energy of the individual chemical species 
j, Properties for the individual species are calculated using polynomial curve-fits, which are 
described in Section 3.4, 
m 
h='L>A 
);1 
(Equation 3-12) 
(Equation 3-13) 
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Start Two-Zone 
Read in fuel type, ~, 
initial Tand P, I, and P, for i =1 , ... ,n 
Calculate system properties: 
rn, RI V'Ol' uto! 
Set Tg and xg, initial guesses for Tb and x 
Yes 
i> n? 
No 
Calculate unburned gas properties: 
"{I TU! hUI vu' Uu 
Yes 
Calculate Rb, vb' ub' fJu/fJTb 
Calculate elements of 
Jacobian matrix 
Solve Jacobian for &x and oTb 
Setx=x+&x 
Tb = Tb + oTb 
Tb - T"I < tal? 
IX-Xgl <tal? 
End Two-Zone 
No 
Figure 3-2: Flowchart of the Two-Zone Calculation 
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The total specific volume and specific internal energy are easily calculated from the initial 
conditions, and unburned gas properties are calculated using Tu, therefore there are only 
two unknowns in Equations 3-9 and 3-10: burned gas temperature Tb and mass fraction 
burned x. These equations thus constitute a system of two non-linear simultaneous 
equations, which can be solved using Newton-Raphson iteration and Cramer's rule with 
initial estimates for x and Tb. The Newton-Raphson formula for systems of equations is 
given by Equation 3-14, where the partial derivative is the Jacobian matrix. The.fi represent 
Equations 3-9 and 3-10 written in the form of Equations 3-16 and 3-17 respectively, and 
the x) are equivalent to Tb and x. The Ox) are the change in Tb and x between iteration k and 
iteration k+ 1, as shown in Equation 3-15. 
f.. =v,o,-xvb +{l-x)vu =0 
J; =u,o,-xub +{l-x)uu = 0 
(Equation 3-14) 
(Equation 3-15) 
(Equation 3-16) 
(Equation 3-17) 
When the partial derivatives of the.fi are calculated, the Newton-Raphson formulae can be 
expressed as the 2x2 matrix system given by Equation 3-18, where the matrix on the left 
hand side is the Jacobian aft / ax) . 
_~(aRb T. +R J p aT. b b 
b Vu -Vb [oT,,] [-{V'O,-XVb -{I-X)Vu}] . 
= { ) } (Equation 3-18) 
ox - U -XU -{l-x U tot b u Uu -Ub 
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3.2.3. Application of the Two-Zone Model to Engine Combustion 
3.2.3.1. Introduction 
The two-zone model described in Section 3.2.1 required some modifications before being 
applied to an internal combustion engine: 
o Engine cylinder volume is not constant and therefore the work done by the moving 
piston and the expanding gases must be accounted for in the model 
o Heat transfer to the cylinder walls is significant and must be accounted for 
o The reactants mixture is compressed before the start of combustion and this must be 
modelled to determine the gas temperature at start of combustion 
Further assumptions are made when applying the model to engine combustion: 
o There is no blow-by past the piston rings, therefore mass calculated from the ideal gas 
equation of state at inlet valve closure and remains constant until the exhaust valve 
opens 
o There is no heat transfer from the cylinder walls to the intake gases at inlet valve 
closure, thus the initial temperature of the reactants is assumed to be the same as that 
measured in the intake manifold 
o There are no residual gases contained in the charge 
The effects of blow-by are commonly neglected, for example Brown et al. (1996) neglected 
blow-by and crevice flows in their model. The in-cylinder temperature at inlet valve closure 
would be higher than the manifold temperature due to heat transfer from the cylinder 
walls, but this is neglected due to the inherent difficulties in modelling this. 
The extra calculations required in adapting the two-zone model to engine combustion are 
summarised in Figure 3-3. 
3.2.3.2. Work and Heat Transfer 
Work Wand heat transfer Q change the total energy in the system, so the conservation of 
energy must be modified to the form of Equation 3-19, where if is the internal energy of 
the system at inlet valve closure. 
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Utot (Equation 3-19) -
Work, defined by Equation 3-20, is done by the piston on the in-cylinder gases during the 
compression stroke and by the burning gases on the piston as they expand during the 
. combustion stroke. Following the usual sign convention, work done by the system is 
considered positive and work done on the system is negative, so the energy of the system 
increases (work done is negative) as the gases are compressed by the piston and 
decreases (work done is positive) as the expanding gases drive the piston downwards 
during the power stroke. The work done W, in moving from crank angle 0'-1 to crank angle 
e, is approximated by Equation 3-21, and total work over an engine cycle is calculated 
through summation of the work at each crank angle step. 
Start Engine 
Input engine geometry: 
b, S, I, Vd 
Input rpm, e;9" and e;"" 
Input heat transfer parameters: 
k, JJ, Cl' c2• ec 
Calculate cylinder volume and work at each e 
Calculate total work and v,o, 
Calculate heat transfer and U,ol 
Set up and solve 
Two-Zone Equations _ 
End Engine 
Figure 3-3: Flowchart of Engine Calculations 
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v 
w= JPdV' (Equation 3-20) 
v' 
p, + P'-I ( ) w: =wM V,-V I I I 2 1- (Equation 3-21) 
The cylinder volume V is calculated at each crank angle () using Equation 3-22, which 
requires the calculation of the unswept or clearance volume Vel using Equation 3-23. 
v _ Vswept 
eI - CR-J 
7fB'S 
Vswept ::::;-4-
V""pl Swept volume (m3) 
CR Compression ratio 
B Cylinder bore (m) 
S Stroke (m) 
L Conrod length (m) 
(Equation 3-22) 
(Equation 3-23) 
(Equation 3-24) 
Heat transfer was modelled using the Annand and Ma relation, Equation 3-25. 
A, 
k 
R=r . .':...ReC'(7: -7: )+e (7:4 _7:4 ) A -J B s g c s g 
, 
Instantaneous surface area (m') 
Thermal conductivity (Wf (m'K)) 
Re Reynolds number 
Tg Instantaneous bulk gas temperature (K) 
T, Mean surface temperature (K) 
ec Stefan-Boltzmann constant emissivity shape factor (Jf (m"s'~) 
c" c, Constants 
(Equation 3-25) 
A range of values have been used by previous authors for the constants. Stone (1992) 
quotes values of 0.25 - 0.8 and 0.7 for C, and c, respectively, whereas Benson and 
Whitehouse (1979) suggest 0.06 - 0.5 for C, and 0.7 - 0.85 for c,. In the present study 
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both constants were set equal to 0.7. The value of e, was set to 3.28 x 10.8, which is the 
value used by Benson and Whitehouse (1979). Thermal conductivity of air at atmospheric 
pressure was used, which is given by Equation 3-26, taken from Ferguson and Kirkpatrick 
(2001). 
(Equation 3-26) 
The mean surface temperature was calculated using Equation 3-27, assuming the typical 
surface temperatures listed in Table 3.1. 
r( Tpiston + 1head) + 2hTwoll 
Ts 2(r+h) (Equation 3-27) 
h Distance between piston top and cylinder head (m) 
r RadiUS of cylinder (m) 
Table 3-1: Assumed In-Cylinder Surface Temperatures 
Surface Temperature ('C) 
Piston top 300 
Cylinder wall 185 
... """' ........ ""., ......... " .......... ".,,. .." ......... ,""" ......... . 
Cylinder head 500 
The usual sign convention is also followed for heat transfer Q, so that heat flow into the 
system is positive and heat flow out is negative. During the compression stroke heat is 
transferred from the cylinder walls to the gases, therefore the heat transfer is positive and 
there is a further rise in the system's energy. During the power stroke heat is transferred 
from the gases to the walls, giving negative heat transfer and a decrease in the total 
energy of the system. 
The inclusion of the heat transfer term changes the energy differential aH arb in the 
Jacobian matrix of Equation 3-18; this entry now becomes that given by Equation 3-28. 
aJ; aq aUb 
-=--x-
ax, aT" b aT" (Equation 3-28) 
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3.2.3.3. Modelling the Compression Stroke 
The two-zone model requires knowledge of the reactants' temperature, pressure and 
composition at the start of combustion in order to determine the mass and energy 
contained within the system. Pressure was measured and composition is assumed to stay 
fixed and can thus be determined from the air-fuel ratio; temperature, however, can only 
be measured in the intake manifold and not in the cylinder. calculations begin at inlet valve 
closure, and it is assumed that the in-cylinder temperature was equal to that of the intake 
manifold at inlet valve closure. The gases are then compressed by the motion of the piston, 
resulting in an increase in temperature. This compression is assumed to occur isentropically 
(Heywood (1988)), so Equation 3-11 is used to determine the temperature of the gases. 
3.2.4. Post-Combustion Calculations 
In the combustion bomb the combustion process ends when peak pressure occurs, as any 
pressure rise in a constant volume chamber is solely due to combustion. When combustion 
has completed the mass fraction burned is fixed, but the vessel's pressure gradually drops 
due to heat transfer through the vessel walls and consequently the temperatures inside the 
bomb decrease. The model assumes that the burned and unburned gas zones remain 
distinct, and that the temperature in each zone falls as a function of pressure. The ideal 
gas law, Equation 3-29, is used to model temperature after the end of combustion in the 
bomb. 
T. _ PVb b-
Rb 
(Equation 3-29) 
After engine combustion has completed the pressure drops as the gases expand due to 
piston motion, and again the proportion of pressure change due to combustion must be 
determined. End of combustion was identified as the point at which the normalised 
pressure rise due to combustion returned to zero. After this pOint the temperatures in the 
two zones, again considered distinct, were calculated using polytropiC expansion (Equation 
3-30) with the expansion stroke polytropic index ne' The polytropic indices were determined 
from the experimental pressure and volume data, as detaile.d in Chapter 5. 
(Equation 3-30) 
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3.3. The NOx Model 
3.3.1. Mathematical Notation of Chemical Reactions and Rates 
An elementary chemical reaction can be represented mathematically by Equation 3-31. The 
speed of an elementary chemical reaction is determined by the law of mass action, which 
states that the reaction proceeds at a rate that is proportional to the reactants' 
concentrations raised to their respective stoichiometric coefficients, and to a constant of 
proportionality known as the rate coefficient. The law of mass action can be represented by 
Equation 3-32. 
nSp nSp 
LVJ;Sj ~ Lvj;Sj i = 1, ... ,nR (Equation 3-31) 
j=! j=! 
j=l,oo.,nSp (Equation 3-32) 
where 
nSp . nSp • 
TI[ Jvp k TI[x JVp q; = k fi Xj - r; j j=! j=! i = I,oo.,nR (Equation 3-33) 
(Equation 3-34) 
vJ; Stoichiometric coefficient of reactants 
v;; Stoichiometric coefficient of products 
~ Chemical symbol of species j 
!hj Net rate of production (rate equation) of species j (kmol/m3·s) 
q; Rate of progress variable for reaction i (kmolfm3·s) 
[Aj] Molar concentration of speciesj (kmolfm3) 
kfi Forward rate coefficient of chemical reaction i (various units) 
kr; Reverse rate coefficient of chemical reaction i (various units) 
The law of mass action is valid for any type of elementary reaction, including bimolecular 
reactions, dissociation and recombination reactions. 
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3.3.2. Rate Coefficients 
3.3.2.1. Equilibrium Rate Coefficients 
A chemical reaction is in equilibrium when its forward rate is equal to its reverse rate, i.e. 
the rate of change of any of the species involved in the reaction is constant. An equilibrium 
coefficient based on species concentrations is defined by relating the forward and backward 
rate coeffiCients of the reaction, kf and kr respectively, to yield Equation 3-35. When the 
species concentrations are unknown the coefficient can be calculated from the coefficient 
based on partial pressure. The JANAF tables (1965) list the logarithm of the partial pressure 
equilibrium coefficient, and it can also be derived from the Gibbs function AG~ in the form 
of Equation 3-36, which was the approach used in the current kinetics model. The 
concentration-based coefficient was then calculated using Equation 3-40 and used to 
determine the backward rate coefficients. An explanation of the relationship between the 
two coefficients is given in Appendix C. 
(Equation 3-35) 
(Equation 3-36) 
(Equation 3-37) 
nSp 
AS? = IVjjSJ (Equation 3-38) 
j=J 
nSp 
till? '" I vjiHJ (Equation 3-39) 
j=l 
(Equation 3-40) 
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3.3.2.2. Reaction Rate Coefficients 
Rate coefficients are the proportionality 'constants' that relate the speed of a chemical 
reaction to the concentration of its reactants. The rate coefficients of bimolecular reactions 
are dependent only on temperature and are expressed in the Arrhenius form, presented in 
Equation 3-41. The Arrhenius form is valid only over small temperature ranges, and there is 
usually a wide margin of error owing to the difficulty of making accurate experimental 
measurements. 
where 
k(T)=ATb exi -EA) ~R.r 
A Pre-exponential or frequency factor 
b Temperature exponent 
EA Activation energy (J/kmol) 
Ru Universal gas constant (8314.3 J/kmol-K) 
T Temperature (K) 
(Equation 3-41) 
The activation energy EA is the minimum kinetic energy that reactants must have in order 
to fomn products. The exponential factor represents the fraction of collisions that have 
enough kinetic energy to lead to a reaction. The frequency factor A is a measure of the 
rate at which collisions occur irrespective of their kinetic energy, and so the product of the 
two gives the rate of successful collisions. From collision theory A is a weak function of TJ/2 
but is usually listed as a constant, with any pre-exponential temperature dependency 
included in the t' temn (Glassman (1996)). 
The units of rate coefficients vary according to the order of the reaction. In general, for an 
nth order reaction the rate coefficients are in units of [(concentration)"'I.(time)],I, so that 
for a first order reaction units are 5.1, and for a second order reaction units are (m3.kmor l • 
'1) s . 
Published data on reaction rates lists the parameters A. b and EA, although the parameter 
Eo = EA/ R" is often used instead of EA' Rate data is usually given for the forward reaction 
only, since the reverse rate may be calculated from the concentration-based equilibrium 
constant (Equation 3-35) of the reaction. The rate coefficients given by Miller, Davis et al. 
(1998), the majority of which were taken from Hanson and Salimian (1984), were used in 
the majority of the calculations. However, there can be significant differences between the 
rate data quoted from different sources and all the reaction rate data is subject to 
uncertainty. 
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Recombination and dissociation reactions are dependent on pressure as well as 
temperature. These types of reactions involve collision with a "third body", usually denoted 
by M where M may be any molecule, which provides the energy for the reaction to take 
place. Since M is effectively the density of the reacting mixture, given by Equation 3-42, 
such reactions are more likely to occur at high pressures. Rate coefficients for 3rd body 
reactions are often quoted at upper and lower pressure limits, and the Lindemann-
Hinshelwood model, Equation 3-43 (Kee et al. (1989)), is used to determine the rate 
coefficient in the "fall-off" region between these limits. 
[M]= ;/R.r (Equation 3-42) 
k- ko[M] 
l+ko[M]/k", (Equation 3-43) 
ko Reaction rate coefficient at low pressure limit 
k~ Reaction rate coefficient at high pressure limit 
[M] Total molar concentration of the mixture 
The accuracy of the lindemann-Hinshelwood model can be improved through the use of 
Troe corrections, which involve multiplying the right-hand side of Equation 3-43 with a 
blending function F. Several different forms of the blending function, or broadening factor, 
are used with varying degrees of complexity and accuracy; 
Equation 3-44 (Gardiner and Troe (1984». 
a simple form is given by 
(Equation 3-44) 
In this way the rate coefficient at any pressure can be determined with the specification of 
the three quantities ko. koo and Feen,. 
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3.3.3. Species Concentrations 
3.3.3.1. Introduction 
In order to solve the rate equation for a given chemical species it is necessary to determine 
the concentrations of the reactants and products in the chemical reactions considered. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, it is common practice when modelling NO to assume that all 
species except N and NO have reached their equilibrium values. In the present model the 
equilibrium subroutines of Olikara and Borman (1975) were extended to calculate 
equilibrium mole fractions of up to 25 chemical species. The kinetics model allows the 
species concentrations to be determined by equilibrium calculations, or by invoking the 
partial equilibrium or steady state assumptions. For the engine calculations it was assumed 
that the fuel was iso-octane. 
3.3.3.2. Chemical Equilibrium 
A system is in chemical equilibrium when the rate of change of concentration is zero for all 
species. There are two principal ways in which the equilibrium products of combustion can 
be calculated: the minimisation of free energy, and the use of partial pressure equilibrium 
constants. Minimisation of free energy is a well-established technique and was used in the 
STANJAN program developed by Reynolds (1986), which was used as the basis for the 
Chemkin equilibrium program EQUIL (Lutz et al. (1998». The method has the advantage of 
being easily adapted to include any number of product and reactant species, providing that 
thermochemical data is available. The equilibrium constants method was used by Olikara 
and Barman (1975) in their subroutines, and it is an adaptation of these that have been 
used in this research. The Olikara-Borman subroutines were chosen because they were 
designed to be incorporated into combustion models and they include the calculation of 
burned gas properties such as enthalpy, energy and their partial derivatives, which were 
required for the two-zone model solution. The technique has the disadvantage that 
reactions governing the formation of each product species must be speCified, making the 
adaptation of the method to include more product species a fairly lengthy process. The 
original version of the code considered only twelve species, but up to 25 were required for 
the super-extended Zeldovich mechanism and so the subroutines were extended to allow 
the inclusion of extra species as requested by the user. 
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3.3.3.3. The Steady State Assumption 
The steady state assumption arises when the rate of formation of a minor species such as 
N is approximately equal to its rate of destruction, so that the net change in concentration 
is minimal. Using this assumption the rate equations for steady state species can be set to 
equal zero and their concentrations expressed algebraically in terms of the other species; 
for example, the expression for steady-state N generated by the Extended Zeldovich 
Mechanism is given by Equation 3-45. 
kf,l [N2][0]+ kr,2 [0][NO]+kr,3 [NO][H] 
kr,l [NO]+kj,2 [02]+ kj ,3 [OH] (Equation 3-45) 
Direct algebraic substitutions, such as the combination of Equation 3-45 with the Extended 
Zeldovich Mechanism NO rate equation, are often quoted in the literature. However, when 
more complex reaction mechanisms are used there are often multiple species that can be 
considered to be in steady state, and deriving all these by hand would be a very lengthy 
process. Equation 3-46 was derived specifically for the current research to allow the quick 
calculation of concentrations of multiple steady-state species, and represents a general 
steady state equation for the J(h species Xk in a system of nR reactions involving nSp 
species; no equivalent equation has been found in the literature. A derivation of Equation 
3-46 is provided in Appendix C. 
(Equation 3-46) 
3.3.3.4. The Partial Equilibrium Assumption 
Another method of calculating concentrations, especially of the radical species 0, Hand 
OH, is partial equilibrium, which was discussed in Section 2.2.6.2. Concentrations of other 
radical species, such as N, N20, N02, HNO, NH, NH2 and NH3, may also be found by 
applying the partial equilibrium assumption. The model was adapted to allow the radical 
species to be calculated using the methods described i'l Section 2.2.6.2. 
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Equations of the form Equation 3-46 are solved simultaneously with the partial equilibrium 
equations and the rate equation for NO. The model solves the differential equation (3-32) 
using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive time step (Nag le and Saff (1993», 
with an initial value of zero NO. 
3.3.4. NOx Reaction Mechanisms 
The NOx model includes the 76 reactions listed by Miller, Davis et al. (1998), which includes 
the 67-reaction super-extended Zeldovich mechanism as well as additional reactions 
involving N2H. The model also includes some chain reactions from the H2-02 system and 
formation reactions for H2 and O2, A complete list of reactions considered, along with rate 
coefficient data, is included in Appendix B. 
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3.4. Thermochemical Data 
3.4.1. Calculation of Specific Heat, Enthalpy and Entropy 
The calculation of the temperature profile during combustion relies on the energies in the 
system, specifically internal energy and enthalpy, both of which are functions of temperature 
and gas composition. Enthalpy and entropy were used to calculate the Gibbs function, which 
was used to calculate thermochemical equilibrium from which gas composition is determined. 
The JANAF tables (Dow Chemical Company (1965» contain thermodynamic properties for 
many chemical species at temperature intervals of 100 degrees, but for inclusion in a 
computer program it is advantageous to use curve-fit data. Various tables of polynomial 
curve-fit coefficient data have been published, and curve-fit data calculated from the JANAF 
tables is available from the NIST Chemistry Web Book from Linstrom and Mallard (March 
2003), where the coefficients a, to aB are given for Equations (3-47) to (3-49). 
where B;~ 
1000 
(Equation 3-47) 
(Equation 3-48) 
(Equation 3-49) 
Other notable sources include the chemical kinetics program suite Chemkin II (Kee et al. 
(1989» and compatible sources such as GRI-Mech 3.0 (Smith et al. (1999», Burcat (2003) or 
Curran et al. (2002) at LLNL, where the coefficients a, to a, are given for Equations 3-50 to 3-
52. 
(Equation 3-50) 
MfO a a 2 a 3 a 4 _I 
--;a +_2 T+..1.T +..3.T +.2T +a T R"T I 2 3 4 5 6 (Equation 3-51) 
(Equation 3-52) 
0HO ° AHo where Mf; -H298 .1s +"'/ 298.15 
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A further source of coefficient data is the NASA Glenn thermodynamic database (McBride et 
al. (2002)), which has nine coefficients for the polynomial relations given by Equations 3-53 
to 3-55. 
(Equation 3-53) 
HO T-2 a21nT a'T a5 T2 a6 T3 a'T' b T-I 
--=-a +--+a +- +- +- +_ + R"T I T 3 2 3 4 5 I (Equation 3-54) 
(Equation 3-55) 
where ° HO HO HO H = - 298.15 + 298.15 
Once the relevant properties for each species have been determined using one of the 
methods above, the enthalpy and internal energy of the gas mixture can be calculated using 
Equations 3-12 and 3-13. 
calculations were performed using data from Ch em kin, NASA and NIST to enable 
comparisons to be made, although the majority of the results were obtained using Chemkin 
data with Equations 3-50 to 3-52. The original Olikara and Borman (1975) equilibrium 
subroutines used JANAF tables data, but for consistency the modified version used the same 
thermochemical data as the main model. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
4.1. Introduction 
Experiments were undertaken to provide data with which to test and validate the NO. 
kinetics model. A constant volume combustion vessel, or bomb, was chosen for the 
validation because this could provide a controlled environment where the effect of pressure 
could be isolated. The combustion bomb has several advantages for use in investigating 
NO, emissions: 
Q Combustion in a constant volume, spherical combustion chamber has negligible 
turbulence 
a The air-fuel ratio can be precisely controlled 
a The peak combustion pressure is linearly related to the initial pressure, which can be 
controlled; a range of combustion pressures can thus be investigated 
a Initial temperature can be controlled; for this research it was approximately constant 
for all cases 
a Heat transfer during combustion is negligible and thus the process can be considered 
adiabatic 
Experiments were also performed using a single cylinder research engine, the Ricardo E6, 
in order to assess the model's capability of predicting engine NO, emiSSions. 
A detailed description of the combustion bomb test rig is given is Section 4.2.1, with 
Section 4.2.2 containing details of the NO, analyser used. The operating procedure is 
described in Section 4.2.3, and the test conditions are listed in Section 4.2.4. 
The engine and its instrumentation are described in Section 4.3.1, with a detailed account 
of the exhaust emissions analyser and the air-fuel ratio meter in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 
respectively. Operating procedure and test conditions are given in Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5. 
Details of the dynamic pressure measurement system are provided in the final section of 
this Chapter, with information on the pressure transducers, charge amplifiers and data 
logger used. 
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4.2. The Constant Volume Reaction Vessel Test Rig 
4.2.1. The Reaction Vessel 
The spherical combustion vessel used to obtain pressure and NO data is shown in Figures 
4-1 and 4-2. The bomb, manufactured at Loughborough University, is constructed from 
stainless steel and has a maximum pressure resistance of 70 bar (Yang (2006)); however, 
the maximum pressure achieved during this investigation was 33 bar. The vessel has an 
inner diameter of 160mm, and has eight access points for intake, exhaust and 
instrumentation. A cross-section of the bomb is provided in Figure 4-3. 
Figure 4-1: Combustion Vessel in Two Halves 
The inlet was connected, via a check valve, to an intake manifold; this was connected to 
three gas cylinders: research grade methane, zero grade air and calibration gas, details of 
which are given in Table 4-1. The vessel had two outlet ports, one of which provided the 
feed to the NOx analyser via two digital manometers, the other being connected to a 
vacuum pump that was used to evacuate the vessel prior to testing. Both exit ports have 
shut off valves to reduce 'dead' volume. A K type thermocouple was used to measure the 
temperature inside the bomb. Figure 4-4 shows the layout of the rig, which has been 
photographed for Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-2: Combustion Bomb Mounted in Frame 
Figure 4-3: Cross-Section of Combustion Bomb 
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Table 4-1: Gases Used in Combustion Bomb Experiments 
Gas Type Manufacturer Composition 
Research Grade Methane BOC 99.995% CH4 
Zero Grade Air BOC 79% N2, 21% O2 
calibration Gas BOC 974 ppm NO in N2 
Vacuum Pump Exhaust 
Spark Plug 
Figure 4-4: Schematic of Combustion Bomb Test Rig 
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Figure 4-5: Photograph of Combustion Bomb Test Rig 
The ignition system consisted of two modified NGK BCPR6ET spark plugs, diametrically 
mounted with electrodes extending into the centre of the vessel. In order to encourage 
spark formation at the centre of the bomb, the ends of the electrodes were sharpened and 
positioned so that the gap was at the vessel's centre. When the flame is concentric with the 
vessel there is more time for data capture before the flame touches the walls and heat 
transfer becomes significant. A custom built tool was used for positioning the electrode 
gap at the centre of the vessel; Figure 4-6 shows the vessel interior with the tool in place. 
A Kistler piezoelectric pressure transducer was mounted in the vessel, and this was 
connected, via a Kistler charge amplifier, to a personal computer with a WaveBook data 
acquisition module. The data acquisition was triggered by an electrical pulse from the 
ignition system. Further details of the dynamic pressure measurement are provided in 
Section 4.4.1. 
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Figure 4-6: Electrode Position at Centre of Bomb 
4.2.2. The NOx Analyser 
A Signal Instruments Company Ltd 4000VM heated vacuum NO, analyser was used to 
measure the NO concentration in the combustion vessel's exhaust gases. The analyser can 
be seen in Figure 4-5, where it is mounted on the rack beneath the combustion vessel. A 
description of the analyser is given below, and a detailed specification is presented in 
Appendix A, Table A-I. 
The 4000VM can be set to display NO, NO, and optionally N02, where N02 is determined as 
the difference between NO, and NO. The detector only responds to NO, however, with NO, 
measurement performed by passing the sample through a converter to reduce oxides of 
nitrogen to NO. Only NO was measured during this investigation. 
The analyser uses the chemiluminescent gas phase Reaction 4-1 to detect NO. When ozone 
and nitric oxide react to form nitrogen dioxide and oxygen, about 10% of the N02 produced 
is in an electrically excited state. A photon is emitted during the transition of the excited 
N02 back to the normal state, and the light produced by this is measured by a 
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photomultiplier tube. The intensity of the light is directly proportional to the mass flow rate 
of NO in the reaction chamber. 
(Reaction 4-1) 
The analyser operates at low pressure to minimise the proportion of excited N02 molecules 
losing energy by collision. This maximises the light output from the chemiluminescent 
reaction, and minimises the effect of interference from other gases, which may deactivate 
the excited N02 though quenching. During sampling the analyser's range was set to 0 _ 
4000 ppm NO. The analyser displays real-time NO, concentrations. 
The 4000VM NO, analyser requires regular calibration to ensure accurate results. The 
analyser was calibrated at the beginning of each test session using the calibration gas listed 
in Table 4-1. 
4.2.2.1. Calibration of Analyser and Reaction Vessel 
Before any combustion experiments were performed, an additional calibration was carried 
out in order to assess the analyser's capability of detecting NO in the vessel's exhaust 
gases. The combustion vessel was charged with measured quantities of the calibration gas 
and zero grade air listed in Table 4-1; the partial pressures of the gases were measured 
with the digital manometer and used to determine their mole fractions and thus the overall 
concentration of NO. The mixture was sampled by the analyser. This procedure was 
performed with several calibration gas concentrations at a number of different pressures. 
Figure 4-7 shows the NO concentrations calculated from the gas partial pressures plotted 
against the NO concentrations measured by the 4000VM. A power law relationship exists 
between the two, with the NO, analyser's mean error relative to partial pressure 
calculations being about 95 ppm. The analyser had a tendency to over-predict the 
concentration at low levels of NO and under-predict at higher values. A power law 
correction factor, Equation 4-1, was applied to the measured data; 85% of the corrected 
NO values were within ±70 ppm of the calculated values, and all NO values were within 
±104 ppm of the calculated values. 
[NO] = 7.1809377[NO]o.7065787 
actual measured (Equation 4-1) 
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Figure 4-7: Correction Factor Applied to NO. Analyser 
4.2.3. Operating Procedure 
The operating procedure for the combustion bomb experiments can be split into three 
parts: purging, charging, and firing and data capture. These actions are now described in 
turn. 
4.2.3.1. Purging 
In order to precisely control the air-fuel ratio in the vessel it was necessary to purge the 
chamber of all traces of combustion products or ambient air. Three cycles of purging were 
carried out prior to each test. During each cycle all valves other than the exhaust valve 
and manometer isolation valve were closed and the bomb was evacuated using the vacuum 
pump until a stable pressure reading was obtained. The exhaust valve was then shut, the 
inlet valve opened and the vessel filled with zero grade air to atmospheric pressure. The 
inlet valve was then closed and the procedure for evacuation repeated. Absolute pressures 
of between '12 and 43 mbar were attained using the vacuum pump. The vessel was left 
undisturbed for a few minutes after the final purge to ensure that the vacuum pressure 
stayed constant, thus indicating that the vessel was free of leaks. 
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4.2.3.2. Charging 
When the vessel had been fully purged and evacuated, a predetermined quantity of 
methane was introduced. The required air fuel ratios were attained by the application of 
Dalton's law of partial pressures, which states that the total pressure of an ideal gas 
mixture is equal to the sum of partial pressures of each individual component of the gas. 
Dalton's law combined with the ideal gas law yields the result given by Equation 4-2 for the 
mole fraction of methane, and the equivalent for air. The partial pressure of methane 
required for a given initial pressure and equivalence ratio is given by Equation 4-3, which is 
calculated from the general combustion reaction for methane with zero grade air. 
PCH XCH =--' , P 
~ +9.5238 
~ Equivalence ratio 
XCH, Mole fraction of CH. 
PCH, Absolute partial pressure of CH. (mbar) 
P Total absolute pressure of reactants (mbar) 
(Equation 4-2) 
(Equation 4-3) 
The vessel was then charged with zero grade air up to the required initial pressure P. After 
allowing time for the gases to settle and the pressure to stabilise, all valves were closed. 
4.2.3.3. Firing and Data Capture 
The initial pressure and temperature were recorded. Combustion was initiated using a 
SWitch to activate the ignition system, which sent a trigger signal to the data acquisition 
system at the same time as generating a spark, enabling the pressure trace to be captured 
by WaveBook. After approximately 30 seconds to allow the combustion products to cool 
and settle, the sample valve was opened to allow a gas sample to be delivered to the NOx 
analyser. The analyser's display was recorded. 
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4.2.4. Test Conditions 
Tests were performed for mixtures of methane and zero grade air at equivalence ratios of 
approximately 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 with initial pressures of approximately 2, 3 and 4 bar, giving 
a total of nine test conditions. At least five tests were performed at each condition, giving a 
total of 53 test runs. NO readings were taken during each test, although not all the 
dynamic pressure recordings were used as many were taken while the data acquisition 
system was being set up. Typically, two pressure histories for each test condition were 
recorded. The number of tests, along with the ranges of equivalence ratio, initial pressure 
and initial temperature, are summarised in Table 4-2. A complete listing of combustion 
bomb experiments, with results, is presented in Appendix D. 
Equivalence 
Ratio 
Table 4-2: Combustion Bomb Test Conditions 
Air-Fuel 
Ratio 
Initial 
Pressure 
bar 
Initial 
Temperature 
DC 
Number 
of Tests 
0.792 - 0.800 21.4 - 21.6 1.987 - 2.175 19.9 - 23.0 6 
0.782 - 0.804 21.3 - 21.92.962 - 3.085 19.7 - 23.5"""5""" 
-""--iij8ff::o-.-802---"-""""2i:4"-=-2i-7"-"--"-"3~9"6S":::4:"172- .. -.......... -...... 20:4"=-23:9"--............----5 .... '----
0.995 - 1.016 16.9 - 17.2 2.002 - 2.430 18.1 - 22.9 5 
-"-"6":987"= 1::1)03-"""-17:1":::17:4""2:954:::3:204"-""""17:9=22:6-"-"""" """1ir"-" 
1 ................... · .... -.... · ....... · ..· ..· ..· .............. · ..··_· .......... · ..· ........................................ -...... -....................................................................................................................................... ·· .. · .... · ..· ...... ·· .. · ..· ..··· .. · ...... ···......1 ...... -.................... -.. , ................ . 
0.990 - 1.00317.1 - 17.34.011 - 4.204 18.9 - 22.8 . 5 
1.192 - 1.203 14.2 - 14.4 1.962 - 2.082 20.4 - 24.9 6 
1-.. -.... ----.... ·-.. ---.. · .... · .... ---· .. · .... · .... - .... -.. · ..· ..· ..-.... -·· .... ·· .. · .... c .... - .. ··· .. ·, .... , .... ·· .. · .. · ...... · .. ·-· .... · .... "·· .... ,-,,,· .... · .. · .. · .. c·· .. · .. · .. ·,· .. · ...... · .. · .. · .... - ...... · .. · .. ·· .. · .. · ........ · .. · .... · ...... · .. - .. · .. · .. c· .. · .. · .. c .. ··-· ........ --; ......... - .... - ......... - .. - ..... - ...... . 
1.123 - 1.201 14.3 - 15.3 . 2.992 - 3.081 19.9 - 24.9 5 
1.181 - 1.204 14.2 - 14.5 3.965 - 4.102 20.9 - 25.3 6 
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4.3. Ricardo E6 Variable Compression Engine Test Rig 
4.3.1. The Ricardo E6 
The Ricardo E6 is a single cylinder, four stroke, carburetted research engine with variable 
compression ratio. A photograph of the engine is provided in Figure 4-8, and engine 
specifications are given in Table 4-3. The E6 can be operated as spark ignition or indirect 
injection compression ignition, but for the purposes of the present investigation only spark 
ignition operation was used. The engine was fuelled with superplus unleaded petrol. 
The E6 has a cylindrical combustion chamber, with a flat piston top and flat cylinder head. 
The spark plug is located on the side of the combustion chamber between the valves, and 
the pressure transducer is located opposite to the spark plug. A photograph of the cylinder 
head, showing the valve pockets, transducer and spark plug, is presented in Figure 4-9. 
The compression ratio was adjusted by means of a worm gear, which raises and lowers the 
cylinder assembly relative to the crankshaft. The cylinder movement is measured via a 
micrometer, and the corresponding compression ratio is determined from a calibration 
curve supplied by the engine manufacturer . 
. The engine was coupled to a direct-current electrical dynamometer. The engine was set to 
a fixed speed, and the throttle was adjusted to control torque, which was measured by a 
load cell. A Leine & Linde RSI 503 incremental shaft encoder was fitted to the crankshaft; 
this encoder generates 3600 pulses per revolution, but in order to meet the specifications 
of the data acquisition system this was divided by 20. A crank degree marker (CDM) signal 
was thus sent to the data acquisition module every two crank angle degrees, and a signal 
was also produced each time the piston reached the top dead centre (TDC) position. 
A Kistler type 601H pressure transducer was mounted in the cylinder head to record 
dynamic cylinder pressure, and a KistJer type 404SAS sensor was fitted in the inlet 
manifold. The pressure transducers were connected, via charge amplifiers, to the 
WaveBook data acquisition system. Further details of the dynamic pressure measurement 
are provided in Section 4.4. 
K type thermocouples were mounted in the water cooling system and in the intake and 
exhaust systems. Temperature measurement was necessary because inlet manifold 
temperature was needed to estimate the air mass flow rate and initial conditions of the 
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reactants, and water and exhaust temperatures were required to monitor the engine and 
ensure it had reached normal operating temperature before the experiments commenced. 
Figure 4-8: The Ricardo E6 
Air-fuel ratio was measured using an NTK AFR meter, and a Horiba exhaust gas analyser 
provided a readout of exhaust emissions; these are discussed further in Sections 4.3.2 and 
4.3.3 respectively. A schematic of the test rig is presented in Figure 4-10. 
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Table 4-3: Ricardo E6 Engine Specification 
Bore 7.62 cm 
-Stroke-------------------------------------iiii2Scm------------------
-Co-iirodiengtii---------------------------Z4:ij-cm------------------
-SweiivOiume---------------------S06:-77icm:r ------------
.--.-.-----.---.-.-.--.----... -.----.-.--.----------.-·---·----·-·-·-·-·-···-----·------r----·--·---·--·····.----.-.-.-.---Clearance volume at CR 11.62:1 47.69 cm 
--Siieecrra-iige-------------------------------l000--~--jOOO-rpm-----------
Compression ratio 4.5 to 20 (SI operation) 
-vii-lve-triii;;-----------------------------z-pop-pet-Y2ijves---------------
Overhead camshaft 
-yiiiVe ilming-;-----------------------------------------------------------
Inlet valve opens 
Inlet valve closes 
Exhaust valve opens 
Exhaust valve closes 
9 deg. btdc 
37 deg. abdc 
41 deg. bbdc 
10 deg. atdc 
Figure 4-9: Ricardo E6 Cylinder Head 
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NTK AFR Meter 
L~~u]---r---- Exhaust 
Load 
Cell 
and 
Dyno 
Horiba 
Exhaust 
Gas 
Analyser 
Cussons Flowmeter 
and Manometer ~-I'\Jr Intake 
Q) Cylinder Pressure Transducer 
a> Manifold Pressure Transducer 
Figure 4-10: Schematic of the E6 Test Rig 
Before the experiments were started, the compression ratio was checked according to the 
manufacturer's instructions. The calibration cUlVe supplied with the engine assumes a 
clearance volume of 47.56 cm' at a compression ratio of 11.66, but clearance volume can 
increase over time, for example as the valves are reground, which causes a corresponding 
drop in compression ratio. To ensure accurate measurement of compression ratio the 
cylinder head was removed from the engine and the clearance volume measured. 
4.3.1.1. Measurement of Clearance Volume 
The cylinder head was removed after the setting the cylinder assembly to the micrometer 
position corresponding to a compression ratio of 11.66, according to the manufacturer's 
specifications. Oil was used to measure the crevice volumes in the cylinder head, namely 
the valve pockets and the transducer and spark plug holes with the transducer and plug in 
place. In order to minimise meniscus formation, a perspex sheet was placed over the 
crevice and the oil delivered through an opening in the sheet; a pipette was used to 
dispense the oil and measure the quantity used. The distance from the top of the piston to 
the cylinder head face was measured and the volume calculated accordingly. The head 
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gasket was also measured to allow a calculation of the extra volume it provided, and the 
distance from the top of the piston to the top piston ring was measured so that an estimate 
of the volume of gas lost through blow-by could be made. Table 4-4 shows the measured 
volumes of each component. 
Table 4-4: Ricardo E6 Clearance Volume Measurement 
Volumes in cylinder head: 
Transducer 
Spark Plug 
Intake valve 
O.BOml 
0.90ml 
0.75 ml 
Exhaust valve 0.75 ml 
Volume between the head and top of the 39.95 ml 
piston 
Volume of head gasket 3.9Sml 
Volume between piston and cylinder from 0.56 ml 
piston top to 1st ring 
Total clearance volume 47.69 ml 
The measured clearance volume was used to calculate compression ratio using Equation 4-
4. 
V 
eR", 1+ swept 
V::learance 
(Equation 4-4) 
The measured clearance volume gave a compression ratio of 11.62 instead of 11.66; 
therefore a micrometer reading corresponding to 11.62 was selected as the new reference 
pOint. 
4.3.2. Exhaust Emissions Analysis 
A Horiba MEXA-7100 HEGR exhaust emissions analysis system was used to measure the 
concentration of product gases in the engine exhaust. The MEXA-7100 contains a series of 
gas analysers to provide direct measurement of C02, CO, O2, NO, and total hydrocarbons. 
Specifications of each analyser module are given in Appendix A, Table A-2. Readings of all 
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five gases were taken during the experiments, to enable comparison with calculated 
concentrations. 
The CO and CO, analyser module consists of a non-dispersive infrared detector. Infrared 
light of a specific wavelength is passed through a chamber, the wavelength being such that 
the light will be absorbed by either CO or CO,. The sample gas is pumped into the 
chamber, and the light intensity is reduced as the light is absorbed by the CO/CO,. By 
comparing the light intensity to a reference light source, the difference in intensity can be 
measured. This difference is proportional to the concentration of the CO/CO, in the sample 
gas. 
The magnetic properties of O2 allow the magneto-pneumatic analyser (MPA) to measure 
oxygen concentration by passing a sample, contained in a nitrogen stream, through an 
alternating magnetic field; this generates a differential pressure, which is measured by two 
detector plates and is proportional to the amount of 0, in the sample. Although this method 
is sensitive to vibration, the use of the dual detector system allows the signals from the two 
detectors to be added together, thus cancelling out any vibration. 
The Horiba uses chemiluminescence to detect NO. A photo-diode is used to measure the 
light emitted, the intensity of which is proportional to the concentration of NO. NO, is 
detected by passing the sample through a converter where NO, is dissociated into NO. 
Flame ionisation analysis is used to measure the concentration of total hydrocarbons. The 
sample is passed through a hydrocarbon flame, which causes the hydrocarbons in the 
sample to produce an ionisation current proportional to the total number of carbon atoms 
present. The change in the ionisation current is measured by a collector electrode 
surrounding the flame. This method is subject to quenching when there is a large 
concentration of oxygen in the sample. Total hydrocarbon concentration is expressed in 
ppm-C, which is based on the theory that the response is directly proportional to the 
number of carbon atoms present, so for example propane (C3Hs) will produce a response 
three times greater than methane (CH,) because the former contains three times as much 
carbon as the latter. 
All analyser modules were calibrated at the start of each test session using calibration gas 
cylinders supplied by BOC. The Horiba provides continuous monitoring and averaging of 
CO2, CO, 0" NO, and total hydrocarbons. During the tests the Horiba was set to display the 
emiSSions concentrations averaged over 30 second intervals. 
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4.3.3. Air-Fuel Ratio Measurement 
An NTK MICRO OXIVISION MO-lOOO air fuel ratio meter was used to measure the engine's 
air-fuel ratio. The meter uses an NTK Universal Exhaust Gas Oxygen (UEGO) MB-lOO 
Sensor, enabling the MICRO OXIVISION to determine air-fuel ratio, lambda and oxygen 
percentage through analysis of the oxygen content of the engine exhaust gases. 
The oxygen sensor uses Zirconium oxide (Zr02), also known as zirconia. This is commonly 
used in oxygen sensors because an O2 partial pressure differential across a zrOz element 
causes a movement of oxygen ions across the element, which generates a galvanic 
potential voltage. Similarly, a voltage is applied to a ZrOz element will cause a movement of 
oxygen ions; this feature is known as the pumping characteristic. 
The detecting portion of the sensor is made up of two zrOz substrate elements, known as 
the Oz pumping cell (Jp cell) and the O2 detecting cell (Vs/Icp cell). The Vs/ICp cell is 
composed of an Oz reference cavity on the right hand side and a detecting gas cavity on 
the left hand side. A small electric current is applied to the O2 reference cavity, causing it to 
fill with a high concentration of Oz. The detecting gas cavity is exposed to exhaust gas. The 
difference in Oz partial pressures between the two cavities generates a galvanic potential 
voltage referred to as the Vs voltage. The Ip cell controls this voltage by controlling the Oz 
partial pressure in the gas detecting cavity; by controlling the pumping current the Ip cell 
can hold the Vs voltage constant at 450 mV. The value of the pumping current corresponds 
to the air-fuel ratio of the exhaust gas, therefore the air fuel ratio is calculated from the 
pumping current. 
Specifications of the MO-lOOO AFR meter and the MB-lOO oxygen sensor are tabulated in 
Appendix A, Tables A-3 and A-4. During the tests. the meter was set to provide a 
continuous, real-time display of air-fuel ratio. 
4.3.3.1. Direct Measurement of AFR and Comparison with NTK Meter 
As an additional check on the accuracy of the NTK meter, the fuel flow and the air flow into 
the engine induction system were measured and the AFR calculated from these figures. Air 
flow into the engine was measured using a Cussons laminar flow meter and a Cussons 
manometer, connected by flexible tubing to the engine intake system. Fuel flow was 
measured by recording the time taken for 50 ml of fuel to flow through the fuel timer, 
which was an integral part of the test cell fuel system. 
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Figure 4-11 shows the air-fuel ratio measured with the NTK meter plotted against that 
calculated from the air and fuel flow into the intake system. Good agreement is obtained in 
most cases, although the calculated air-fuel ratios are higher than the NTK measured 
values for the lean runs. The calculated values were subject to errors in converting 
volumetric flow rates to mass flow rates, as the densities of air and fuel were not precisely 
known. 
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4.3.4. Operating procedure 
The NTK air-fuel ratio meter and the charge amplifiers were switched on at least 30 
minutes before commencement of the tests to enable the appliances to warm up in 
accordance with the manufacturers' recommendations. The Horiba analysis system requires 
one day to fully warm up so it was left switched on in standby mode overnight, so that at 
the start of the day only the oven needed to warm up, a procedure which takes 
approximately twenty minutes. Before the engine could be fired the fuel supply to the test 
cell was switched on, the extractor fans activated and cooling water for the engine and 
cylinder pressure transducer switched on. The dynamometer was set to begin turning the 
engine at 600 rpm; after ensuring smooth operation of the engine and dynamometer the 
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ignition was activated to fire the engine. The desired test speed and torque were then 
selected. 
The data acquisition began when the engine oil and water temperatures had reached 
normal operating temperatures. Water, exhaust, ambient and intake manifold temperatures 
were recorded along with speed, torque, air-fuel ratio (AFR), ignition timing (measured by a 
timing gun) and fuel consumption. Air flow rate into the engine was also measured during 
the later tests. The WaveBook data acquisition system recorded cylinder pressure, manifold 
pressure, the top dead centre (TOC) signal and the crank degree marker (COM) signal at 
intervals of 50).1s; the pressure signals were later aligned to the COM and TOe pulses. The 
procedure was repeated for all the desired speed, torque and AFR combinations. 
4.3.5. Test Conditions 
Experiments were performed at compression ratios of 10:1 and 8:1 at a variety of air-fuel 
ratios (AFRs), loads and engine speeds, giving a total of 47 data sets. Load swings at five 
AFRs were performed at 1500 rpm at both compression ratios. In addition, at a 
compression ratio of 10:1, AFR swings at two loads at 1500 rpm were performed, followed 
by a speed swing. These test conditions are summarised in Table 4-5. The engine was also 
motored at each engine speed and the pressure trace recorded. A complete listing of 
engine experiments, with results, is presented in Appendix E. 
The dynamometer control allowed a fixed speed to be set, and the load was selected by 
altering the throttle position; upper limits on torque represent the wide open throttle 
position, lower limits were closed throttle. The fuel used throughout was superplus 
unleaded petrol, conforming to BS 7800, with a Research Octane Number of 96.4. 
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Table 4-5: Ricardo E6 Test Conditions 
Speed 
rpm 
1500 
1500 
1500 
1500 
1500 
Air-Fuel 
Ratio 
11.6 
13.5 
Equivalence 
Ratio 
1.24 
1.06 
Torque 
Nm 
11.7 - 35.9 
10.0 -35.9 
14.6 0.98 10.5 - 34.7 
15.5 0.93 10.2 - 34.6 
" .. "~ .......... ", """ '-... ,-..... .""' ... ", ........ " .. " .. " . .. . ... " .... ,""' .. ,."" .... """' .. ,""'" 
16.3 0.88 10.6 - 32.5 
10:1 1500 11.6 1.24 10.9 - 38.0 
10:1 1500 13.5 1.06 10.4 - 38.8 
., .. -.~.,-.--.•. """""'''''-''''''''''"'''-,-"",".-'''-'' ........ "- .... ," .......... "" .... ,., .. -.. " ................ ,,. . .. ,~.-... -... ,."." .. -.,., .... '''"."., .. -.-.,.".-.-. .._.-.. _._ .•....... ,."." ........... -., .... " ............. -". 
10:1 1500 14.5 0.99 11.7 - 34.3 
.. _-" ... , ..... " .. -.-." .. ".-•... _." .. __ .•. ,_._ .. __ .. "." ... , .. """" .. , ..•.. " .. "._,.,_ ... """-_ ........ ".",,., ....... ""'''.,.",." .... "-.,.--." .. ".-,.-., .. , .... "~--.,." ...... ,, ........................ ~ ... "" •... -....•.• """ .....•.•.• "." ....••.•. " ...................... . 
10:1 1500 15.4 0.93 10.3 - 31.7 
., •......••••......•.•......••..•.... _ ......................... , •..............•.•.. -..... _., .........................• ~........ .... . .......•.......•....•......•............•.• ".... . ......•..........•...•..............•........ 
10:1 1500 16.4 0.87 15.3 - 34.6 
,.-._ ...• "" .. _-_."_. __ ._ ..... _, .. _._ ... ,,._ .. _--. __ ._._ ...... -." .. _-""""_ ... _"--_.-.. ""-_ ... _.,,.,, .. _ ...• ,, •..... _.-."._ ..• _ .. " .•.•.• __ .............................. " ......... _ ... __ .•. __ .... . 
10:1 1500 10.9 - 17.5 1.32 - 0.82 25 
10:1 
10:1 
1500 12.4 - 17.6 
............................................................. 
1100 - 1900 14.5 
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4.4. Dynamic Pressure Measurement 
4.4.1. Piezoelectric Pressure Measuring System 
Kistler types 601A and 601H piezoelectric pressure sensors were used to measure dynamic 
pressures in the combustion bomb and engine cylinder respectively. These transducers are 
commonly used for measuring quasi-statiC and dynamic pressures and are ideally suited to 
measuring combustion engine pressures. These transducers, used in conjunction with 
charge amplifiers, provided the input for the rotech Wave6ook/516 data acquiSition 
system. 
Piezoelectric pressure transducers are based on the piezoelectric effect, which describes the 
production of an electrostatic charge by certain crystals when subjected to mechanical 
stress. The piezoelectric transducers used during these experiments contained quartz 
crystals. Charge amplifiers are used to convert the electrical charge generated by the 
piezoelectric sensor into a proportional voltage signal, which can then be used to determine 
the pressure to which the sensor was subjected. The electrical charge is fed into an 
inverting amplifier, which acts as an integrator to the charge. The voltage produced is 
therefore proportional to the charge and hence the load on the sensor. 
A Kistler type 601A transducer was to measure pressures in the reaction vessel, and a 601H 
- similar to the 601A but capable of operating at higher pressures -was used to measure 
cylinder pressure in the engine experiments. SpeCifications for these sensors are given in 
Table A-5 in Appendix A. A Kistler type 50116 charge amplifier was used in conjunction 
with the Kistler 601A sensor for the reaction vessel work, and an older version, a Kistler 
type 5001, was used with the 601H sensor. Technical data for the 5011 charge amplifier is 
given in Table A-6 in Appendix A, and the settings applied during the tests are given in 
TableA-7. 
4.4.1.1. Pressure Transducer Calibration 
The combination of a piezoelectric pressure sensor and a charge amplifier produces a 
voltage that is proportional to the charge applied to the sensor. In order to successfully 
convert this voltage to a pressure, it is necessary to calibrate the sensor and charge amp 
using a deadweight tester; this involves applying a series of weights to the sensor and 
recording the voltage output. If the sensor is functioning correctly there will be a linear 
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relationship between applied pressure and voltage output, which can be plotted graphically 
and the gradient determined to give the change in voltage per change in pressure. 
Both piezoelectric sensors were calibrated using a Budenberg deadweight tester with a 
series of weights corresponding to pressures of 2 bar to 55 bar, exceeding the maximum 
pressures attained during the experiments. The transducer being calibrated was mounted 
in the deadweight tester and the charge amp was connected, with the time constant set to 
long and the sensitivity set to the transducer manufacturer's specification; a digital 
voltmeter was connected to the charge amp to measure the voltage output. Each sensor 
was calibrated with .the same amplifier that it was paired with during the experiments. A 
long time constant was selected on the charge amplifiers, but otherwise the settings used 
were identical to those used during the experiments. Both piezoelectric transducers were 
calibrated before the start of the test programme; the results are presented in Appendix A. 
4.4.1.2. Selection of Time Constant 
The charge amplifiers have selectable time constants of short, medium and long, the actual 
values of which correspond to the selected sensitivity. Quasi-statiC measurements, which 
are required during calibration, can be made by selecting a long time constant, whereas 
short or medium time constants are required for dynamic measurement. 
The time constant is a measure of how rapidly a signal decays, and one time constant is 
defined as the time taken for a step input signal to decay to 37% of its original value. 
Charge amplifier output is dominated by either time constant or drift, where drift is an 
undesirable change in output signal over time; the output from a charge amp will either 
drift towards saturation at the drift rate, or decay towards zero at the time constant rate. 
Selecting a long time constant ensures that drift will be the dominant effect, whereas 
selecting a short or medium time constant will ensure that the time constant effect will 
dominate. To avoid signal decay when measuring events with wide or multiple pulse 
, widths, the time constant should be at least one hundred times longer than the total event 
duration. 
In the case of the combustion vessel the pressure rise due to combustion occurs over a 
maximum of about 0.15 seconds, therefore the time constant should be at least 15 
seconds. The sensitivity of the pressure transducer used was -15.0 pC/bar, which 
corresponds to time constants of O.ls and 10s on the short and medium settings 
respectively; therefore the time constant was set to long for the combustion vessel work. 
The minimum time for one complete engine cycle, however, was 60 milliseconds; therefore 
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a short time constant was selected for the engine work. The time constant was set to long 
during calibration of the pressure transducers. 
4.4.2. Piezoresistive Pressure Measuring System 
Engine intake manifold pressure was recorded using a Kistler type 4045A5 piezoresistive 
pressure sensor connected to a Kistler type 4603 piezoresistive amplifier. This combination 
outputs absolute pressure, which was needed to reference the cylinder pressure. 
Piezoresistive pressure sensors can be used to measure static and dynamic absolute 
pressures. The piezoresistance of a semiconductor can be described as the change in 
resistance caused by an applied strain of the diaphragm, enabling solid state resistors to be 
used as pressure sensors. Piezoresistors are implanted into a silicon measuring element and 
are connected to form a Wheatstone measuring bridge. Pressure acts on a thin steel 
diaphragm on the measuring element, causing an imbalance in the bridge that produces an 
output signal of between 0 and 500 mV; additional resistors are used to cancel any thermal 
effects. The Wheatstone bridge is supplied with a constant current, the magnitude of which 
is determined by factory calibration. Technical data for the 4045 sensor is given in 
Appendix A, Table A-S. 
A piezoresistive amplifier serves to excite the sensor, condition its signal and provide a 
direct display of the absolute pressure. The amplifier performs an automatic calibration 
prior to each measuring cycle, using a very precise reference voltage source, which allows 
for an input-to-output accuracy of :S±0.2 %. The input stage is an instrument amplifier 
with differential input and very high input impedance, high common mode rejection (CMRR) 
and fixed 5.5 fold gain. The input voltage must be in the range 100 to 1000 mV in order to 
yield a 10 V signal at the amplifier output. Technical data for the 4603 is given in Appendix 
A, Table A-9, and the settings applied during the experiments are given in Table A-lO. 
4.4.3. WaveBook Data Acquisition System 
The voltage output from the charge amplifiers was recorded using a high-speed data 
logger. For all experiments an IOtech WaveBook/516 was used, which is a high speed, 
portable 16 bit, 1 MHz waveform acquisition system. The charge amplifiers were connected 
via BNC cables to the WaveBook module, which was connected to a Windows PC and 
operated using the WaveView 7.10.02 software interface. The signal from the charge amp 
was input into the acquisition unit along with a trigger that signalled to the software when 
to start recording. During the combustion bomb tests, the trigger was taken from the 
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ignition system, and during the engine tests the TOC marker pulse was used as the trigger. 
The WaveBook has eight differential analogue channels with BNC connector input; 
speCifications are given in Appendix A, Table A-lt. A rising-edge pulse trigger was used, 
and sampling rates and duration are given in Appendix A, Table A-12. 
4.5. Summary 
The experimental apparatus for a series of tests using a constant volume combustion bomb 
and a Single cylinder research engine has been described. Detailed descriptions of the test 
equipment and aSSOCiated instrumentation have been given, including measurement of air-
fuel ratio, exhaust emissions, temperatures and pressures. The operating procedures and 
test conditions for both the bomb and the engine have also been described. 
The next chapter will describe how the information captured by the data logger has been 
processed in order to determine the pressure-time histories during combustion in the bomb 
and engine. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DATA ANALYSIS 
5.1. Introduction 
The piezoelectric pressure measuring system described in Chapter 4 produces a voltage 
output that is recorded by the data logger at discrete time intervals, and this must be 
processed in order to convert this voltage data to pressure. The voltage is produced by the 
pressure transducer in response to a change in pressure, so in order to convert the voltage 
to absolute pressure the output must be referenced to a known pressure. In the 
combustion bomb this is a relatively straightforward process, as a single combustion event 
is recorded during each test starting from a measured initial pressure, and a pressure-time 
hiStory is the desired output. However, the situation is more complex with an engine 
because data is recorded over several cycles, and there is no way to measure absolute 
cylinder pressure; in addition, it is necessary to relate cylinder pressure to crank angle 
rather than time, in order that the correct location in the cycle may be identified and the 
corresponding volume be calculated. 
This chapter describes the processing necessary to convert recorded voltage to pressure, 
and to ensure the correct phasing of pressure and volume in an engine. Section 5.2 
explains the calculation of pressure in the combustion bomb. Section 5.3 contains an 
explanation of the corresponding process in the Ricardo E6, with a discussion of the issues 
involved in pressure referencing and pressure-volume phasing in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 
respectively. Reference is made to the use of pressure-volume diagrams and their 
logarithmic equivalents as a useful tool for diagnosing errors in cylinder pressure data 
processing and calculating polytropic indices; this is discussed in Section 5.3.3. The 
averaging of pressure data over several engine cycles is the subject of Section 5.3.4, and 
an assessment of cyclic variability is made. 
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5.2. Combustion Bomb Data Processing 
In each combustion bomb test a single combustion event was recorded at a measured 
initial pressure, temperature and air-fuel ratio. The voltage signal recorded by the data 
logger was converted to pressure by equating the first recorded voltage to the measured 
initial pressure inside the bomb. At subsequent time intervals the voltage difference 
between the recorded voltage at time t and the initial voltage was used to determine the 
pressure from the transducer's calibration constant, i.e. the gradient of the calibration 
curve. This is shown by equation 5-1. 
P(f) = P, +!1V ·cal (Equation 5-1) 
p (t) Pressure at time t (bar) 
P; Initial pressure (bar) 
LlV Change in voltage from time 0 to time t (Volt) 
cal Pressure transducer calibration constant (bar/Volt) 
A typical pressure curve is shown in Figure 5-1, representing a stOichiometric mixture at 4 
bar initial pressure. 
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5.3. Ricardo E6 Data Processing 
5.3.1. Pressure/Crank Angle Phasing 
The first step in processing the data from the engine experiments was to align pressure to 
crank angle and hence volume. The data logger recorded the voltage signal at fixed time 
intervals, along with a crank degree marker (CDM) and top dead centre (TDC) signal. The 
data coinciding with the CDM signals were saved, and the times were converted to crank 
angle by alignment with the TDC signal. 
Correct pressure-volume phasing is essential for the determination of engine perfonmance 
parameters, in particular indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP), which is calculated 
directly from the pressure-volume according to Equation 5-2. The net IMEP was used, i.e. 
the IMEP calculated over the complete engine cycle. Cylinder volume at crank angle e is 
calculated using Equation 5-4. Lancaster et al. (1975) and Lienesch and Krage (1979) found 
that an error of one degree crank angle could lead to a 4% error in IMEP in spark ignition 
engines. As the alignment of pressure and volume is dependent on the TDC pOSition, the 
location of TDC was subject to a series of checks. 
IMEP= work 
VsweP1 
Vd Clearance volume (m3) 
B Cylinder bore (m) 
S Stroke (m) 
L Conrod length (m) 
(Equation 5-2) 
(Equation 5-3) 
(Equation 5-4) 
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The shaft encoder was set to send a signal to the data logger each time the piston reached 
TDC position. The poSition of TDC in the E6 had previously been determined and the 
corresponding crank angle position marked on the flywheel, and the encoder signal had 
been set to correspond to this position. A dial gauge was used to confirm that this position 
was correct. Kim and Kim (1989) noted that static TDC can differ from dynamically 
measured TDC due to various factors including shifting of the main bearings or torsional 
vibration of the crankshaft, therefore an analYSis of the pressure data was required in order 
to confirm that the TDC position was correct. 
A first check of TDC position is the crank angle at which peak pressure occurs when the 
engine is motored. Peak cylinder pressure under motored conditions occurs slightly before 
TDC, mainly owing to heat losses to the chamber walls and partly because of blow-by past 
the piston rings (Hohenberg (1979)). The difference between dynamic TDC and the crank 
angle at motored peak pressure is known as the thermodynamic loss angle, or TtA 
(Hohenberg (1979)). Data was recorded from the motored E6 over a range of engine 
speeds from 1100 rpm to 1900 rpm and the thermodynamic loss angles calculated as an 
average over several cycles. Precise angles could not be calculated because data was saved 
at 2 degree crank angle increments, .but mean values ranged from 0.74 to 0.0 degrees with 
the general trend showing a reduction in TLA at higher speeds. This is in general 
agreement with Kim and Kim (1989), who measured thermodynamic loss angles of 
between 0.50 and 1.30 with the lower values occurring at higher engine speeds due to 
reduced heat loss and blow-by per engine cycle under these conditions. 
The correct position of TDC can be confirmed through the analysis of motored pressure 
data. The motored P-V diagram for the E6 at a compression ratio of 10:1 and speed of 
1500 rpm is shown in Figure 5-2 and its logarithmic equivalent, which is also a useful 
diagnostic tool, is shown for the same condition in Figure 5-3. The pOSitions of inlet valve 
opening, exhaust valve closing, inlet valve closing and exhaust valve opening are indicated 
on the figures as ivo, eve, ivc and evo respectively. Lancaster et al. (1975) demonstrated 
that in the presence of phasing errors the expansion pressure would appear to be greater 
than the compression pressure near TDC, resulting in a "crossing over" of the expansion 
and compression lines; this phenomenon can also occur if the pressure transducer is faulty. 
As illustrated by Figures 5-2 and 5-3, there is no cross over and expansion pressure is 
lower than compression pressure throughout, indicating that pressure is correctly phased 
with respect to volume. 
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5.3.2. Pressure Referencing 
A disadvantage of piezoelectric pressure transducers is that a pressure datum is required 
before the absolute pressure can be determined. There are several techniques for 
referenCing, or pegging, the transducer output. The E6 cylinder pressure was pegged to the 
manifold pressure at bottom dead centre at the start of the compression stroke, following 
the recommendations of Randolph (1990). This was done by assuming that the cylinder 
and manifold pressures are equal at this point in the cycle. The cylinder pressure 
throughout the rest of the cycle is then calculated using the difference between the voltage 
at each crank angle and the reference point and multiplying this difference by the sensor 
calibration factor, as shown by Equation 5-5. 
CylPe = Man?"e! + (Ve - v,.if ). cal (Equation 5-5) 
Randolph (1990) concluded that this method gave the best results after reviewing nine 
pegging methods based on tests with a single cylinder research. Brunt and Pond (1997) 
compared this method with that of polytropic index referencing and found that both 
methods produced acceptable results. 
Incorrect pressure referencing can lead to errors in the calculated values of polytropiC 
indices, mass fraction burned and charge temperature. Brunt and Pond (1997) found that a 
pressure reference error of 1 bar increased the polytropic index by about 0.5 early in the 
compression stroke at full load, although the error was less significant nearer to TDC. The 
same reference error also caused an increase of up to 1000 K in peak combustion 
temperature. 
AnalysiS of the motored P-V diagram can reveal errors in pressure referencing; curvature 
during the first part of the compression stroke on the log P - log V diagram may indicate 
that too Iowa reference pressure has been selected (Lancaster et al. (1975». It is clear 
from Figure 5-3 that there is no curvature in this region, indicating that the correct 
reference pressure has been chosen. 
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5.3.3. Further Analysis of Pressure Data 
Analysis of the motored log P - log V diagram can also reveal information about clearance 
volume assignment and transducer faults. Lancaster et al. (1975) show that an incorrect 
clearance volume can result in the compression line showing curvature towards TOC, and 
they list curvature in the central portion of the compression stroke as a sign of faulty 
pressure data. The compression curve in Figure 5-3 is linear throughout, indicating that the 
data is good quality. 
Piezoelectric transducers can be subject to thermal shock, and this may manifest itself on 
the P-V diagram of a fired engine cycle as a crossover in the pumping loop, or as a curve in 
the expansion stroke near bdc on the log P-V diagram (Lancaster et al. (1975)). Figures 5-4 
and 5-5 show fired P-V diagrams for the E6 at 8.5 bar BMEP under approximately 
stoichiometric conditions; there are no Signs of thermal shock. These diagrams represent 
typical results. 
The log P - log V diagrams are used to determine polytropic indices, by fitting a straight 
line to the compression and expansion curves: the polytropic index is the negative of the 
gradient of this line. Many authors use a Single constant value of polytropic index for both 
the compression and the expansion stroke, and the original Rassweiler and Withrow (1938) 
method of burn rate analysis assumes a single value. Separate indices were calculated for 
compression and expansion from the E6 data however, as the calculation is straightforward 
and expansion polytropic indices are higher than those for the compression stroke; 
separate indices were also used by Ball et al. (1998a). Indices calculated from the E6 data 
ranged from 1.27 to 1.31 during compression and from 1.31 to 1.38 during expansion, 
which agree with the range of 1.24 to 1.35 suggested by Lancaster et al. (1975). 
Intracycle drift, discussed by Randolph (1990), is drift occurring between the beginning and 
end of each cycle and is represented by the difference in transducer output at inlet bdc, 
before pegging, for any two consecutive cycles. The voltage at inlet bdc was compared 
during the analysis for each cycle and no drift was observed. The absolute pressure at inlet 
bdc was approximately constant in each data set. 
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5.3.4. Statistical Analysis 
Pressure data for several cycles were recorded during each test, typically 129 cycles per 
test. It is desirable to obtain data for a large number of cycles because of the inherent 
cyclic variability of internal combustion engines. Statistical analysis was performed on a 
cycle-by cycle basis, and an average cycle was computed for each case representing the 
mean pressure data over each crank angle of all the cycles recorded during the test. Along 
with the mean, the standard deviation and the range of cylinder pressure were computed 
at each crank angle. The IMEP, peak pressure, crank angle at which peak pressure 
occurred, peak rate of pressure rise and crank angle of peak rate of pressure rise were 
calculated for each individual cycle and for the averaged cycle. The standard deviation and 
coefficient of variation, i.e. the standard deviation divided by the mean, of the IMEP, peak 
pressure, crank angle of peak pressure, peak rate of pressure rise and crank angle of peak. 
rate of pressure rise were calculated from individual cycle data. Figure 5-6 shows the mean 
cylinder pressure for the compression and expansion strokes of the same stoichiometric, 
8.5 bar BMEP case shown in Figures 5-2 to 5-5, as an illustration of typical cyclic variability. 
The error bars represent standard deviation. Coefficients of variation of IMEP and peak 
pressure are also shown on the figure. 
The coefficient of variation of IMEP has previously been recommended by Brown (1991), 
and co-workers Brown et al. (1996) and Ball et al. (1998b), as the most reliable way of 
assessing cyclic variability. Stone (1992) suggested that the coefficient of variation of IMEP 
should be no greater than 5-10%; most of the E6 data were within this range, with 5% 
being a typical value although values of 1.3% were calculated in Slightly rich, high load 
conditions and values of up to 20-30% occurred in some lean, low load conditions where 
misfired cycles were common. 
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Figure 5-6: Ricardo E6 Mean and Standard Deviation of Cylinder Pressure at 
1500 rpm, Compression Ratio 10:1, AFR 14.4, 8.5 bar BMEP 
Cyclic variation in an engine occurs for several reasons, among them turbulence and 
variations in AFR and residual levels. Taking the mean of several cycles is a common 
technique and has the advantage of reduced processing and reduced sensitivity to signal 
noise, although individual cycle data is lost. An alternative approach is cycle by cycle 
modelling, in which data for each individual cycle is computed. Brunt and Emtage (1997) 
compared the two methods when computing burn rates and burn angles, i.e. the crank 
angles at which 10%, 50% and 90% of the charge had burned, and found the cycle-
averaged data gave Similar results to mean values calculated from individual cycles in most 
applications. Ball et al. (1998b) also compared mean cycle with cycle by cycle modelling, 
and found that the latter was more effective for determining peak pressure and its crank 
angle but that mean cycle modelling gave good results for IMEP, torque and NOx• 
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5.4. Summary 
The processing of the output from· the dynamic pressure measuring system has been 
discussed and the voltage signal's conversion to absolute pressure has been explained, with 
consideration of the selection of reference pressure and, for the engine data, alignment of 
the pressure to crank angle and volume data. A further analysis of the engine pressure 
data, using P-V diagrams under motored and fired conditions, has confirmed that good 
quality pressure data was obtained. SpeCifically, the following pOints were noted: 
o Cylinder pressure has been correctly aligned with volume 
o A correct reference pressure has been selected 
o Clearance volume was correctly measured 
o There was no detectable intracycle drift 
o The pressure transducer did not suffer the effects of thermal shock 
The pressure data were averaged by taking the mean pressure value at each crank angle 
over several cycles. Cycle by cycle variability was assessed by calculating the coefficient of 
variation of IMEP, and was this found to be within normal limits for most of the operating 
conditions employed. 
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CHAPTER SIX: COMBUSTION BOMB RESULTS 
6.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the experimental results obtained using the combustion bomb and 
compares and contrasts the results with those calcuJated by the model. Measured pressure 
traces and NO concentrations are presented and discussed in Section 6.2, and then the 
theoretical results are given in Section 6.3. The calculated burned gas temperatures and 
mass fraction burned profiles are discussed before the calculated NO results are presented. 
Initial NO calculations used the extended Zeldovich mechanism with radicals in equilibrium, 
kinetic rate data from Hanson and Salimian (1984) and thermochemical data from Chemkin 
(Kee et al. (1989», and these results are used as a 'baseline' case to which other results 
can be compared. The effects of thermochemical data, kinetic rate data, radical 
concentrations and chemical reactions on calculated NO were investigated, and the results 
are presented and discussed. 
6.2. Experimental Results 
A complete list of combustion bomb experiments is given in Appendix D, which lists 
equivalence ratios, initial temperatures and pressures, peak pressures, time at which peak 
pressure occurred and NO concentrations. 
Pressure-time histories for lean cases at 2, 3 and 4 bar initial pressures are given in Figure 
6-1. The effect of equivalence ratio is shown in Figure 6-2, which shows the pressure traces 
at 4 bar initial pressure. Peak pressures ranged from 14.2 bar to 33.1 bar, equivalent to 
pressures recorded in the E6 although covering a narrower range. Stoichiometric conditions 
produced the highest pressures, and the lowest peak pressures were achieved in lean 
mixtures. As initial pressure is increased, the time at which peak pressure occurs is 
retarded slightly indicating that combustion takes place over a longer time interval. This 
trend was also observed in rich and stoichiometric mixtures, although only the lean cases 
are shown here. The burn rate, indicated by the rate of pressure rise and the time of peak 
pressure, was lower in all the lean mixtures than in the stoichiometric or rich cases. 
Figure 6-3 shows the mean measured pressures with the corresponding 'adiabatic' 
pressures, I.e. the calculated pressures at the constant volume adiabatic flame 
temperatures. 
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Measured peak pressures are less than their adiabatic equivalents because of the effects of 
heat loss, and this difference is more significant at higher pressures. 
Measured NO results are presented in Figures 6-4 and 6-5, where NO concentrations are 
plotted against peak pressure and equivalence ratio respectively. Mean values for each 
operating condition are plotted, with the error bars representing range. NO concentrations 
of between 12 and 2152 bar were recorded. Under lean conditions there is a significant 
reduction in NO as pressure increases, with a reduction of about 700 ppm as the initial 
pressure is increased from 2 bar to 4 bar. The rich and stoichiometric results do not 
indicate any clear pressure effect, although the wide scatter in the lower pressure results 
may be obscuring the trend. However, the lowest NO concentrations at each equivalence 
ratio were measured at 4 bar initial pressure. The amount of NO produced under rich 
conditions is very low, which is in line with expectations and is caused by the lack of 
available oxygen. The highest concentration of NO is produced under lean conditions at 
lower pressures. Figure 6-5 suggests that the highest NO concentration at all initial 
pressures occurs under lean conditions, but that the maximum occurs nearer to 
stoichiometric conditions as pressure increases. The widest scatter in the results occurs 
under stoichiometric condit ions. The reasons for the scatter are not clear but may be due 
to inadequate mixing of the charge, leading to the formation of locally rich or lean regions . 
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6.3. Theoretical Results 
6.3.1. Combustion Characteristics 
A summary of results is given in Table 6-1. Mass fraction burned data is presented in 
Figures 6-6 to 6-8, combustion duration is shown in Figures 6-9 and 6-10, and temperature 
data is given in Figures 6-11 to 6-13. 
Figure 6-6 shows the calculated final mass fractions burned for all cases, comparing the 
results of the two-zone calcu lation with those determined using the Lewis and von Elbe 
(1934) calculation. When using measured pressure in the calculation, the Lewis and von 
Elbe relation forces the final mass fraction burned va lue to equal unity, but the two-zone 
calculations show that fina l mass fractions burned fall between 0.78 and 0.89, indicating 
incomplete combustion; to enable a better comparison, the Lewis and von Elbe equation 
was used with the theoretical adiabatic pressure (see Figure 6-3) rather than measured 
peak pressure, and, as shown in Figure 6-6, results are very similar although the two-zone 
model results are lower than the Lewis and von Elbe results by about 0.006 on average. 
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Table 6-1: Summary of Combustion Data 
Test Combustion Final 
No. eI> 
Plnitlal Pmax Duration 
Tmax 
xb 
- - bar bar 5 K -
1 0.80 2.0 14.2 0.101 2367 0.86 
2 0.80 2.1 14.5 0.133 2358 0.82 
3 0.80 2.1 15.1 0.107 2366 0.85 
4 0.80 3.0 20.8 0.132 2360 0.83 
5 0.78 3.1 21.0 0.145 2337 0.83 
6 0.80 4.0 28.2 0.147 2370 0.83 
7 0.79 4.0 27.1 0.160 2346 0.80 
8 1.00 2.0 14.7 0.092 2582 0.78 
9 0.99 2.0 16.7 0.071 2596 0.89 
10 1.00 3.0 23 .5 0.075 2611 0.86 
11 0.99 3.0 24.2 - 0.077 2606 0.87 
12 0.99 3.1 25.5 0.079 2608 0.89 
13 1.00 4.0 33.1 0.087 2624 0.89 
14 0.99 4.1 32.0 0.096 2611 0.83 
15 1.20 1.9 15.0 0.094 2540 0.82 
16 1.20 2.0 15.3 0.090 2548 0.83 
17 1.20 3.0 24.0 0.097 2554 0.86 
18 1.17 3.1 24.4 0.092 2576 0.86 
19 1.20 4.0 31.6 0.116 2557 0.86 
20 1.18 4.0 32.1 0.110 2575 0.86 
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Figures 6-7 and 6-S show the mass fraction burned profiles for the same conditions as 
Figures 6-1 and 6-2. The slowing of the burn rate at higher pressures is clearly shown. The 
fastest burn times occur in stoichiometric mixtures, with lean flames taking considerably 
longer to burn. This is illustrated further by Figures 6-9 and 6-10, showing the effects of 
initial pressure and equivalence ratio on combustion duration. In all cases combustion 
occurs over a longer time period as the pressure is increased, but this is more pronounced 
in lean mixtures. Lean mixtures have the slowest overall burn times. The lowest final mass 
fractions burned, i.e. the most amount of unburned charge predicted, occur in lean 
mixtures and at high pressures where the burn rate is slow. 
Figure 6-11 compares the peak combustion temperatures calculated using the two-lone 
model with the constant volume adiabatic flame temperatures corresponding to the same 
initial conditions. Calculated temperatures are lower than adiabatic flame temperatures by 
about 20 to 30 K in all conditions, agreeing with Homer and Sulton (1973) who measured 
H,-O,-N, burner flame temperatures of about 30 K below adiabatic temperatures. Both sets 
of temperatures in Figure 6-11 follow the same trends, in that peak temperature is a strong 
function of equivalence ratio: the highest temperatures occur in slightly rich conditions at 
equivalence ratios of about 1.05, and there is a sharp drop in temperature as leaner 
mixtures are used. Calculated temperatures range from 2337 to 2624 K, with the lowest 
temperatures occurring in the leanest mixtures. 
Temperature is not Significantly affected by initial pressure, as shown in Figure 6-12. 
Increasing the initial pressure in stoichiometric conditions from 2 bar to 4 bar results in an 
increase in peak temperature of just 25 K (about 1%) and the pressure has virtually no 
effect on temperature at equivalence ratios leaner than about 0.S5. This is an important 
result as it demonstrates that pressure and temperature are effectively decoupled in the 
bomb during the combustion process, allowing the effects of pressure to be isolated. 
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Figure 6-13 shows the calculated burned gas temperature profiles for lean mixtures at 2, 3 
and 4 bar initial pressures. It has already been noted that peak temperatures are 
approximately the same regardless of initial pressure, but this figure shows that more rapid 
cooling occurs in lower pressure mixtures, leading to lower post-combustion temperatures: 
after 0.25 s the temperature of the mixture initially at 2 bar is about 420 K lower than the 4 
bar initial pressure case. Figure 6-14 shows the burned gas temperatures as a function of 
equivalence ratio at 4 bar initial pressure; this figure shows that the post-combustion 
temperatures for lean and stoichiometric mixtures are eqUivalent, with rich mixtures having 
slightly lower post-combustion temperatures. 
6.3.2. NO Results 
6.3.2.1. Baseline Results 
Nitric oxide concentrations were initially calculated using the Extended leldovich 
Mechanism (ElM) with the N radical in steady state and 0, H, OH, 0 , and N2 set to their 
equilibrium values. Thermochemical data from Chemkin was used, and rate coefficients for 
the three reactions of the ElM were taken from Hanson and Salimian (1984). This 
configuration was adopted as the baseline against which results using other parameters 
could be compared . 
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NO-time profiles are presented in Figures 6-15 to 6-17 for lean, stoichiometric and rich 
cases showing the effects of initial pressure. Different scales were used in each figure in 
order to emphasise the NO profiles, which differ according to equivalence ratio; for the 
same reason only the first 0.5 second of data is shown. In all cases there is a rapid rise in 
NO concentration during the combustion period followed by a reduction before the NO 
concentration 'freezes', Le. reaches a steady state value; this is the familiar NO profile 
reported in numerous studies of engine NO. The most rapid NO formation occurs in 
stoichiometric cases. The time at which NO freezes occurs later at higher pressures, 
indicating that the NO kinetics occur over a longer time period at higher pressures; recall 
that the combustion duration is longer at higher pressures. In lean cases at 2 bar initial 
pressure NO concentration freezes rapidly, resulting in a high final concentration of NO 
even though the peak value is lower than at the higher pressures. In fact, the peak NO 
concentration is a strong function of pressure, as is the rate of destruction of NO following 
the peak. NO concentrations reach a maximum later at high pressures, because peak 
pressures and temperatures also occur later. Lower final NO concentrations are predicted 
at higher pressures because of the rapid drop in concentration after the peak. However, in 
lean cases the quick freezing of concentration at all pressures results in very high levels of 
NO being predicted . 
In contrast to the lean cases, the stoichiometric results show that peak NO concentrations 
are not influenced by pressure. However, the final NO concentrations are a strong function 
of pressure, with lowest final levels of NO being predicted at higher pressures. Predicted 
concentrations are much lower under stoichiometric conditions than in lean mixtures, as a 
result of peak concentrations being conSiderably lower and there being a much more 
significant reduction in NO before the concentrations freeze. 
The peak NO concentrations predicted under rich conditions are influenced by pressure, 
with the lowest peak at 4 bar initial pressure; however, 3 bar initial pressure gives the 
highest peak NO suggesting that the relationship with pressure may be more complex than 
in the lean case. Final frozen values of NO follow the same trend with respect to pressure 
as in the stoichiometric cases, with NO concentrations inversely proportional to pressure. 
Figures 6-18 to 6-20 show experimental NO concentrations compared with the frozen NO 
concentrations calculated using the Extended Zeldovich Mechanism baseline case. The data 
plotted are the mean values at each operating condition, and the error bars indicate the 
range of values. Figure 6-18 shows the results in lean mixtures. Although the trends are 
similar in that NO reduces as the pressure increases, the EZM over-predicts measured NO 
by a factor of 2.6 at 2 bar initial pressure and a factor of around 4.9 at 4 bar initial 
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pressure, demonstrating that this model is unsuitable under these conditions. Under 
stoichiometric conditions, shown in Figure 6-19, the EZM NO is close to the experimental 
values when the data range is taken into account, although the mean EZM NO is 1.86 times 
the mean experimental concentration at 2 bar initial pressure. The theory predicts a sharp 
fall in NO with increasing pressure, although this trend is not clear f rom the experimental 
data; however, this may be because the scatter in the low pressure results is obscuring the 
trend. In rich mixtures, figure 6-20, there is very good agreement at 2 bar initia l pressure, 
but the theory under-predicts the results at higher pressures. ' 
As discussed in Chapter 2, previous investigators have also found that the EZM does not 
perform well under non-stoichiometric conditions, especially at higher pressures. These 
results show greater discrepancies between experimental and calculated NO concentrations 
than previously reported, especially in lean combustion, but the results confirm the 
requirement for better chemical kinetics models of NO production. 
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As discussed previously, NO formation is known to be strongly dependent on temperature. 
However, NO has been shown in these results to be affected by pressure. Peak 
temperatures are not significantly influenced by pressure but post-combustion 
temperatures are higher in the high pressure cases than in the lower pressure cases, and 
yet NO is reduced as pressure is increased. Predicted NO output is significantly higher in 
lean mixtures than in the other cases, and yet this is where the lowest temperatures occur; 
however, NO is known to be strongly dependent on equivalence ratio because of the 
importance of oxygen in the extended Zeldovich mechanism. Figure 6-21 shows the time 
evolution of 0 , along with radical species 0, H and OH in a lean mixture at 2 bar initial 
pressure; the shape of these profiles is typical of the other conditions, with a peak in radical 
concentrations and a corresponding dip in 0, concentration occurring just before the end of 
combustion. The concentrations of each species depend upon the pressure and equivalence 
ratio. Figures 6-22 to 6-24 show the peak concentrations of 0, OH and H at a range of 
equivalence ratios and initial pressures. ° and OH show very similar trends, with the 
highest concentrations occurring in near-stoichiometric conditions and the lowest 
concentrations occurring in rich mixtures. In contrast, peak H concentrations occur in rich 
mixtures, with negligible amounts of H In lean mixtures. In all cases the highest radical 
concentrations occur at lower pressures, with a decreasing concentration as pressure 
increases. 
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6.3.2.2. Effect of Thermochemical Data 
The first calculation variable that was examined was the thermochemical data, i.e. the 
curve-fit data used to determine specific heat and enthalpy for the equilibrium calculations. 
Comparisons were made between NO results calculated using thermochemical data from 
NIST (Linstrom and Mallard (2003)), NASA (McBride et al. (2002)) and Chemkin, the latter 
being used for the baseline case discussed in the previous section. Table 6-2 lists the NO 
concentrations calculated with the different data. Figure 6-25 shows NO results; the ratio of 
calculated NO to experimental NO is plotted to enable the trends to be clearly seen. NASA 
data results in a lowering of the NO concentrations whilst the NIST data causes an 
increase. The effect of thermochemical data is greatest in lean mixtures, where the data 
from NASA result in calculated NO concentrations about 300 ppm lower than those of the 
baseline case, whilst the NIST data raise the NO concentrations by about 200 ppm. This 
shows that the choice of data can have an effect on calculated NO levels, although in the 
lean cases the data tested does not bring the predicted NO significantly closer to 
experimental concentrations as the NASA results are still between 3 and 5 times greater 
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than the experimental results, depending on pressure. I n rich mixtures the choice of 
thermochemical data makes very little difference to the results. 
The principa l difference in the data chosen is in the data for OH. Figure 6-26 shows the 
equilibrium coefficient of OH calculated using the various data, plotted as In Kp against 
inverse temperature. The data from NIST and Chemkin give identical coefficients, whereas 
the NASA data results in a higher value of the temperature range of interest, leading to 
higher equilibrium concentrations of OH being predicted. 
Table 6-2: Calculated NO Results. Effect of Thermochemical Data 
NO Calculated using the 
Extended Zeldovich 
Mechanism 
-
-Experi- NASA I NIST 
Test No. I I Baseline 
ment Data Data 
- ppm ppm ppm ppm I 
1 i 1808 ~10 I 5768 6235 -- - t 5788 j ~93 -2 1858 6064 -3 j 1933 6070 5808 6298 4 1371 1 6190 J. 5856 4-- 6427 - 5 1365 5976 5666 6210 
--
-,- f 6 1012 5697 5333 5925 
--
--t 1 T 7 1266 5659 5305 5889 
I 
, i >151 2270 2076 2321 - ~ --+ r-- 2761 9 853 . 2698 2484 
- • 
J 
- ~94 10 1292 1755 1596 
11 1609 1984 1825 2038 
-- 2123 -12 1456 1953 2185 
- B - r 1098- 1290-1- -1171 1321 
-
14 1522 1582 1454 1631 
-
15 137 203 178 197 
16 383 t 206 --+- 180 201 
- 17- L 517 81 70 78 
-- --18 226 97 84 95 
- 191 ~41 --t 36 40 
- 201 81 47 1 -41 45 
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6.3.2.3. Effect of Reaction Rate Data 
The baseline NO calculations presented in Section 6.3.2..1 made use of the rate coefficients 
recommended by Hanson and Salimian (1984) and used by Miller, Davis et al. (1998) and 
many others. Calculations were performed using rate coeffiCient data from other sources, 
as there can be significant variations in quoted rates. Other kinetic rate data in common 
use include those recommended by Heywood (1988), Miller and Bowman (1989) and Dean 
and Bouelli (2.000) . Raine et al. (1995) compared results using rates from the first three of 
these, and Caton (2.002.) investigated all four sources. They found that the rates 
recommended by Hanson and Salimian (1984), Miller and Bowman (1989) and Dean and 
Bozzelli (2.000) gave very Similar results in the temperature range of interest, but that the 
rates recommended by Heywood (1988) predicted much lower NO in leaner mixtures. 
Raine et al. (1995) found that NO concentrations calculated using Heywood (1988) rate 
coeffiCients were in closer agreement with experimentally recorded NO. The forward rate 
coeffiCients are listed in Table 6-3. 
Concentrations of NO calculated using the different rate data are listed in Table 6-4. Figure 
6-27 compares results, shown as a ratio to experimental results, using rate coefficients 
from Hanson and Salimian (1984), Heywood (1988) and Miller and Bowman (1989) . There 
is good agreement between the data from Hanson and 5alimian (1984) and Miller and 
Bowman (1989), especially in lean conditions; in stoichiometric mixtures the Miller and 
Bowman rates predict higher NO concentrations than the Hanson and 5alimian rates, about 
200 ppm higher. The rates used by Heywood (1988), in contrast, significantly reduce the 
predicted NO levels under lean conditions at lower pressures although the concentrations 
are still about 2.5 times those measured during the experiments. In rich and stoichiometric 
mixtures, the Heywood rates predict an increase in NO compared to the Hanson and 
5alimian rate coeffiCients. 
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Table 6-3: Forward Rate Coefficients of the Extended Zeldovich Mechanism 
Reaction kJ (cm3/mol-sj Source 
7.6 x I 0'3 exp( -38000/ T) Heywood (1988) 
Nz+O~NO+N 1.820 x 1014 exp(- 38370/T) Hanson and Salimian (1984) 
1.55 x I013 To.3 exp ( -38000/ T) Miller and Bowman (1989) 
1.95 x 10" exp( -38660/ r) Dean and Bozzelli (2000) 
6.4 x 10' Texp( -3 150/T ) Heywood (1988) 
Oz+N~NO+O 1.62 x I 0' ° Texp( - 4470/T ) Hanson and Salimian (1984) 
6.4 x 10' T exp( - 3 160/ r) Miller and Bowman (1989) 
9.0 x I O'T exp( -3270/r) Dean and Bozzelli (2000) 
4. l x 10' 3 Heywood (1988) 
N+OH~ NO+H 3.48 x IOU exp( - 910/ T) Hanson and Salimian (1984) 
3.8 x I0' 3 Miller and Bowman (1989) 
1.10 x I0" exp(-565/ T) Dean and Bozzelli (2000) 
NO concentrations calculated with rate coefficients from Dean and Bozzell i (2000), which 
were used by eaton (2003), are shown in Figure 6-28. This figure also includes the 
modification to t he forward rate coefficient of the first Zeldovich reaction, R1, suggested by 
Miller, Davis et al. (1998) and discussed in Chapter 2. The baseline data is included for 
comparison. The rate coefficients from Dean and Bozzelli (2000) produce results that are 
very close to those from Hanson and Salimian (1984), especially in lean mixtures where the 
NO concentrations are virtually identical. The R1 rate modification from Miller, Davis et al. 
only applies at pressures greater than about 15 bar, so is not applicable in the cases 
starting from 2 bar initial pressure. The modification produces significant reductions in lean 
NO at higher pressures, reducing NO by up to 38% although even with this reduction NO is 
still over-predicted by a factor of 3 with respect to experimental data. The R1 modification 
causes a smaller reduction in NO under stoichiometric condit ions, and gives good 
agreement between theory and experiment at 3 bar initial pressure; it has no significant 
effects in rich mixtures. The various rate coefficients quoted in the literature for reaction R1 
are very consistent, and so it is doubtful that an empirical modification to t his data is 
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justified. The results presented here show that the modification does not significantly 
improve agreement between calculated NO and that measured during experimental work 
except in stoichiometric mixtures at pressures up to about 25 bar. This modification is not 
therefore considered to be an acceptable solution to the failure of theory to accurately 
predict NO. 
Table 6-4: Calculated NO Results. Effect of Reaction Rate Coefficients 
NO Calculated using the Extended Zeldovich 
Mechanism 
~ 
Miller & Dean & Ford 
Test Experi- Heywood 
Baseline Bowman Bozzelli Rl 
No. ment Rates 
Rates Rates Adj. 
- ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 
1 1808 6010 4497 5879 6009 6010 
, --~O 2 1858 6064 4833 5975 6064 
--t- , I , 3 1933 6070 I 4702 5961 6068 j 6070 i- t . . 4 1371 6190 5546 6197 6179 4733 
1 -
5 1365 5976 5143 5953 5967 t- 4563 
1012---+- 5697 
,--- ~ 
6 5932 5840 5672 3481 
~ 
-
. 
-
7 1266 5659 5669 5768 5640 3550 
t- l-8 2152 2270 2825 2485 2144 2270 
~ + j ~ I 9 853 2698 3247 2912 2573 2588 
t 1292 I 1755 I 226~ 1950 I 10 I 1641 + 1347 --11 I 1609 .J-. 19841 2440 2143 I 1899 1480 -
12 I "'!::!:-1'" 2620 2299 2033 1529 - 1098 1290 1669 t ~ - 817 13 1435 14 1522 1582 1934 1707 ~17 -f-996 1. i- I -- I 182 r- 203_ 15 137 203 
t 
307 236 
+- 383-t--206 16 316 240 185 I 205 -- • --1 +-- -17 517 81 140 96 73 70 
--
I t 18 226 97 170 116 87 
-l- 84 70 -l- ~ -l I 19 I 41 71 47 38 33 -- I 1 I I 20 81 47 81 54 43 38 
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6.3.2.4. Effect of Radical Concentrations 
The baseline configuration for theoretical NO assumed that all species other than N and NO 
were at their equilibrium values at each computational step. As discussed in Chapter 2, the 
equilibrium assumption for the radical species H, 0 and OH may not be valid, as 
concentrations of these species have been observed to exceed their equilibrium values at 
the fiame front. The partial equilibrium reactions discussed in Chapter 2 were used to 
calculate concentrations of H, 0 and OH, and the resulting NO calculations are listed in 
Table 6-5 and plotted as ratios to experimental results in Figure 6-29. The series labelled as 
'Partial Eq l' used the bimolecular chain reactions (2-23) to (2-25) from Chapter 2 to 
calculate species concentrations, resulting in Equations 2-3 to 2-5 for the radical 
concentrations. The series 'Partial Eq 2' included Reactions 2-24, 2-27 and the formation 
reaction of 0 , (Reaction 2-26 from Chapter 2), which lead to Equations 2-6, 2-7 and 2-8. 
Finally, the series 'Partial Eq 3' included the CO oxidation reaction 2-30 in addition to the 
reactions 2-23 to 2-25, implemented by Equations 2-10, 2-11 and 2-12. 
The calculated NO from the first partial equilibrium scheme is virtually identical to that 
calculated with the radicals in equilibrium. The second scheme reduces NO levels at higher 
pressures, but does not bring the results significantly closer to the experimental NO 
concentrations. These results show that partial equilibrium by algebraic substitution can 
result in a slight reduction in calculated NO levels, but that there is no significant 
improvement to the results under the circumstances tested here. 
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Table 6-5: Calculated NO Results. Effect of Partial Equilibrium 
NO Calculated using the Extended 
Zeldovich Mechanism 
Test I Partial Partial Partial 
Experiment Baseline 
No. Eq 1 Eq 2 Eq3 
, I 
- ppm ppm ppm I ppm I ppm 1 1808 6010 6010 5721 6010 
- --2 1858 6064 6064 5862 6064 
3 1933 6070 6070 5915 6070 
4 1371 6190 6190 6055 6190 
• I 5 1365 5976 5976 5905 5976 
6 1012 5697 5697 4996 5697 
• . 7 1266 5659 5659 5054 5659 
8 2152 2270 2270 2359 2270 
9 853 2698 2698 ! 2627 2698 10 1--1292 1755 1755 1402 1755 
11 1609 1984 1984 1662 1984 
12 I 1456 2123 I 2123 1741 2123 
. I I 13 1098 1290 1290 862 1290 
14 1522 1582 1582 1210 1582 
, , 
15 137 203 203 213 203 
• 16 383 206 206 212 206 
17 517 81 1 81 50 81 18 226 97 97 
n 
97 
I 
19 70 41 41 20 41 
20 I 81 47 47 23 47 
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6.3.2.5. Effect of Chemical Reactions 
A number of combinations of chemical reactions were tested to determine their effect on 
calculated NO concentrations. As discussed previously, the extended Zeldovich mechanism 
is well -established and is known to produce accurate results under some circumstances but 
to be Inadequate in others, especially In high pressure combustion. The EZM is listed here 
by Reactions 6-1 to 6-3, which are equivalent to the SEZM reactions R1 to R3 listed In 
Appendix B. The N,O intermediate route has been shown by some investigators to play a 
role in NO formation and destruction; it was included in the SEZM by reactions R4 to R6 
and R70, which are given by Reactions 6-4 to 6-7. Rgure 6-30 shows the results, 
presented as a ratio to experimental results, calculated using the ElM and SEZM Reactions 
R1 to R6. The effects of the third body Reaction 6-7 (SElM reaction R70) are also shown. 
In these calculations N,O was assumed to be in steady state, along with N. Figure 6-30 
shows that the inclusion of the N,O reactions have almost no effect on calculated NO 
concentrations, apart from a very slight reduction in lean mixtures at high pressures. 
Calculated concentrations of N,O are very small, so it is not surprising that these reactions 
have so little effect on NO formation and destruction, 
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N, + 
° 
~ NO + N (Reaction 6-1) ~ 
N + 0 , ~ NO + 
° 
(Reaction 6-2) ~ 
N + OH ~ NO + H (Reaction 6-3) ~ 
N,O + 
° 
~ 2N0 (Reaction 6-4) ~ 
N,O + 
° 
~ N, + 0 , (Reaction 6-5) ~ 
N,O + H ~ N, + OH (Reaction 6-6) ~ 
° + N, + M 
~ N,O + M (Reaction 6-7) ~ 
NO concentrations were also calculated using the super-extended Zeldovich mechanism 
(SEZM), with radical concentrations in equilibrium. This was found to under-predict NO at 
all pressures and equivalence ratios; the results are listed in Table 6-6. In order to assess 
which reactions were the most important, the rates of formation and destruction of NO of 
each reaction were calculated. Figure 6-31 shows the percentage contribution of the SEZM 
reactions in lean mixtures at 2 bar initial pressure; only the reactions making a contribution 
of more than 0.1% are shown individually. The results show that only ten reactions are 
significant in NO formation: SEZM reactions Rl, R2, R3, the original extended Zeldovich 
mechanism reactions; SEZM reactions Rll, R12, R15 and R16, involving NO" which are 
given by Reactions 6-8 to 6-11; SEZM reactions R30, R32 and R38, which include HNO and 
are given by Reactions 6-12 to 6-14. NO calculations performed with these ten reactions 
yield results that are almost identical to those produced by the SEZM, as shown in Table 5-
6. 
NO, + 
° 
~ NO + 0 , (Reaction 6-8) ~ 
NO, + H ~ NO + OH (Reaction 6-9) ~ 
NO + HO, ~ NO, + OH (Reaction 6-10) ~ 
NO +N, + 0 , ~ NO, + N,O (Reaction 6-11) ~ 
HNO + OH ~ NO + H,O (Reaction 6-12) ~ 
HNO + 
° 
~ NO + OH (Reaction 6-13) ~ 
NO + HO, ~ HNO + 0 , (Reaction 6-14) ~ 
In order to assess which reactions are responsible for the reduction in NO, the reactions 
were added in stages to the EZM reactions. Figure 6-32 shows the effect of adding 
Reaction 6-8 (SEZM R11) to the EZM. Lean results for NO are now within range of 
experimental concentrations, albeit with a slight over-prediction at lower pressures. 
Stoichiometric results are slightly reduced at higher pressures, and are in range of 
experimental results at 3 bar initial pressure and slightly under-predicted at 4 bar initial 
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pressure. Reaction 6·8 has no effect at all upon NO concentrations in rich mixtures. This 
reaction is, therefore, an important removal pathway for NO under these conditions; Miller 
and Bowman (1989) considered this reaction and concluded it was less important than 
other NOz reactions such as Reaction 6-9. The addition of Reaction 6-9, also shown in 
Figure 6-32, provides some further reduction in NO across all equivalence ratios, with the 
result that calculated NO is now under-predicted in all cases. 
The addition of Reactions 6-10 and 6-11 yields results very similar to those using the SEZM, 
implying that the set of seven Reactions 6-1 to 6-3 and 6-8 to 6-11 are the most Significant 
of the SEZM for conditions encountered in the combustion bomb. 
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6.4. Chapter Summary 
Experimental and theoretical results for the combustion bomb have been presented. 
Several characteristics of the combustion process were noted: 
o Peak pressures attained in the bomb are sensitive to equivalence ratio, with the highest 
pressures occurring under stoichiometric conditions and the lowest pressures occurring 
in lean mixtures 
o Combustion proceeds most rapidly under stoichiometric conditions and is slowest in 
lean mixtures; it is retarded as initial pressure is increased 
o Highest temperatures occur in slightly rich condit ions, at equiva lence ratios of about 
1.05; lowest temperatures occur in lean mixtures 
o Temperature is not significantly affected by pressure, so the effects of pressure are 
isolated 
o Lower post-combustion temperatures are attained at low pressures, because of more 
rapid cooling after the peak combustion temperature 
The observed trends in experimentally recorded NO were discussed: 
o Experimentally recorded NO decreases as pressure increases in lean mixtures; this 
trend is less apparent in stoichiometric and rich mixtures, although the lowest NO at 
each equivalence ratio occurs at the highest pressure 
o Highest NO concentrations occur in lean mixtures at low pressure, and lowest NO 
concentrations occur in rich mixtures at high pressures 
NO concentrations were calculated using the extended leldovich mechanism and other 
reactions: 
o The extended leldovich mechanisms with combustion products in equilibrium over-
predicts experimental NO by a factor of five in high pressure lean mixtures (equivalence 
ratio 0.8); it also over-predicts at lower pressures, but by a lesser amount 
o The extended leldovich mechanism with combustion products in equilibrium slightly 
over-predicts experimental NO in stoichiometric conditions (equivalence ratio 1.0) 
o The extended leldovich mechanism with combustion products in equilibrium provides 
good agreement with experiment in low pressure, rich conditions (equivalence ratio 
1.2) but slight ly under-predicts at higher pressures 
o Similar NO results are obtained when using thermochemica l data from different sources 
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o Choice of reaction rate data can have a significant effect on calculated NO 
concentrations, particularly under lean conditions 
o The use of the partial equilibrium assumption, implemented by algebraic substitution, 
for the radical species can have a small effect on NO concentration depending on the 
reactions chosen 
o Only two of the N20 intermediate reactions had any noticeable effect on calculated NO 
concentrations, and the effect was only seen in lean mixtures 
o The N02 reactions had a significant effect on calculated NO concentrations under lean 
conditions 
o The super-extended Zeldovich mechanism with radicals in equilibrium under-predicts 
NO in all conditions 
o The super-extended Zeldovich mechanism can be reduced to a set of 10 reactions; 
these reactions yield the same NO concentrations as the full mechanism. This can be 
further reduced to seven reactions that predict NO levels very close to those given by 
the SEZM 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: RICARDO E6 RESULTS 
7.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the experimental results obtained using the Ricardo E6 engine and 
compares the data with theoretica l results calculated using the model. Measured pressure 
traces and NO, concentrations are presented and discussed in Section 7.2 along with the 
other measured exhaust emissions, namely CO, CO2 and O2• Theoretical results are given in 
Section 7.3. The calculated burned gas temperatures and mass fraction burned profiles are 
discussed, then calculated NO results are presented. Calculations were performed using the 
extended Zeldovich mechanism 'baseline' case discussed in Chapter 6, and with the 
additional reactions that were identified to be important for NO formation in the combustion 
bomb. Comparison is made throughout with the results presented in Chapter 6 for the 
combustion bomb. 
7.2. Experimental Results 
Pressure-crank angle profiles are given in Figures 7-1 and 7-2, showing how changes in 
load and air-fuel ratio affect the combustion pressures. Results are presented for a crank 
angle range of -144 to 138° atdc to reflect the range used in the modelling, i.e. from inlet 
valve closure to exhaust valve opening. Peak pressures of between 7.7 and 47 bar were 
recorded, depending on load and air-fuel ratio. 
The pressure traces in Figure 7-1 are for a load swing under slightly rich conditions, at an 
equiva lence ratio of 1.06. Pressure is, of course, a strong function of load, with cylinder 
pressures increasing as load increases. Figure 7-1 also shows that as the load is increased 
the peak cylinder pressure occurs earlier in the cycle, indicating that combustion proceeds 
more rapidly at higher loads. This is in contrast to the bomb results, which show that 
combustion is slower at high pressures, and represents a key difference between the two 
systems. The effect of load on peak pressure over a range of air-fuel ratios is shown in 
Figure 7-3, and this figure demonstrates that peak pressure is far more sensitive to 
changes in load than to changes in air-fuel ratio; in slightly rich conditions an increase in 
peak pressure of 35 bar was observed when the IMEP was increased from 3.65 bar to 
10.73 bar. 
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Figure 7-1: Ricardo E6 Pressure Traces. Load Swing at Compression Ratio 10:1, 
1500 rpm, AFR 13.5 
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Figure 7-2: Ricardo E6 Pressure Traces. AFR Swing at Compression Ratio 10:1, 
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Figure 7-3: Ricardo E6. Effect of Load on Peak Pressure at Compression Ratio 
10:1, 1500 rpm, Various AFRs 
Figure 7-2 shows that changes in AFR produce a maximum peak pressure difference of 
about 14.5 bar at high load. Highest peak pressures are produced under slightly rich 
conditions, at equivalence ratios of about 1.06 (AFR about 13.5), with the lowest pressures 
occurring during lean operation; this same trend was observed in the combustion bomb. 
This trend can be seen more clearly in Figure 7-4, which shows the effect on equivalence 
ratio on peak pressure at two loads. Peak pressures occur slightly earlier under rich 
conditions and are retarded during lean operation, which can be seen from Figure 7-2. 
Engine speed has little effect on pressure. As shown in Figure 7-5, the peak pressure 
remains approximately constant throughout the speed range tested. The higher peak 
pressure recorded at 1100 rpm was caused by engine knock at this operating condition, 
and is therefore not a true representation of peak cylinder pressure at this engine speed. 
The principal effect of engine speed on cylinder pressure was to advance the position of 
peak pressure at higher speeds, which is caused by shorter combustion duration at higher 
speeds. 
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Figure 7-4: Ricardo E6. Effect of Equivalence Ratio on Peak Pressure at 
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Figures 7-6 to 7-9 show the measured NO, concentrations, indicating the effects of load, 
equivalence ratio and engine speed on exhaust NO, . Measured NO, concentrations were 
between 98 and 3468 ppm, depending on load and air-fuel ratio. Figures 7-6 and 7-7 show 
that NO, concentrations increase as the engine load is increased, except under very rich 
conditions where load had no significant effect. At slightly rich operation, equivalence ratio 
1.06, there was an increase in NO, concentration up to about 8 bar IMEP but then 
concentrations remained approximately constant. The increase in NO, with increasing load 
has been reported throughout the literature, as stated in Chapter 2, but the opposite 
observation was made in the combustion bomb as high pressure had the effect of 
decreasing NO,. This implies that factors other than pressure, for example turbulence, are 
driving the NO, kinetics in engines. 
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Figure 7-6: Ricardo E6 Experimental NO. Concentrations. Effect of Load at 
Compression Ratio 8:1, 1500 rpm, Various AFRs 
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Figure 7-9: Ricardo E6 Experimental NOx Concentrations. Effect of Engine Speed 
at Compression Ratio 10:1, Approx. 25 Nm (7.2 IMEP), AFR 14.4 
Figure 7-8 shows that the highest NO, concentrations were observed under slightly lean 
conditions, at equivalence ratios of about 0.94, with concentrations falling at lower 
equivalence ratios. The lowest NO, concentrations were recorded under rich conditions. 
These observations are in agreement with trends reported in the literature. The combustion 
bomb also showed that rich mixtures produce the lowest NO" but that the highest 
concentrations were generated in leaner mixtures at equivalence ratios of 0.8. Figure 7-9 
shows the effect of speed on measured NO" and indicates that NOx concentrations are 
reduced slightly as the speed increases. This differs to reported results of increased NO, 
concentrations at higher speeds. 
Concentrations of CO, CO, and 0 , were also recorded during the engine experiments, and 
their dependence on equivalence ratio is shown in Figures 7-10 to 7-12. Concentrations of 
these species were unaffected by changes in engine load and speed. The trends are in line 
with expectations from equilibrium calculations, although there are differences in 
concentrations. CO concentrations are highest under rich operation, falling off at an 
equivalence ratio of about 1.02 and reaching a minimum at an equivalence ratio of about 
0.9; CO concentrations under richer operation are not shown on the figure, because of an 
error in the analyser CO display setting. Concentrations of CO, reach a peak around the 
stoichiometric operating conditions and reach their lowest levels under rich operation. 
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Oxygen levels are, of course, highest under lean conditions and reduce with decreasing 
AFR, although there is still a significant amount of oxygen in the exhaust of rich engine 
runs. 
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Figure 7-10: Ricardo E6 Exhaust CO Concentrations. Effect of Equivalence Ratio 
at Compression Rat io 10:1, 1500 rpm, Various loads 
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7.3. Theoretical Results 
7.3.1. Combustion Characteristics 
Calculated mass fraction burned profiles are presented in Figures 7-13 and 7-14. Final 
values of mass fraction burned ranged from 0.70 to 0.83, indicating that not all the charge 
was burned; this is in agreement with the higher than expected O2 concentrations 
measured in the engine exhaust. These figures are in general agreement with the 
calculation of Lavoie et al. (1970), who calculated a final value of 0.80. It is a feature of the 
two-zone model that figures of less than 100% of charge burned may be calculated, in 
contrast to other methods in common use, like the Rassweiler and With row (1938) method 
and Weibe functions, that force the final mass fraction burned to equal unity. The results 
are in general agreement with those calculated using combustion bomb data. 
The fastest burn rates occurred under high load and in rich mixtures, with a longer 
combustion duration under lean conditions. The slower burn times under lean conditions 
were also observed in the combustion bomb, although pressure had the opposite effect 
with slower burn times at high pressure. Engine speed did not appear to have any effect on 
the mass fraction burned profiles (these results are not shown). In general, the faster burn 
rates produced the lowest final values of mass fraction burned whilst the slowest burning 
cases predicted that a greater proportion of the charge was burned, in contrast to the 
bomb results. 
Burned gas temperature profiles are shown in Figures 7-15 and 7-16. Peak temperatures 
were between 2228 and 2597 K. Highest peak temperatures occurred in slightly rich 
mixtures, at an equivalence ratio of 1.06, when the engine was operating at high load. The 
lowest temperatures occurred during lean operation, at equivalence ratios of about 0.82 
and a load of about 20 Nm. The highest loads produce the highest temperatures, with an 
increase in peak temperature of about 60 K between low and high load cases. The highest 
loads also show the fastest post-combustion cooling, so that the temperatures when the 
exhaust valve opens are slightly lower at high loads, by up to about 40 K in rich conditions, 
than the lower load cases. Similarly, slightly rich operation produces higher peak 
temperatu res than leaner conditions although final temperatures are slightly higher when 
the engine is running lean. The effects of load, equivalence ratio and speed on peak 
temperature are shown in more detail in Figures 7-17 to 7-19. Like peak pressures, peak 
temperatures appeared to be independent of engine speed. 
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Figure 7-13: Ricardo E6 Mass Fractions Burned. Load Swing at Compression 
Ratio 10:1, 1500 rpm, AFR 13.5 
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In general, the temperatures calculated in the E6 followed similar trends to those calculated 
with combustion bomb data, in that the highest temperatures in both cases occurred in 
slightly rich conditions and the lowest temperatures were produced during lean operation, 
This is in line with reported trends, and with ad iabatic flame temperature profiles. The main 
differences between the bomb and engine temperatures are that pressure has a slightly 
greater effect on the peak combustion temperature in the engine: under stoichiometric 
conditions a 17.3 bar increase in peak pressure gives rise to a 29 K increase in peak 
temperature in the bomb, but a 16.6 bar peak pressure increase results in a 59 K rise in 
peak temperature in the engine. This increase in peak temperature occurs across the 
equivalence ratio range in the engine, but is confined to near-stoichiometric conditions in 
the bomb with equal temperatures at all pressures under lean and rich operation. A further 
difference between the bomb and engine temperature profiles is that the most rapid 
cooling after the end of combustion occurs in low pressures in the bomb and at high 
pressures in the engine. 
7.3.2. 'Baseline' NO Results 
Nitric oXide profiles calcu lated using the baseline configuration described in Chapter 6 are 
presented in Figures 7-20 and 7-21, showing the effects of load and equiva lence ratio 
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respectively. In rich cases at high load, NO formation is rapid and reaches a peak at a crank 
angle of about 26° atdc; this is followed by a rapid fall in NO, which then freezes at a lower 
value at around 45° atdc; this is a similar profile to those calculated in the combustion 
bomb. Conversely in low load, rich conditions and in lean conditions across the load range, 
NO formation is slower and takes longer to reach a maXimum, and freezes at or near the 
peak value instead of experiencing a reduction. The most rapid NO formation occurs under 
stoichiometric operation, as in the combustion bomb. The profiles show that the peak NO 
concentrations increase with increasing pressure, which is contrary to the bomb results. 
Highest peak NO concentrations occur under stoichiometric conditions, unlike in the 
combustion bomb where lean mixtures produce the highest peak concentrations. 
The calculated NO results are compared with the experimental results in Figures 7-2.2 to 7-
26. Figure 7-2.2. shows the effect of load in rich conditions, at equivalence ratios of 1.24 and 
1.06. At an equivalence ratio of 1.2.4, the calculated results show an increase in NO as load 
increases; this is in contrast to the experimental results, which show that NO is 
independent of load in this particular case. At both equivalence ratios good agreement is 
obtained between theory and experiment at high loads, but at lower loads the theory 
under-predicts the NO concentrations by up to 500 ppm; this is opposite to the observed 
trends in the bomb. Under stoichiometric conditions, shown in Figure 7-23, excellent 
agreement is obtained between theory and experiment across the load range. In contrast, 
under lean conditions NO is under-predicted by the theory, with the discrepancy being 
greatest at the lowest equivalence ratio of 0.88, shown in Figure 7-24, and at higher loads; 
this is opposite to the bomb results, which show that the theory over-predicts NO with the 
greatest overestimate at high pressures. 
Figure 7-25 provides further evidence that the baseline Extended Zeldovich Mechanism 
accurately predicts exhaust NO concentrations under stoichiometric conditions, but under-
predicts slightly in rich operation and significantly in lean operation, especially at 
equivalence ratios lower than about 0.93. However, the theory does predict the correct 
trends, with peak NO concentrations predicted at equivalence ratios between 0.93 and 0.96 
and lowest concentrations under rich operating conditions. At the higher load condition 
shown in Figure 7-26, the EZM provides excellent agreement with experiment in 
stoichiometric and rich conditions but significantly under-predicts in the lean cases. 
Concentrations of NO are correctly predicted across the speed range, as shown in Figure 7-
27 where excellent agreement between theory and experiment is shown. This provides 
further evidence of the extended Zeldovich mechanism's high accuracy under stOichiometric 
conditions. 
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7.3.3. Effect of Reaction Mechanisms 
The addition of chemical reactions involving N02 proved to be effective in gaining good 
agreement with experimental NO, in the combustion bomb under lean operation, by 
reducing the predicted NO. However, when these reactions were used to model NO 
formation in the E6, the opposite effect was produced : during lean operation the predicted 
NO was much higher than that recorded during the experiments, implying that these 
reactions accelerate NO formation In the engine. The effect on predicted NO emissions of 
the addition to RH to the EZM, and of the SEZM, is shown in Figure 7-28. Both reaction 
mechanisms over-predict under lean operation and under-predict in rich conditions; the 
SEZM under-predicts at all equivalence ratios greater than about 0.93. 
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7.4. Summary 
Experimental and theoretical results for the Ricardo E6 have been presented. Several 
characteristics of the combustion process were noted, showing common characteristics to 
those observed in the combustion bomb and in previously surveyed literature: 
o Peak pressures are sensitive to equivalence ratio, with the highest pressures occurring 
under slightly rich conditions and the lowest pressures occurring in lean mixtures 
o Combustion proceeds most rapidly under stoichiometric or slightly rich conditions and is 
slowest in lean mixtures 
o Highest temperatures occur in slightly rich conditions, at equivalence ratios of about 
1.06; lowest temperatures occur in lean mixtures 
However, other observations contradict those made in the bomb: 
o Combustion proceeds more rapidly as pressure is increased 
o Temperatures show a slight increase as pressure increases at all equivalence ratios 
o Lower post-combustion temperatures are attained at high pressures, because of more 
rapid cooling after the peak combustion temperature 
Engine exhaust NO, shows typical trends with respect to equivalence ratio, with highest 
NO, concentrations being produced in sl ightly lean conditions, at equivalence ratios of 
about 0.91, and lowest concentrations observed during rich operation. Exhaust NO, 
increases as the load, and therefore the pressure, increases, except in very rich conditions 
where there is no determinable pressure effect. Increases in NO, at higher loads have been 
widely reported in the literature, but contradictory results in the combustion bomb suggest 
that the increase in pressure is not the driving factor for this trend. 
NO concentrations were calculated using the extended Zeldovich mechanism. The following 
observations were in agreement with findings from the combustion bomb: 
o The most rapid NO formation occurred under stoichiometric conditions 
o The EZM gives good agreement with experimental results under stoichiometric 
conditions 
However, most of the observed trends differed to those occurring in the combustion bomb, 
especially in comparison to experimental data: 
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a The peak NO concentrations in each case are strongly dependent on load and 
equivalence ratio, increasing with load and reaching a maximum under stoichiometric 
conditions 
a calculated NO increases with increasing pressure at all equivalence ratios 
a Highest NO concentrations occur at equivalence ratios of about 0.93 - 0.96, echoing 
the trend in measured data 
a The EZM under-predicts NO in lean conditions, especially in very lean cases and at high 
loads 
a The EZM gives good agreement with experimental results in rich conditions at high 
load, but under-predicts in low loads 
calculations were also performed using the super-extended Zeldovich mechanism and this 
was found to under-predict NO at all equivalence ratios greater than about 0.93 and over-
predict in lean conditions. The addition of an N02 reaction to the extended Zeldovich 
mechanism was also found to over-predict NO at equivalence ratios less than 1. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
8.1. Discussion of Results 
An investigation has been carried out into the formation of nitric oxide in high pressure 
combustion environments. A thermodynamic model has been developed to calculate 
combustion temperatures, and a multi-reaction chemica l kinetics model has been developed 
to calculate NO concentrations. The model has been used to assess the effects of 
thermochemical data, kinetic rate data, radica l concentrations and various chemical 
reactions on predicted NO concentrations in the combustion bomb, and the results have 
been compared to measured NO data. Results from the NO kinetics model have also been 
compared to data from a single cylinder SI engine. Experimental and theoretical results 
from the combustion bomb and the Ricardo E6 were presented in Chapters 6 and 7 
respectively; these sets of resu lts are now discussed and compared. In order to explain the 
discrepancies between calculated NO concentrations in the combustion bomb and the 
engine, a detailed comparison is made in Section 8.1.3. between two cases at very similar 
operating conditions. 
8.1.1. Combustion Bomb Results 
The measured pressure data from the combustion bomb shows that the burn duration 
increases as pressure increases. In the combustion bomb the fuel-air mixture is initially 
quiescent, thus a negligible amount of turbulence is generated. In order to produce higher 
pressure combustion, a greater amount of charge is inducted into the bomb, and 
combustion duration becomes longer at higher pressure because of the increased mass, 
and hence density, of charge. The temperature at the start of combustion was also 
approximately constant for each initial pressure, and the combustion temperatures 
achieved were independent of pressure. Pressure and temperature were thus decoupled in 
the bomb, enabling the effect of pressure to be studied in isolation. 
A significant finding from the combustion bomb experiments was that an increase in 
pressure reduces NO concentrations, especially under lean operation. This was illustrated in 
Chapter 6 and this key result is reproduced here in Figure 8-1. This reduction may be 
explained in part by the finding that there is more rapid cooling after the combustion of 
lower pressure mixtures, resulting in lower post-combustion temperatures. The principal NO 
kinetics reactions need high temperatures to proceed, and if the temperatures drop rapidly 
after combustion the reactions will effectively stop and NO concentrations will remain high. 
However, when temperatures remain at a higher level for longer the NO destruction 
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reactions are able to proceed for longer and NO concentrations are reduced. The heat 
transfer rate in the bomb was not explicitly modelled because any pressure drop after the 
end of combustion is caused by heat transfer, so its effects are included implicitly. The rate 
of heat transfer at the end of combustion is expected to be approximately constant for all 
initial pressures because the combustion temperatures are the same, and the wall 
temperatures are approximately the same because there is negligible change in ambient 
temperature. The high pressure cases will therefore take longer to cool because there is a 
greater amount of energy contained in the system, resulting in the higher pressures, but it 
can only dissipate at the same fixed rate as the lower pressure cases because the 
temperature differential between the burned gases and the chamber walls is the same in 
each case. This can be further demonstrated by reference to Figure 8-2, reproduced from 
Chapter 6, showing the temperature-time profiles at 3 initial pressures for lean combustion 
in the bomb; as noted previously, peak temperatures are approximately the same, but the 
peak occurs later as the initial pressure is increased. Increasing the initial pressure in the 
bomb from 2 to 3 bar requires an increase in mass of about 1.5 times, resulting in the post-
combustion temperatures of the 3 bar case taking about 1.6 times as long to cool to 1500 K 
after the peak temperature than in the 2 bar case, and taking about 1.7 times as long to 
reach 1000 K. Similarly, an increase in initial pressure from 2 bar to 4 bar requires that the 
mass of charge be doubled, and thus the temperatures of the mixture starting at 4 bar 
initial pressure take over twice as long to cool to 1500 K after the peak temperature, and 
nearly 2.5 times as long to cool to 1000 K. Calculations using the extended Zeldovich 
mechanism show that this cooling effect accounts for only a slight reduction in NO, of 
about 5%, although as the EZM has been shown to be inaccurate under lean conditions this 
effect may have more significance than this calculation suggests. 
Another possible explanation for the inverse relationship between observed NO 
concentrations and pressure is the fact that equilibrium concentrations of radical species 
decrease slightly with increasing pressure. However, the changes in 0 and OH are not 
enough to account for the differences in NO. The kinetics calculations indicated N02 
reactions play an important role in NO destruction under lean conditions, and that these 
mechanisms are accelerated at high pressure. Figure 8-3 shows NO concentrations 
calculated by adding N02 reactions to the extended Zeldovich mechanisms; results are very 
close to experimental data. 
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8.1 .2. Ricardo E6 Results 
The results from the Ricardo E6 show performance and emissions trends similar to those 
reported for other engines. Combustion occurs most rapid ly under high load and slightly 
rich conditions, leading to higher pressures and temperatures being generated under these 
circumstances, Under high load conditions there is more energy available because more 
charge is inducted into the cylinder, and the compression of this denser, higher energy 
charge leads to higher temperatures and pressures at the start of combustion, The 
increased induction of charge into the cylinder also generates more turbulence and this in 
turn increases mixing of the fuel and air, enabling the fuel to burn more rapidly; th is mixing 
effect is why turbulent burning velocity increases as turbulent intensity is increased. The 
higher temperatures produced under high load are the reason why experimental NO, levels 
increased as engine load was increased, This situation does not occur in rich mixtures, 
owing to a lack of available oxygen to drive the NO kinetics. Under slightly rich, high load 
conditions, there is a rapid initial formation of NO as the concentrations rise to a peak just 
after peak temperatures and pressures have occurred, and this is followed by a reduction in 
NO concentration before a constant, or frozen, value is reached, Under richer and leaner 
circumstances and at lower loads, NO formation rates are slower, and NO concentrations 
rise gradually to a peak and remain constant at that level. The rate of NO formation is 
highest under stoichiometric operation, where conditions for NO formation are optimum 
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because temperatures and pressures are still high, and there are high peak concentrations 
of oxygen-containing radicals. 
In contrast to the bomb results, the engine results show that the burned gases experience 
more rapid cooling at high pressures, owing to greater rates of heat transfer at higher 
loads. However, the lower post-combustion temperatures at high loads are not significant 
for NO formation in the engine because the high temperatures and burn rates are the 
dominant factors for NO at high load. 
The E6 NO results show that the extended leldovich mechanism accurately predicts 
exhaust NO in near-stoichiometric conditions, especially at higher loads. However the ElM 
under-predicts in rich and lean cases, which is in contrast to the bomb results which show 
that the ElM greatly over-predicts in lean conditions. An investigation into the causes of 
this observation is further discussed below. 
8.1.3. Detailed Comparison Between Bomb and Engine Data at a Single 
Operating Condition 
The results of NO calculations are dramatically different between the combustion bomb and 
the engine, especially in lean conditions where the extended leldovich mechanism under-
predicts engine NO but greatly over-predicts the amount of NO formed in the bomb. In 
order to the investigate the reasons for this, a detailed comparison was made between two 
comparable lean cases, one from the bomb and one from the engine. A summary of the 
characteristics of these tests is given in Table 8-1. The data show that peak temperature, 
peak pressure and measured NO concentration are very similar for the two cases, but there 
is a very wide discrepancy between the calculated levels of NO, neither of which are 
accurate. 
Table 8-1: Characteristics of Two Comparison Test Cases 
Combustion 
Ricardo E6 
Bomb 
Equivalence Ratio 0.796 0.819 
Peak Pressure (bar) 20.84 18.55 
Combustion Duration (s) 0.132 0.010 
Peak Temperature (K) 2359 2228 
Experimental NO (ppm) 1371 1255 
Theoretical (ElM) NO (ppm) 6190 324 
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Pressure, temperature, mass fraction burned and NO profiles for these two cases are 
presented in Figures 8-4 to 8-11. The results in Figures 8-4, 8-6, 8-8 and 8-10 are plotted 
against time, which is shown relative to peak pressure so that time I = 0 S occurs at peak 
pressure in each case. This was done to enable comparison of the results over the region of 
interest whilst highlighting the vastly different time scales of the two cases. Combustion 
and NO kinetic reactions take place over a much shorter time scale in the engine than in 
the bomb; combustion periods in the bomb experiments ranged from between 0.07 and 
0.16 s, whereas at a speed of 1500 rpm a complete engine cycle (i.e. two revolutions of the 
crank shaft) is completed in 0.08 s, and the combustion period is typica lly only about 0.01 
s. In Figures 8-5, 8-7, 8-9 and 8-11 the same results are shown plotted against a 
normalised time scale where I = 0 is the start of combustion (soc) and I = 1 is the end of 
combustion (eoc); normalising the time sca le was necessary to highlight the differences 
between the two cases as combustion progressed. 
The pressure profiles, shown in Figures 8-4 and 8-5, show that combustion within the 
engine starts at a much higher pressure than that within the bomb. For this particular case 
the pressure rise in the engine is very small, because of the high air-fuel ratio. Peak 
pressures for the two cases are within 2.29 bar, but it can be seen from Figure 8-5 that the 
maximum pressure occurs much earlier in the combustion process in the engine than in the 
bomb. In the engine the increasing cylinder volume during the expansion stroke results in a 
reduction in pressure and temperature before combustion has completed, whereas in the 
constant volume bomb peak pressure was assumed to occur at the end of combustion. 
Figures 8-6 and 8-7 show that temperatures in the engine are higher than those in the 
bomb during the earlier stages of combustion, although the peak temperature is 131 K 
lower than in the bomb. About half way through the combustion process the engine 
temperatures sharply decrease owing to the expanding volume, whilst at the same point in 
the process the temperatures in the bomb are rising sharply. 
This key difference between the two cases is further illustrated by the mass fraction burned 
profiles, shown in Figures 8-8 and 8-9. In the combustion bomb, peak pressures and 
temperatures are reached at the end of combustion when all the charge has burned, 
whereas in the engine, peak temperatures and pressures occur during the earlier stages of 
combustion because of the expanding volume. This means that the complete post-
combustion gases are subjected to high temperatures in the combustion bomb, resulting in 
much higher predicted levels of NO than in the engine. Figure 8-9 shows that the burn rate 
is initially much higher in the engine, where pressure and temperature are at their maxima. 
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The NO-time profiles for these cases are presented in Figures 8-10 and 8-11, and show 
very large differences between the two cases. In the combustion bomb NO formation is 
initially slow, followed by a rapid rise in formation during the last third of the combustion 
process until just after the peak pressure and temperature, after which there is a slight 
drop before the concentration freezes at 6190 ppm. In contrast, the engine results predict 
an initially higher rate of NO formation but the concentration freezes at a very low level 
early in the combustion process, at the same time that pressure and temperature are 
falling. These results suggest that the low predicted NO concentrations in the engine are 
caused by the drop in temperature during the expansion stroke; the calculated temperature 
falls below 2000 K about half way through the combustion process, when about 70 % of 
the charge has burned. As discussed previously the EZM reactions require temperatures in 
excess of about 2000 K to proceed, so it appears that NO is under-predicted during lean 
engine operation because either NO formation during the latter part of combustion is 
dominated by reaction mechanisms other than the EZM, or the temperature has been 
under-predicted by the two-lone model. The EZM greatly over-predicts NO concentrations 
during lean operation in the combustion bomb; this may be caused by over-prediction of 
the temperatures, or allowance may need to be made for additional NO destruction 
reactions. The favourable results obtained when the NO, reactions were added suggest that 
the NO kinetics are not adequately modelled by the EZM. 
These results confirm that calculated NO results are very sensitive to temperature, but they 
also suggest that the relationship between temperature and burn rate is important, as high 
temperatures early in the combustion process do not lead to high levels of NO being 
predicted, whereas high temperatures in the final stages of combustion when most of the 
charge has been burned do lead to high theoretical concentrations of NO. The inaccuracy of 
the EZM in both cases suggests that either the temperature profiles have not been 
modelled accurately, or that the NO kinetics are inadequate. The temperature profiles in 
the engine are subject to a greater degree of error than those in the bomb because of the 
heat transfer terms, as the calculation of engine heat transfer is subject to many 
uncertainties. 
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8.2. Conclusions 
Experiments have been performed using a constant volume combustion bomb, which have 
enabled the effects of pressure on NO formation to be studied independently of 
temperature. The bomb experiments have demonstrated that an increase in pressure will 
reduce NO under lean conditions when the temperature remains approximately constant. 
However, in an engine the conditions are much more complex and an increase in pressure 
shows an increase in NO formation. This is assumed to be caused by two factors: the high 
turbulence levels accelerating the burning rate, leading to elevated combustion 
temperatures, and higher temperatures after compression at the start of combustion 
caused by an increase in the mass of charge. 
The formation of NO has been modelled using the well-established extended Zeldovich 
mechanism, which has been shown to be inadequate under non-stoichiometric conditions. 
Very different levels of NO were predicted to occur in the combustion bomb compared with 
the engine, which has been shown to be caused by the differences in the evolution of 
temperature with respect to burn rate. 
The super-extended Zeldovich mechanism developed by Miller, Davis et al. (1998) has been 
tested using a sensitivity study to determine the relative importance of each reaction . It 
was found that, under the circumstances tested here, only ten of the 67 reactions had a 
significant role in NO kinetics and the mechanism can be reduced to seven reactions 
without loss of accuracy. It has been shown that N02 reactions play a significant role in 
removing NO under lean conditions in the combustion bomb, and reactions involving these 
species need to be accounted for. However, the same reactions accelerate NO formation 
when applied to the engine, and thus further development of the kinetics model is 
recommended to improve its accuracy. 
The key findings of the experimental work are summarised below: 
o The combustion bomb allowed the effects of temperature and pressure to be 
decoupled, so the effects of pressure could be investigated in isolation 
o An increase in pressure causes a decrease in NO concentration under lean conditions in 
the combustion bomb 
o The effect of pressure on NO concentrations in rich and stoichiometric mixtures is less 
well-defined, but the lowest NO concentrations occur at higher pressures at all 
equivalence ratios 
o Pressure and temperature are closely linked under engine conditions so an increase in 
pressure causes an increase in temperature, which promotes NO formation 
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There are some key differences between the combustion behaviour in the bomb and the 
engine which have an influence on the NO results: 
o As the pressure in the combustion bomb is increased the combustion duration also 
increases, whereas in the engine the burn rate increases under higher load 
o Engine combustion temperatures increase as the load is increased 
o The time evolution of temperature differs between the bomb and the engine, so that 
peak temperatures occur in the bomb when all the charge has burned; in the engine 
the highest temperatures occur earlier in the combustion process when only a relatively 
small proportion of charge has burned 
The extended Zeldovich mechanism was found to be accurate only in near-stoichiometric 
conditions at higher pressures. Specific observations are listed below: 
o Under lean conditions, the extended Zeldovich mechanisms over-predicts experimental 
NO from the combustion bomb by a factor of five in high pressure mixtures, and over-
predicts by a lesser amount at lower pressures; in the engine the extended Zeldovich 
mechanism under-predicted NO 
o Under stoichiometric conditions, the extended Zeldovich mechanism slightly over-
predicts experimental NO in the combustion bomb, but excellent agreement is obtained 
between theoretical and calculated NO data in the engine 
o Under rich conditions, the extended Zeldovich mechanism provides good agreement 
with experiment in low pressure conditions in the combustion bomb, but slightly under-
predicts at higher pressures. In contrast, engine NO concentrations are accurately 
predicted under high load conditions but are under-predicted at lower loads 
The inclusion of other chemical reactions was investigated, and it was found that reactions 
involving NO, had a significant effect on NO formation and destruction. SpeCifically, 
Reactions 8-1 to 8-5 were found to produce good agreement with experimental results 
under lean conditions in the combustion bomb, where the first three are the extended 
Zeldovich mechanism and Reactions 8-4 and 8-5 are R11 and R12 respectively from the 
super-extended Zeldovich mechanism listed in Appendix B. The addition of Reaction 8-4 
also improved the predicted NO concentration under stoichiometric conditions in the bomb, 
but had no effect on NO in rich mixtures. However, the inclusion of Reaction 8-5 lead to NO 
being under-predicted under rich and stoichiometriC operation. The inclusion of the NO, 
reactions lead to an over-prediction of NO under Jean conditions in the engine. 
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N2 + 0 -' NO + N (Reaction 8-1) ~
N + O2 -' NO + 0 (Reaction 8-2) ~
N + OH -' NO + H (Reaction 8-3) ~
NOz + 0 -' NO + 0 2 (Reaction 8-4) ~
NOz + H -' NO + OH (Reaction 8-5) ~
A sensitivity study was performed on the super-extended Zeldovich mechanism and it was 
determined that, under the conditions tested here, this 67 reaction mechanism can be 
reduced to Reactions 8-1 to 8-5 plus Reactions 8-6 and 8-10. However, NO concentrations 
calculated using Reactions 8-1 to 8-7 are very close to the results from the full mechanism, 
especially under lean conditions. 
NO + HOz -' NOz + OH (Reaction 8-6) ~
NO +N2 + Oz -' N02 + N20 (Reaction 8-7) ~
HNO + OH -' NO + H2O (Reaction 8-8) ~
HNO + 0 -' NO + OH (Reaction 8-9) ~
NO + HOz -' HNO + O2 (Reaction 8-10) ~
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8.2. Recommendations for Further Work 
A computationally efficient model was developed for this research, which has enabled 
combustion characteristics and NO concentrations to be determined. Results from the 
model follow similar trends to those reported in the literature, but there are a number of 
improvements that could be made to the model to improve its accuracy, and these are 
listed below. 
o The extension of the two-zone thermodynamic model to include multiple burned gas 
zones 
o An allowance for residual fraction in the engine model 
o An improvement in the estimates of the in-cylinder temperature at inlet valve closure in 
the engine model 
o The inclusion of alternative heat transfer models and an investigation into the effects of 
different assumptions and correlations 
o The extension of the chemical kinetics and equilibrium models to allow the inclusion of 
more sophisticated partial equilibrium calculations such as the rate-controlled 
constrained equilibrium method, to more accurately model radical concentrations 
o The improvement of the differential equation solver to allow stiff systems of equations 
to be solved, so that detailed combustion chemistry models can be included 
Calculations using the improved model would provide further valuable insight into the 
kinetics of NO formation and destruction. Some suggestions include: 
o The use of a full reaction mechanism for methane combustion, for example GRI-Mech 3 
from Smith et al. (1999) with pressure-temperature data from the bomb to provide a 
comparison to the results presented here, and enable an assessment of the accuracy of 
the species concentrations in the present model to be made. 
o A more detailed investigation of the kinetics reactions in the engine in order to 
generate a more accurate reaction mechanism for NO formation under engine 
operating conditions 
o An investigation into the effect of rich and lean zones within the charge to simulate the 
effect of incomplete mixing 
o The coupling of the NO model to an engine Simulation package such as Ricardo WAVE, 
to provide a more realistic representation of engine combustion 
Further experimental work would also aid understanding of the processes governing NO 
formation and destruction and facilitate in the development of improved kinetics models. In 
particular, the following experiments would provide valuable data: 
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o A repeat of the combustion bomb experiments reported here, but extended to cover a 
greater range of pressures and equivalence ratios. This would confirm the trends 
reported here and help to reduce the scatter in the current results, especially under 
stoichiometric conditions 
o Tests using other fuels, especially iso-octane and petrol, to enable a closer comparison 
with engine data 
o Experiments with the bomb heated to raise the temperature at the start of combustion, 
to provide a closer representation of conditions inSide the engine 
o A series of experiments using burners with control led turbulence, to investigate the 
effects of turbulence on burned gas temperatures and NO kinetics 
o A series of experiments uSing burners at high temperatures and pressures to enable 
continuous sampling of NO 
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APPENDIX A: EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
Table A-I: Signal 4000VM Heated Vacuum NO. Analyser Specifications 
Signal 4000VM 
Accuracy and Repeatability Better than ± 1% range or ± 0.2 ppm, whichever is greater 
Linearity Better than ± 0.2% of range up to 10% of range 
Better than ± 2% of point from 10% to 50% of range 
Better than 1% of range from 50% to 100% of range 
Sampie'i'iiiet'pressure""--"-'-"':6:-34S-bar'to'6:iba'r'("=s'to-iO-psif"'------'--'-"'--"---"'---
f-::------, .. --.. ---.. ----, .. - .. ---.. --.. , ..... -..... , ....... -.... -.. -.... ,-'--..... -----.-.. ---.,-.. ----.. ---... ,.-..... , ... -....... , .. ,.--,.,.,.,.,.,.--------.. --.,.,-,---.-., 
Ranges 0 - 4, 0 - 10, 0 - 40, 0 - 100, 0 - 400, 0 - 1000, 0 - 4000, 
0- 10000 ppm plus auto-range 
Response time From 1.5 s (5% at 95%) at 21/min flow, range dependent 
Table A-2: Horiba MEXA-7100 Exhaust Gas Analyser Specifications 
Gas CO(L) CO2 O2 NO. THC 
Analyser AIA-721 AIA-722 MPA-720 CLA-720A FIA-
725A 
Principle Non- Non- Magneto- Chemiluminescence Flame 
dispersive dispersive pneumatic detection ionisation 
infrared infrared detection (CLD) detection 
absorption absorption (MPA) (FID) 
(NDIR) (NDIR) 
Range--------5(ito-5000- .. --'-5000-pp;;;'-''-i'to-i5ii;~-voi-----NojNo~-i6-to50o .. '----10-to----.. · 
ppm to 20% vol ppm 50000 
1000 to 10000 ppm ppmC 
RejjeatabjiitY-''''<-±O:-5%--'''--'<'±-O:5oi~'''''-<--±'6':5-oi~-FS--'--<±-6:S%-FS--""------'-< ±-O:5o/~-
(zero) FS FS FS 
, Repeatabiiitii-''''<±'o:-5oi~--'---<'±-ii:5o;~'''---<±'o:5oi~-FS'-"<'±-O:-S'o;~'RS--"-"""----<'±O~5olo-' 
(span) RS RS RS 
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Gas CO(L) CO2 O2 NOx THe 
Analyser AIA-721 AIA-722 MPA-720 CLA-720A FIA-
725A 
Drift (zero) (> 100 < ± 1% < ± 1% < ± 1% FS/24hr < ± 1% 
ppm) < ± FS/24hr FS/24hr FS/24hr 
1% FS/24hr 
( 50 -100 
ppm) < ± 
2% FS/24hr 
1-::-- ---.----.-.. --.--.-.-.-.---.. -.--.--.--.-.-.----.-------.----.--------.------... -------.. ---.. - .. ---.---.. --------...... -----.. ---.. --.. --.. -----. 
Drift (span) (;;, 50 ppm) < ± 1% < ± 1% < ± 1% FS/24hr < ± 1% 
< ± 1% FS/24hr FS/24hr FS/24hr 
FS/24hr 
NoiSe-----------<-±"ioi~-i=s------<-± lO/;;--FS-----«-5-vojO;;5------<-±-2o;~-FS--------------<-±1:Oo/~--
Linearity 
<±2.0% FS 
(;;, 5 vol%) 
< ± 1.0% FS 
< ± 1% FS < ± 1% FS < ± 1% FS 
or < ± 2% or < ± 2% or < ± 2% 
FS 
<±l%FSor<± <±1% 
2%RS FS or < ± 
RS RS RS 2% RS 
·--.... 0--·------------... ------.... ---.. --.. ·------...... -.. -.. -...... -.. ---, .. --...... -.................... -.. --... - ....... -...... -.. -.. ------.-.---.. -.... -.. -.. --..... --.. ------.----.-. T" « 100 < 1.55 « 5%) < NO: within 2.5 5 (;;, 10 
ppm) < 3 5 2.05 NO.: within 3.0 5 ppm) < 
(> 100 (;;, 5%) < «50 ppm) 1.55 
ppm) < 2 5 1.55 NO: within 2.0 5 
NO.: within 2.55 (;;, 
SO ppm) 
Silmple-iiQw ----j-I/min ------------ZI/iliin----o-Tijililil---------o:s--i7ilii-il----------------O:s-i/mlri----
rate 
Inteiferen-re----------------------------------------------------------------=3:6--0;;;---""------------------------.. --
(C0216%) 
.. 
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Table A-3: MO-1000 Air-Fuel Ratio Meter Specifications 
MO-1000 Air-Fuel Ratio 
Meter 
Lot No. 7102119 
Sensor system operation: 
Icp current 25±3flA 
Vs voltage 450 mV 
Limit of pumping current -12.5 - 12.5 mA 
Heater supplied voltage 10.5 ± 0.5 V De 
Data processing system: 
Sample period 10 ms 
Measurement for pumping current of sensor 12 Bit AID 
Readout Details: 
Indication Range: Lambda 0.500 - 2.290 
Air Fuel Ratio 4.00 - 33.30 AlF 
O2 % 0.00 - 22.00% 
Resolution: Lambda 0.001/.. 
Air Fuel Ratio 0,01 A/F 
O2 % 0.01% 02 
Running average O.5s, 2s, 10s and HOLD 
Fuel factor: 
Values for standard fuel HIe = 1.85; Ole = 0.00 
Actual values: Initial settings HIe = 2.50; ole = 0.00 
Corrected settings HIe = 1.70; ole = 0.00 
Sensor Gain: 
Actual values: Initial settings 773 
Corrected settings 535 
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Table A-4: NTK MB-100 Exhaust Gas Oxygen Sensor Specification 
MB-100 Sensor 
Measurement range: 
Lambda 0.7 -2.2 
Air-fuel ratio 10 - 30 (for gasoline) 
O2 Partial Pressure 0-22% 
Accuracy: 
Lambda 0.9 <'-< 1.1 ± 0.02 '-
other ± 0.03 '-
Air-fuel ratio 13<A/F<16 ± 0.2 A/F 
other ± 0.3 A/F 
O2 Partial Pressure 0- 2% O2 ± 0.2 O2 
other ± 0.3 O2 
Repeatability: 
Lambda 0.9 <'-< 1.1 ± 0.002 '-
other ± 0.003 '-
Air-fuel ratio 13<A/F<16 ± 0.02 A/F 
other ± 0.03 A/F 
O2 Partial Pressure 0- 2% O2 ± 0.02 02 
other ± 0.03 O2 
Response time 0.15 (0 - 90% of reaction time) 
Exhaust gas temperature 0-800°C 
Exhaust gas pressure 0.8 -1.3 atm 
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Table A-5: Technical Data for Kistler Types 601A and 601H Pressure Transducers 
601A 601H 
Serial Number 1015148 106200 
.-.-----------~------.-.-.--------.----.. -.-----., .. ----_.-.. ,---------_ ... _-' .. _---,., .. _--,.,-_ .•.. _-----,-----------._--"'-" ..•.•. _-.-. 
Sensitivity pC/bar -15.0 -16.2 
Linearity %FSO ±0.2 ±0.4 
-Range-----------------------------------------bar-------------O-to-250--------0-:::-ioOO------
-Overioad----------------------------------------bar-----------500----------------12:60------------
-N-a-furaffreciliency--------------------------------kHz-----------;"150------------;;;-1"50-----------
-Acceleratio-nsensitiviti----------------------iiilr/g-------<-o:-oOT--------<o-:Oo1'--------
.. -----.-.------.-... --------.... --.... -.-.. ---.-.... -.. -.---.-.... -.----.----.. --.---... -.-.-.-.----..... ---....... --.---.. --·---· ...... -· .. -·-·-·-·-.... -····-··---.. · .. --··--4---------· 
Temperature coefficient of sensitivity QC-I < 10-4 < 10-
-insuiatioi1-re5;stiince-at-20oC----------------:O---------------~-iou--------------2:--iOi3-----------
Shock resistance 9 10000 10000 
----------_ .. _---_._---,.'-----,,_._---_.--------_.----_._-_."'.'--,------' .. _---_. __ ._---., .. _--,----, .. _------_._---_. 
Capacitance pF 5 5 
50~~~r--:--------:-~~ 111~1e~1~Y::a 601A Pressure Sensor _______ : __________ ~ __ -,b _ -l~: :~0631X + 0.39751. _ 
45 
Sensitivity-15.0pC/bar :: /// '-...,., ___ .J 
40 
I 1/ I 
KistlerTvpe 5011B,J~bar~AmpJifier - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - /-N I- - - - - - - - ... -...>< ~ - - - - - - -.-
SN 629609 1 " I "r--:-:C'=------::=:L 
Sensitivity-15.0pC/bar - - - - - - -;- - :/-Al- ----:-~-... *- - jy=4.0433x+O.3299t·-
Range 4 scales used ;... / ... < IR'l = 1 I 
TC long - - - - - ,-A-r - - - - - :- x.::: - -1- - - - - - -'""-=--,,=----=-.,1- --U;:::::"::===~-=""",;,==' ,~ 11. /......: I 
X1.Scale4.00E+O - - ___ -l_ -. -6/'. ____ 1)(:::' ________ I,Q- __ !y=3.0383x+O.22841 __ -._ 
A2.ScaJe5.DDE+D ; ... ~,./ ~ ...... " ... ; ............ ~; jR~=1 I 
v ... 1 ... .- 1 I.....";"_,.,_-J 
03.Scale3.00E+O - - - - ;-li-I - - - :oX, - - - --I-... - S - - - - - - -1- - - - - -- - - - r -- - - - - - --
/... I... ... ... ... ~ ( I r 
04. Scale 1.70E+O / ... ... V 0"" ~ ... 1 1.0 r-'==------::=:-. 
15 - - - - - - - ... - -;,5- --x- -l_ - :..,cr- - - --1- -- - - -- - --':;0.-":: - - --1: = 1.7213X+ O.29S"r 
1 " ... ... I'" I ... -Q 2 
1 ,,/ ,,'" o""~v'" 1 _-0---- I R =1 
10 - - - - - - - ~ ;~r:X'-"'=; 0-:-0"". - ~ - - - -_---... -... ---o---~--- - - - - - - - - ;-'- - - - -, - - -:--'",'"-'"-'"-'"-'"-'"-'"-'"-'" 
,1::. ... .>(1 ... .-0 _1--0- I I 1 
A X [;:,I'" _G - - 1 I I 1 
5 - - A3trr---~: ;G~~-~-- - - -~ - --- - - - - - -:- - - - - -- -- -~ - - -- - - -- -~ - - -- - - - --
tXd"'o"'~'" 1 1 
35 
30 
25 
20 
o+---------~'--------~--------~--------~'--------..;....;..------~ 
o 2 4 6 
Voltage (V) 
B 10 
Figure A-l: Calibration CUlVes for Kistler Type 601A Pressure Transducer 
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Table A-6: Technical Data for Kistler Type 5011810 Charge Amplifier 
5011810 
Serial Number 629609 
Measuring Range for 10 V FS pC ±10 to 999000 
Sensor Sensitivity pC/MU 0.01 to 9990 
-sCii"ie----------------------------------------------------------------Mu7V-------6:-66Tt09990006---
-Output voitag-e;-----------------------------------------y-------------:tio---------------------
--------------------------------------:;----------------------------------
Output current mA ±5 
Output impedance Q 10 
-Freqliency-jiinii-F3ds;-F"iiier-OFFj---------------------kHz----------;;,-O-to--206----------
Time constant 
Long 
Medium (T=RgCg) 5 1 to 10000 
Short (T = RgCg) 5 0.01 to 100 
Error 
< ± 100 pC FS (max./typ.) % <±3/<±2 
<: ± 100 pC FS (max./typ.) % < ± 1/ < ± 0.5 
Linearity %FS s; ± 0.05 
---_._---_._------_.:._--------------_ .. _----.-_._--------.'--_."--", ... ,.,-----,,,_._----------, 
Output interference 
9.99 pC/V (1 pC/V) mV""s < 0.5 « 1.5) 
mVpp < 4 « 8) 
-Inteiference;iueto-cabie-ca-padia;;ce-------------pc~JpF"----<-ix--io:s--------------
-Drift ai-2S-·C-------------------------------------------pci5-----------:;:-;-0:03-------------
Table A-7: Charge Amplifier Settings 
Type 5011810 Type 5001 
SN 629609 SN 24706 
Sensitivity 15.0 16.0 
._--_. __ .. -------------_._----,,--",._---,---------"---_. __ ._-----" •..... __ ._-_. __ .•.• _. __ . __ ._----_ .•.•. _----
Scale/Range 3.0 110 ... 110 
Time Constant Long Short 
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Figure A-2: Calibration Curve for Kistler Type 601H Pressure Transducer 
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Table A-8: Technical Data for Kistler Type 404SAS Pressure Transducer 
4045AS 
Serial Number 980801 
Range bar abs. 0-5 
Sensitivity mY/bar 100 
Op. Temp. deg. C. 20 - 120 
calibration Current mA 4.007 
Output at 0 bar abs. mV -2.8 
Overload bar abs 12.5 
Linearity %F50 :5 ±0.3 
Natural Frequency kHz >30 
Full range signal mV 500 
Input and output impedance kQ ",3 
Stability of sensitivity %/a <0.2 
Stability of zero measurand output %/F50 < 0.5 
Thermal zero shift %/FSO :5 ±0.5 
Thermal senSitivity shift % :5 ±1 
Minimum/maximum temperature °c 0 ... 140 
Acceleration error bar/g < 3x10-4 
Shock resistance g 1000 
Volume change mm3 < 0.2 
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Table A-9: Technical Data for Kistler Type 4603 Piezoresistive Amplifier 
4603 
Input (differential) 
Range V ±0.1- 1 
Overload (permanent) max. V ~ ±15 
Input resistance Q > 1010 
Common mode rejection dB > 80 (DC ... 100 Hz) 
Zero measurand output compens. mV ±50.0 
5ignal outputs 
Voltage output 
Ranges for FS V ±1/ 2 / 5/10 
Linearity % < 0.05 
Precision (input-output) % ~ ±0.2 
Output resistance Q 10 
Frequency response (±1 %) kHz 0 ... 30/0 ... 20 
1 & 2 / 5 & 10 V FSO 
Rise time 10 ... 90 % iJs < 2.5 
Hum and noise mV < 30/ < 40 
Program/measuring mode 
Zero 1 & 2 / 5 & 10 V FSO mV < ±2/ < ±10 
---.--"-.----,---.-------.. ---".-.".-.-.-~--------------"_ .. ,-----._--"--"",-,.,-----"._---_._----_ ... _--_.----_._-----
Current output 
Range mA 0/4 ... 20 
Linearity % ~ ±0.1 
PreCision % ~ ±0.6 
Frequency response (±1 %) kHz 0 ... 20 
Rise time 10 ... 90 % iJs < 2.5 
Zero iJA < ±20 
Hum and noise iJA < 40 
Load resistance (max.) Q 500 
Low-pass filter (-20 dB/Dec.) Hz 10' / 10' / 103 / 104 
Cut-off frequencies (-3 dB) 
Zero suppression 
.. _------_._------_._----_.---_ .•. _-------_._----_._---------------_._-_ ...... _---_._._--_._-_. __ .. -_. __ ._---.•.•. -.. _-_ .•.. _---_. __ ._---_ .•. 
Range %FS ±110 
PreCision % ±0.1 
Overload indication 
Response level %FSO ±115 
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Table A-10: Piezoresistive Amplifier Settings 
Excitation 
Type 4603 
SN 549020 
I-Mode 
Calibration current mA 4.007 
-.. --."-.----.. -.,."'".-~--.--.-.-----.-------.-------.. _-,---, .•..... -._""-_._-,--_._-----'.'--_ .... _,,,'., •.•..... ,,'" 
Pressure range bar abs. 5.000 
-SensliiviiY--------------------------mijfbar------ioo:0------------
_ .•. _--"-----------_._----.-,---,,_ .. ,-""""--, •.•. ,'--------"._--_. __ ._---_ .......•. __ . __ .•. _--_ .••.•. _---_. 
Zero measurand output mV -2.8 
Zero displacement +0.000 
--Pressure dispiayunit ----------------------bar---------------
-Low--p-iiss-fiiter-----------------HZ"-------------ioo---------------
U-Output 
UFS v 10 
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Table A-ll: WaveBook/516 Specifications 
Wavebook/516 
Module SN 198955 
AID Resolution 16-bit 
___ ., •. _________ .•..•. ____ ._._'._... • ........ ___ ••.. , .•. _ ... __ ._. __ ._""._.". __ . __ . __ ..•. ____ .m.''' ___ . ___ .•. ___ ••.• ___ • __ ••••.•.....•.•.•.. __ " .•.•.•.•.•. ____ "." •. , .•.• ' •.•. " __ ......•.••• __ .. __ ....... _____ .... , .• __ . _____ • ____ " 
AID Speed 1 MHz 
Sample rate 1 I1s/ channel 
Ranges 
Unipolar o to +10 Vi 0 to +4 Vi 0 to +2 V 
Bipolar ±10 V; ±5 V; ±2 V; ±1 V 
• __________ •• ______ ._ •• ____ • __ ••• ___ •• " ••••• _'. __ .' •• ____ ,,_'"_. _______ • __________ • _________________ , ____ • __ •••• __ •• _ ••••••••• ____ •• m.' __ .. _' •• "._. _____ •••••• _. ____ , ____ • 
AID Accuracy ± 0.012 % FS 
Analogue input channels 8 
Differential amplifiers 8 (1 per analogue channel) 
-----,---_. __ ._--_._-_._----'-----'._-------,.'.,--._--._-------_._--.-_ .. _---... _--_._._---_._----".-"" 
PGAs 1 (shared by all 8 inputs) 
Maxfmuin-capaCit)/---------------------------------72channeiS---------------------------------
FIFO depth 64k samples 
-----"."."---."."."" .. " ... "."-".-".".".".""--."-"~.-.. "."-"." ... "."-_._------""_."., .. _--"."._._"-_." .. """.""'"'"'"--"'""'""'"""-"'"'_._'-""'-'_."'"'"'"-""""-'""-",._._"."-_ .... ""_.".".,------
Total harmonic distortion -84 dB 
10 Hz to 20 kHz, typical 
Signal to noise and distortion -74 dB 
"_ .. ".". __ .. "."_ .. "."--"."_.""".-"-""'._---"-_."._---_.--"-',",-""---,,,,,"".",--",",-,"---""-"-",-".""._"."-... "."."--.---"-"-"-".--.""-"".-~."."-" ... ----"--.--"-----"---"."----"" 
Digital I/O 16 
Voltage Spedfications for Analogue Input 
Channels 
Differential non linearity (f= 10kHz) ± 3 LSB max 
Temperature coefficient 
Input resistance 
Bias current 
Common mode rejection 
Input bandwidth 
Hostile channel to channel 
crosstalk 
(5 Vrrns input signal, dc-100kHz) 
Over-voltage protection 
± (0.002% + 0.3 LSB)/"C typical 
(0-18 and 28-50QC) 
5 MO (single ended); 
10 MO (differential), in parallel with 30 pF 
< 400 nA (0 - 35 QC) 
> 60dB minimum; > 72 dB typical dc-
20kHz 
de to 500 kHz 
-90 dB typical 
±35 V relative to analogue common 
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Table A-12: WaveView Acquisition Configuration 
Reaction Vessel Tests Engine Tests 
Pre trigger rate 1 kHz 500 fls 
Pre trigger duration 0.1 s 0.0 5 
Post trigger rate 1 kHz 50 flS 
Post trigger duration 2.05 3.5 5 
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APPENDIX B: SUPER-EXTENDED ZELDOVICH MECHANISM 
WITH RATE DATA 
Forward rate coefficients for the reactions are given in the form k = ATb exp( -:0) . 
Reaction 
Number 
Table 8-1: Super-Extended Zeldovich Mechanism 
Source: Miller, Davis et al. (1998) 
Reaction b E. 
K 
R1 Nz + 0 ~ NO + N 1.800E+14 0.0 38370 
--P:2--- -N------:;:---O;- ~-NO-+-O------·-- -i:800E+l0- ---'1':0-----4680---- . 
R3 N + OH ~ NO + H 7.100E+13 0.0 450 
r------------.--. ----.---.---.----.---.----.------------.------.-----.--I-~---.-.-.. ---.-.--.---.--.- --.-.--- .----:-
R4 NzO + 0 ~ 2NO 6.900E+13 0.0 13400 
--------.. ~ •.•. _.--_._--------,,,--------._---.. _--_._-_ .•. _-_ .. ---_. -_. __ ..• _--------_._--- ----_ ... ,----_ ... ,--------
R5 NzO + 0 ~ Nz + 02 1.000E+14 0.0 14100 
R6 NzO + H ~ Nz + OH 7.587E+13 0.0 7600 
---.---------_._+--._-_._------._. __ ._.--.--.----._._------.-----_.--_._ ... --_._ .. ------._------._------._._ .. _-_ .. --._--.-------- ----_._._--.----.---
R7 NzO + Nz ~ 2Nz + 0 9.883E+23 -2.5 32170 
R8 NzO + N ~ NO + Nz 1.000E+ 13 0.0 10000 
f---------.-.---.. ------.---.-----.------.---.----.--.---.---.------- --.-.--.-.------.--.-.--.-.-- .-.-.--.------.-.- ----c;:-
R9 N20 + NO ~ N02 + Nz 1.000E+14 0.0 25000 
-----------_._- --------._.-------------_.---.-------------_.---------.- .--._--------------_.--._.- ._--._-_ .•. _--.-. ---------------. 
RI0 NzO + Oz ~ NO + NOz 6.000E+14 -1.5 4985 
R11 1.000E+ 13 0.0 300 
R12 NOz + H ~ NO + OH 3,467E+14 0.0 740 
R13 NOz + NOz ~ 2NO + Oz 1.995E+12 0.0 13500 
----_._---_. _._._------------._-----_._-------_. ------._. __ ._--+---::--._._. !--------. __ .. 
R14 NO. + N ~ 0 + N20 5.012E+12 0.0 0 
R15 NO + HOz ~ NOz + OH 2.089E+12 0.0 -240 
1--------------- ----------.----.----.----------------.- ----.----.---.----.---- .. -----.----.-- .-----,--
R16 NO + Nz + Oz~ NzO + NOz 2.300E+14 0.0 18000 
R17 Nz + Oz ~2NO 2.730E+13 0.0 53800 
R18 NO + OZ~N+03 2.700E+14 -1.0 63140 
-R19-----------NO;--+--O---·~--N--:;:--O;-----------------iiii-OE+i4-----:-0:5--- --4'0280 
------R20----- --NO----:;:-O;--~--O-:;:·NO;------ ---6:o-o0E+i4----~i:-5--- ---sooo----
R21 Nz + HOz ~ NO + HNO 5.925E+1O 0.5 21550 
.----.----:-- f----.------.--.-.--.-------"-------.--.--.----.--.--.------.---- -.----.--.. -.-.--.-.--.--.----.. -.-.----.-.---.-.-.-- .-.-.---.--.. ---. 
R22 N + OH ~ NH + 0 1.290E+14 0.0 2165 
R23 N + Hz ~ NH + H 
R24 N + H20 ~ NH + OH 
1.320E+ 15 0.0 
3.590E+ 15 0.0 
11230 
18430 
------ _._.------------._------------- -----_._--,-------" . __ ._--,."--..... _---_._---
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Reaction A 
err! mort 5-1 
b Eo 
K 
R25 NH + OH ~ NO + H2 1.600E+12 0.56 755 
---R26-····-- ·-·NH--+··-O-···~·-NO-+ -ii-···-····-····S:OO·OE+iT ---0:-5-- ·-·0·----
R27 NH + OH ~ HNO + H 6.440E+ll 0.0 1460 
R28 NH + O2 ~. HNO + 0 4.380E+ 12 0.0 6546 
R29 HNO + Ar ~ H + NO + Ar 1.900E+ 16 0.0 25179 
1--·R30--· ·-·H-NO-;--OH~--NO-+Hi:i--·-·· ·-i:iOOE+ 12- --0:5-·--·-···0-·-·-
--""'._----_._------._- ---_._._-----_._------" .. _._----------' .. ',-'._---"".--"""'-'-------"'--'--''''''''--------''''-'-''--'-'-'-'' ,_._,_._--------- ._-----_. __ . 
R31 HNO + H ~ NO + H2 1.400E+13 0.0 1510 
R32 HNO + 0 ~ NO + OH 5.000E+ 11 0.5 o 
R34 N20 + NH ~ N2 + HNO 1.995E+12 0.0 3000 
R35 N02 + NH ~ HNO + NO 1.000E+11 0.5 2000 
R36 N + H02~NO+OH 1.000E+ 13 0.0 1000 
R37 N + H02~ NH +02 1.000E+ 13 0.0 1000 
R38 NO + H02~ HNO + O2 1.900E+11 0.0 1000 
R39 HNO + H02 ~ NO + H20 2 3.160E+ 11 0.0 1000 
R40 6.140E+12 0.0 17100 
R41 HNO + N ~ NO + NH 1.000E+ 13 0.0 1000 
R42 HNO +HNO ~ 2NO + H2 2.000E+ 10 0.5 2230 
R43 NH + N ~ N2 + H 6.310E+11 0.5 o 
---:::-;-;--_ ... _._-_._._-_ .. _ •.•.•.• _-_. __ ._ ... _._------_ ... _ ....... __ . __ .•.• _ •.•.. _ .........•. _ ..... _ .•.• __ .... _ ..... _ .... __ ._ •.•.•.•• _ .•.. 
R44 NH + N2 ~ N + H + N2 3.160E+21 -2.0 42000 
R45 NH3 + Ar ~ NH2 + H + Ar 2.510E+16 0.0 47200 
R46 1.259E+14 0.0 10820 
R47 NH3 + 0 ~ NH2 + OH 1.995E+13 0.0 4470 
R48 5.750E+ 13 0.0 4055 
------ _.-:-::-:----::------_ .. _----_. -_._._._._ •.•..•.•• _ .. _-_ .. _. __ ._----_ ... ----.--
R49 NH2 + 0 ~ HNO + H 1.000E+11 0.0 0 
R50 NH2 + H ~ NH + H2 5.000E+ 11 0.5 1007 
-.--... - ............ -.-.. - .--..... -...... -.--.----.--.. --.. --.. - ....... -.-•... -... _. __ ........ __ ......... _ ...... _ .. -:-::---1-::-::--1---: 
R51 NH2 + OH ~ NH + H20 7.000E+12 0.0 1108 
R52 NH2 + 0 ~ NH + OH 1.000E+13 0.0 504 
R53 NH2 + HNO~ NH3 + NO 5.000E+ 13 0.0 504 
R54 NH2 + N2 ~ NH + H + N2 3.200E+23 -2.0 46000 
R55 NO + NH2 ~ HNO + NH 1.000E+ 13 0.0 20143 
·--·------··············1·····-········-··--·-···-:·-· ....•... :--.. :-.-.. -........ : .. :-.-..... _-.. -.+ ... :;c--;:·~·=·.=·······:··c······I···········-······--··· .... ---.-..... --.-.-
R56 NH2 + H02 ~ O2 + NH3 3.000E+13 0.0 1511 
_._ .•. __ .... _. __ ._ .. L_ .. _ ................ _._ .............. __ ._._ ..... ___ ... _ .... _ ....... _._ ....... -'--__ ._ ....•..... _ .... _ .............. 1. __ .•. _ •. _. ___ •.•• ______ . __ . 
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Reaction A 
cnrmo/'s' 
b Eo 
K 
R57 NH2 + O2 ~ NH + H02 2.000E+13 0.0 22661 
----- --------------_._._._-------_._--- ._------------------ -_ ... -"-'-- _. __ ._---_. __ . 
R58 NH2 + NH2 ~ NH3 + NH 6.300E+12 0.0 5036 
-----------_._---_. ---------------_._ .. _--_._._--_._---_. __ ._-------- ._._------_._--_._._------- _. __ ._-----._-- _ ... _---_._--;---
R59 NH2 + O2 ~ HNO + OH 1.778E+12 0.0 7500 
--------' .. ' .. " ... "--.-.•. "."."~."-.. -.--.--.--.-----.----.-.--.------....• -... _._-._-------------_."-,, "--"---"--'-'--- '-'---' 
R60 NH + NH ~ NH2 + N 1.995E+ll 0.5 1000 
----.-.--------.-- ---.--.-.------.-.--.-.-.-.-.. -----.---.----------.-.---- "-'-"---'-'-'-'-'--'-'-'---"--' f---... -.---.-.-.. --- .-... -.---------. 
R61 NH3 + NH2 ~ N2H3 + H2 7.940E+ll 0.5 10850 
-_._------_ .. _. __ ._-_._._ ... -._-_._-_. __ ._._----_.----------_._._--_ ... _-_._---_ .. --------_._+--::-::-:::-::-_._._ .. _---_ .. -.. _. --_ .. ---_._._-- ._ .. _. __ ._--_._----
R62 NH2 + NH2 ~ N2H2 + H2 3.980E+13 0.0 6000 
r---.-----.--.--..-.-----.-.--.-.-.. -.--.-.-.--.--.----------.--.---.. -.-.. --.--.-...... ---------.-.--.---.-.-.. ---..... ---.--.. -.-- -.-.-----.-. 
R63 NH + NH2 ~ N2H2 + H 3.160E+13 0.0 500 
R64 NH3 + H02 ~ NH2 + H202 2.512E+12 0.0 12000 
-----------:-- _._----_._-----_.-.. ----... __ ._------------------ .. _-_._. __ ._----_._ .. _._--------._ .. ---_.-_._-_ .. _-_._---_. __ ._._--_. 
R65 NH2 + H02 ~ NH + H202 1.000E+13 0.0 1000 
_. __ ._,_. ---------_ .•. _--_ .... __ .-_._---_._-----------_ .•. _--- "",-_ .. _-_._,. __ .. --.. _._,-----_._-- ,-_.-.,--_. 
R66 NO + NH2 ~ N2 + H20 6.300E+19 -2.5 950 
R67 
Reaction 
Number 
5.010E+13 0.0 
Table 8-2: Additional Reactions 
Source: Miller, Davis et al. (1998) 
Reaction A b 
cnr mo/'s-' 
12400 
Eo 
K 
R68 2NO + H2 ~ 2HNO 5.01OE+18 0 23740 
----------- ._-----------_._---------_._---_._---_._._--_._-_._--_.-.. _. --------_._--_._._--_. _._-_._._--_. __ .. _-_._----
R69 NH + N2 ~ N + H + N2 3.160E+21 -2.0 42000 
R70 9.13E+14 
7.91E+l0 
o 
o 
29037 
28191 
R71 NO + N2 ~ N + 0 + N2 4.300E+17 -0.45 74440 
R72 3.260E+12 
3.330E+20 
0.3 
-1.6 
o 
o 
---------.--- .-----.---------.--.---------.--.-------------------------- .---.------r-----.. ---.-.. ---.-----. 
R73 H + NO + M ~ HNO + M 1.170E+18 -0.9 0 
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APPENDIX C: EQUATION DERIVATION 
C.1. Equilibrium Constants 
The equilibrium rate coefficient based on molar concentrations of the species is defined by 
Equation C-l for the ih reaction in a system involving nSp species. 
nSp • IT [Xj)"j/ 
nSp ., 
K = j=l = IT [X"jVp-Vj/ 
Cl nSp , IT [XJp j=l 
j=l 
(Equation Col) 
The equilibrium constant based on partial pressures can be defined using the standard 
state Gibbs function change, Equation C-2, or through the partial pressures of the reactants 
and products as shown in Equation C-3. 
(Equation C-2) 
fI( ~)Vj/.VJ; 
j=l P 
(Equation C-3) 
Using the equation of state, Equation C-4, Kp can be written in the form of Equation COS. 
(Equation C-4) 
(Equation CoS) 
The product term in the second part of Equation C-S is identical to the definition of Kc 
given by Equation Col, thus the relation between Kp and Kc can be expressed as Equation 
CoG. 
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(
R T)(~>jl-Vjl) K -K U j P,- c, po (Equation CoG) 
C.2. The General Steady State Equation 
A general system of chemical reactions can be expressed in the form of Equation C-7. 
nSp nSp 
LVJjSj ~ Lvj;Sj i = 1, ... ,nR (Equation C-7) 
j~l j~l 
The rate equation for species j in reaction i is then given by Equation CoS, which can be 
expanded to Equation C -11. 
(Equation CoS) 
where 
(Equation C-9) 
(Equation C-10) 
(Equation C-ll) 
When a species is in steady state its rate of formation is equal to its rate of destruction, 
and so the net rate of production, given by the rate equation CoS, is zero. If species k is in 
steady state, dlXkJ/dt = 0 leading to Equation C-12. 
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(Equation C-12) 
The terms on the left hand side of Equation C-12 describe the formation of species k, 
whereas the terms on the right hand side describe its destruction. In order to rearrange 
Equation C-12 to find the concentration of species k, the terms in species k must be 
separated from the destruction terms. The right hand side of Equation C-12 can be written 
in the form of Equation C-13, which enables Equation C-12 to be rewritten as Equation C-
14, which is the general steady state equation for the /(h species in a system of nR 
reactions involving nSp species 
(Equation C-13) 
(Equation C-14) 
Note that Equations C-13 and C-14 assume that the stoichiometric coefficients of species k 
are equal to either zero or unity. This condition is satisfied for all the reactions involving the 
steady state species of the SEZM. If additional reactions were included where any 
v;;orvZ;were not equal to zero or unity, Equations C-13 and C-14 would need to be 
modified. The resulting equations would be non-linear and therefore introduce a further 
degree of complexity into the calculations. 
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APPENDIX D: COMBUSTION BOMB EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 
Filename 
Initial Initial 
T Pressure 
Peak 
Pressure 
Time at 
Peak 
Pressure 
NO 
K bar bar s ppm 
lean21g 21.1 1.987 0.800 14.2178 0.102 ·1807 ± 20 
lean2f··--·-·-·-Z':Dq--···'l:992··--·--0-:-798····-···ii/a"-'-ii/ii-'+--1640 ±-s·--
-iea.n2b----...-.. Z'io-- .... -2j'ii7 ... -.--ii800 .... '-"ii/ii-"-'--nTa-'--'-i46i'±--il'-
-,ean2Igb--.. ----2i~6 .. · --"''2:'1'zo--'" · .. ·O~i98· ..... 14.4660-·· .. ·0:1'34·-·· '--l8SS-i'so-" 
Tean2ifj3·-----.. Z2·:0---··-ijjT·- .. - 0.799 -.·-ls:0771····0·:!0·8·-·--i933·i-so-
-ieaii2bh"-"--19~9'-' "-WS--"--'0:792'- .. -.. · .. n/ii· .. ---·· .... iiTa-- .. ----141g-i6--· 
lean3bh 21.0 2.962 0.802 nla n/a 1376 ± 11 
'Jeaii3jQ2-' --19:7--'-"-2':994---' -"0.79-6-"-'20:'8373-- ----0:l33---·--137i-±-z3 
lean31g --'21.6--'---3.07T-·03S·2·- --2:0:9729'" ---O·:i46-----i36s-±-lZ-
-_. __ ._._---"--" .. _._---_._-_ •.. _ ..• _--_ .. _-"---- --'-'-""---'--'.------' --_ .•.. -._--,.,.-,----_. -... ,-_ .•. _--_._---_._-." , .. _,,_ .•. ".,.----.. _ .. _--_.-
lean3b 23.5 3.074 0.803 n/a n/a 1012 ± 26 
'iean3f"'--- ---zii·-----io-as---· -.. 0·:804 .... -·-ii7.;··-- -"--n/a"'-- -1057'-;;'''i3'' 
lean4b 23.9 3.965 0.802 n/a I n/a 698 ± 19 
_._-_ .. _-_ ........... _ ... _ ...... -- .. --..... -... _ .................. _ .... _ .. _ ....... _ ... __ .. -_ ............. __ ._ .. _ ........... _ .. __ ._--_ .. _ .. -.. --... _ .... _ ..... _--
lean41g 22.1 4.031 0.788 27.0372 0.161 1266 ± 30 
'iean4Ig2-"""- --·20X·--·---4~04T .. ···0:800-- "'28:'17'73"'--0:i48'-"'" -1012 ± 3-9-
----_ .......... _ ..-.. _. --.... _ ... _-_ ............. _ ...... __ ._-......... ......... _ ..................................... -..................... .. ...... --... --..... _._ ...... __ .... _ .... _--_. 
lean4bh2 22.0 4.052 0.800 n/a n/a 983 ± 7 
jean4bh·-.. -··-- .. zi2·--..---4:'l72·····0:799· .. · -· .. · .. ·n}i3-· -"""n}a"-"-ss"i'i14-'" 
stoich2b 20.1 2.002 1.016 n/a n/a 1140 ± 10 
----... -... -.-- -_._._ ... _----_ .... _ ... _._ .. _ .... _._ .... _-_ ..... _,-:---,_ ........... -..... _ ..... _._-_._._--_ ...... __ ...... _ ... _---_ .. _.--_. __ .. -
stch21g 20.5 2.009 1.000 14.6668 0.099 2152 ± 10 
-----... --. --------... --.. -... ----f--......... - .... -.. - .. --.. ------.-.-.- .-.---.----.. -....... -------.... -.-
stoich2h 22.9 2.020 1.000 n/a n/a 999 ± 7 
.------------ --~"--"."-".-.-- ------_ .. ' .-------.------ .-----.-.--.. -~-.-.--.-.-., -"--_. __ .-_.-.•.. '"_ .. _--_ .. _----------. 
stch21g2 18.1 2.051 0.995 16.7102 0.072 853 ± 1 
------_._-_._-- .'---"----,".,. __ ._-_ .•.. _----_.,._--, ...• _._._-_._--.. __ ..• ---.- .. _.--_ .. ", .. __ .. -. __ ....... __ ._. __ ._-_.---.. _---- ._--,,-_ ..• __ .-._-----_.-. 
stoich2f 19.3 2.430 1.001 n/a n/a 1522 ± 5 
stch31g3 22.5 2.954 1.001 23.4659 0.076 1292 ± 3 
stOich3f ··-..... · .. -·20:S---·_ ... 3:005 ...... ···'1:002·- "'-"nla-'''-'''-'''n/a'-''-''i~;92'-±-79-
-,-_ .. _ ... _ .. __ .. _ ........ _ ....... __ .. -_ .... --............. _ .. - ...... --_ .. _ .... __ ............. _ ... __ .......... _ ... _.-............ _._ ........... __ .. __ ... _---
stoich3g 19.8 3.005 1.002 n/a n/a 1461 ± 11 
stch31g 18.2 3.011 0.992 24.1833 0.078 1609 ± 5 
stchoffm 17.9 3.019 0.997 n/a n/a 815 ± 7 
stch100s 16.7 3.029 0.997 n/a n/a 1517 ± 22 
• ____________ ••• ___ • "' ___ "'.". __ •••• _." •• __ ' • ____ ". ____ ••• ____ ••• ,_,_" ._. ____ • ______ ._._._. ,._. ___ .,_._"' ___ , ••• ",., •••• _., •• ______ •• _ •• __ • w· ___ ._· _____ • ••• • ________ " 
stoich3b 20.3 3.064 1.003 n/a n/a 1024 ± 20 
Stch30s---· .. ·-i8~6.....-.. ·-i099·........ .. 0·:99ii·.....-·-r;jij ... "-'-nTa'-"--'-i089-±-'i3' 
L......--________ ••. _____ .. , __ ._. __ ._. ______ -J _____ ._ •.. ,. __ . _____ ~_ _ ____ . ______ . ____ . ___ ._. __ .. __ . ___ . __________ . __ .. ____ . _____ . ____ . _________ . 
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Time at 
Initial Initial Peak 
Filename Peak NO 
T Pressure Pressure 
Pressure 
K bar bar 5 ppm 
stch31gb 19.5 3.121 0.987 25.4846 0.080 1456 ± 6 
1-----·-·-·---·::-·---·----+-------·---_--·-·-----1··----------.--------
n/a 1119 ± 10 
. _-------'.'.-., •.•. _- _ .... _-_ .. _._ .. -.,_ .•..•.•. .'-_.,., .. " ...... _-_._---""'.,,. --_ .. _-------". __ . __ ._--_. 
stoich32 22.6 3.204 1.002 n/a 
stch41g2 18.9 4.011 1.000 33.0830 0.088 1098 ± 9 
. stoich4h------ZZ:s---- ---~::cj"82-----r--l:003--nTa---- ·-nja--iii6-±--6----
_ st~~~j?~-_:~-=::~:~~:~~~:- _~=~:i2~~=:~ ~~o._~~~:::: ~=~~:~~:~~~- ~::: __ ~:~~~:~:: ~~~:~:~:~~~~: 
stoich4f 21.6 4.145 1.003 n/a n/a 1143 ± 6 
--stolch4b------"2"i:6-----4:io4----iOo"1"--' ------r;Ta-----nTa-----i20o--±-lT-
rich21g2 20.4 1.962 1.203 14.9930 0.095 137 ± 3 
rich2b 25.1 1.971 1.197 n/a n/a 12 ± 0 
-riChii"g-----------2ZT- ----i-989----- --1".196--- ---15:3429-- ----o.o-gi--------3-83±-"2"-
----_ .. _--_ .. _---_ .. _----.------ -_._------_. -_.-_.,------_. -_._----_. __ .•. _----_._. --_. __ ._._._--_ ... __ . __ .... _-------_._------_._,. 
rich2bh 23.5 2.005 1.192 n/a n/a 567 ± 8 
--_._------_.,-." .. _---_. __ .. _-_._-" --"--_ .•.•. _-_. __ ...•. __ . __ ._ ... _._------_._ .. _--_ •.•.. " .. _ ... _._-,._--"."--,---"."" .. " .. _.,,_._ .. _. __ ...... _ .. _._._._ ... _._ .... _._--_ .. _ ... __ .... _._._ ... _._._---_._-
rich2bh2 24.9 2.016 1.196 n/a nja 162 ± 0 
_._-------------- .. _. __ ._--_._---_._-_._. -_._._ ... _ .... _ ... __ ._._._._---_.- _ .. _----_._ .. _. __ ._---_ .. -_._-_._. __ ._ ... _._._._. __ .. - ... _. __ . __ ._._._--_ .... _----_._ .. _._-_._._-_. __ . __ ._-------_. 
rich2b2 22.3 2.082 1.200 n/a n/a 178 ± 1 
rich3bh 23.6 2.992 1.201 n/a n/a 345 ± 2 
-riCh3IgZ---------i9~9---+-----i:993--------izoo-------23:36ii-----oj-os----------sii±-4---
--------_._--_ .. _--_._ .. __ . __ . __ . -_._-_._._-_. __ ._----_ .. -.. __ ._._----_._._----_._ .. _---_._._--_. __ ._._._---_., .. __ ._-_._--_._-_ .. _--_._-_ .... _-_._._-----_._--------
rich3b 22.5 3.025 1.123 nja n/a 263 ± 3 
.. _---_._. __ ._-------_. __ ._ ........ __ ._. __ ._._ ... _._._ .. _._. -_._ .. _--_._ .... __ ._._._._---_ .. _ .... __ ._._----_ .. _._--_ .. _ ......... __ ._. __ . __ ... __ .... _._-_ .......... --._-_ .. __ . __ ._-_ .. _. __ ... _._._ ... _--_._._._--_ ... _._-----_._---
rich3bh2 24.9 3.042 1.198 n/a n/a 119 ± 2 
_ ... _--------_._._--_. __ ._-- .. _---_._---_._. __ ... -_ .. _-_._----_._._----_.- --------------_.- . __ . __ ._ ... _. __ ...... __ ._._._-_._.- _. __ ._._._--_. __ ._ .. _._-_._._. ._ ... __ ._---------_. __ ._--_. 
rich31g 23.3 3.081 1.173 24.4618 0.093 226 ± 2 
rich4b 24.2 . 3.965 1.204 n/a n/a 276 ± 2 
._----------_. __ ._---- _._. __ ._._-_._._--_._-_. --_._-_._._._--_._._._--_. __ .. -_ .. _._--_ .. _--------_.- ._._-_._. __ . __ ._.---_._. __ ... _.- _._-_._ .. __ ._ ... _.-._ .. __ . __ . __ ._ .. _._-_ .. -._---_._._------_. 
20.9 3.971 1.199 nja 130 ± 2 
-riCh4ig2------- ----2i-:-9-------'-i-981----- ---"1:202----- --3i63sj------O:iii--------76--n------
------_._._------._. __ . __ . _. __ . __ ._._._ .... _ .. _._ .. _. __ .. -._ .. __ ... _._._--_ ....... _._-_._.... -_ .. _._----_._._._-_._--_ ..... _._--_ .. __ . __ ._. __ . __ ._._-_._.- ._---_ .. __ . __ ._._._._._-_._._ .. _--_._. __ ._._--_. __ ._.-.. _._._-_. 
rich4bh2 25.3 4.022 1.197 n/a n/a 153 ± 3 
--------_._----- ._-----_. __ .. _-_._._. _._ .. _-_._._-------_._- -_._._._--_ .. __ . __ ._--_ ..... _ ..... _._ ... _._-----_._--_._.- ._----------------_._ ... _-_._-_._-_. __ ._--_._---_. 
rich41g 24.0 4.051 1.181 32.1507 0.111 81 ± 2 
-----.------.. -----.--.---.---. --.---.---.------.-. ----------.-r----------., ---.--.------.-----.... ---.---.----------
rich4bh 24.1 4.102 1.200 nja nja 169 ± 1 
N.B. Pressure data marked 'n/a' (not available) refer to experiments conducted to set up 
the dynamic pressure recording system. The pressure data recorded during these tests may 
not be accurate and have therefore been excluded from the analysis, although the recorded 
NOx concentrations have been used. 
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Manifold 
Table E-1: Ricardo E6 Experiment Results at Compression Ratio 8:1 
AFR Speed Torque 
Brake 
Power 
BMEP .MEP 
CoY 
of 
.MEP 
Peak 
Pressure 
6 of Peak 
Pressure 
File name °c - - rpm Nm kW bar bar % bar deg. a/de ppm 
l> 
" 
" m z 
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>< 
m 
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;;0 
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l> 
;;0 
0 
0 
m 
Cl 
m » 
>< '0 '0 
" 
CD 
'" m a. 
;;0 x' [!I 
:is: 2? m @ z a. 
-I 0 
l> m 
r- eT> 
;;0 ~ 
'0 
m CD ::!. en 3 
C CD 
'" r- Q[ 
-I 
en fi1 
'" c: iif 
-------------------------- -
CoV 
Tlnlet Brake Peak 9 of Peak 
Filename AFR 01> Speed Torque BMEP IMEP of NO. 
Manifold Power Pressure Pressure (MEP 
Fi/ename °c - - rpm Nm kW bar bar % bar deg. atdc ppm 
08-1500-15-116-1 18 i- 12.4 I 1.24 - 1500 h5.6 2,45' 3.87 ' 4.81 I 3.71 15.02 34 I 187 c-08-1500-16-146-1 ~1- 14.6 I 0.98 1500 j-~5.il-2.48- 3-:-92--- -5:05- 7,48 16.00 32 1969 
__ ~8-1500-17-153-1_'_~~ - __ i5'=--_j.~~_,--_150~__ 16.9 2.6: __ -4~:9--- ~~ ~:~~_,_-_:~.4~=1--_~~_ ~;8 = 
08-1500-17-1~~-2_r __ ~~ 14.5 _L:~=. __ 1498 0~-__ 2.~~-__ ~~~~ 5~~ _~,4~_+_:7.22 _I--!~ ____ -=-~~ __ 
~;~i :~3::~-:~~V' ~3--=~_ 
08-1500-20-135-1 19 I 14.4
1
' 1.06 1498 20.6 3.23 5.11 L 5.85 3.66 18.87 32 1498 
08-1500-21-133-1 1~=ri3.3 ---1":08- -i500- -2D.8 -32T -5:16---1 6.30- -'3-:66 22.61 --28-- --1366 r-08-1500-21-144-1~_t14.4 -_1.00__ 1500 - 20.8 3.27_~- ___ 5.i6=i 6.21--~~.86 I 20.56- ~~ ____ 2l98~ 
_~_~!500-22-136-2 18 _~ _ 1.05 1500 ~:7 3,41 __ ~~J 6.9~ __ :~~.1 22.75 ___ ~2 __ f--_1621 __ 
08-1500-25-116-1 14 12.4 1.24 1500 24.7 3.88 6.12 7.00 2.78 25.15 28 244 
r-08:1500-25-135-1 16 14~4-1:Ci6 1501 24.9 --'3':'91- 6.17 7.05 2.64 24.52 30 1623--
f~~~~~~~4-~~~~~~~t~~~--;~~- f--- -~~C~ 08-1500-25-148-1 16 14.8 0.97 1500 24.9 3.91 6.17 7.37 4.98 24.95 30 2512 
08-1500-25-153-1 17 15.3-- 0.94 1500 25.1 3.94 6.22 6.86 6.50 22.77 30 2539 
08-1500-26-135-2 15 14.4 1.06 1500 26.2 4.12 6.50 7.94 2.59 27,43 30 1339 
1......---------------------------------------------- __  
Filename AFR 
Manifold 
Speed Torque 
Brake 
Power 
BMEP IMEP 
CoV 
of 
IMEP 
Peak 
Pressure 
60fPeak 
Pressure 
File name °c - - rpm Nm kW bar bar % bar deg. atdc ppm 
-------------------------------------------- - -- . 
Table E-2: Ricardo E6 Experiment Results at Compression Ratio 10:1 
Filename Tlnl*FR ~ Speed Torque Brake BMEP IMEP CoVof Peak y a of Peak NO. Manifold Power (MEP Pressure Pre~sure 
File name "oc ._ 
-
rpm Nm kW bar bar % bar . deg. atde ppm 
-"""-O~27"~±17 I }4.*OO 1100 26~ 3.08 '62 8.44 2.84 _;2.40 -1----~L- f--~§7L ____ . ___ --C: _ ____ . _____ . 7.55 3.25 -~~:;!;;::~:::~ -~~: ___ I ~::: ~~:: 120Q __ c-1_5.4 __ 3.:..19 6.30 _ 2~~ ~ 2477 ----- ----_. 1300 24.9 3.39 6.17 7.69 3.50 26.91 30 2413 .- ------_._-- ---.~- ----- _____ __ __ .. ______ + ... -=c ___ 
10-1400-24-146-1 j 19 I 14.6 0.98 1400 24.2 I 3.55 ,6.00 6.78 2.77 24.84 28 2198 
--;~-15~0-1 0-153~~- --;;---r·15.3-r~.9~-· f---'=-:---·-.... --·--·--I--.. ---- '-' - ---- ----- ----'=-
.. -----.. -------.. ----~---.. -j----r·-~- 1502 10.3 1 1.62 2.55 3.76 12.95 12.60 32 1176 ;------------.--- -_.- -.. ---.. -- . . -.... ---.-- ------t.--------- _____ 0'_ 
10-1500-10-134-1 i 18 13.4 1.07 1500 10.4 ~ 1.63 2.58 3.65 4.27 12.90 34 842 
-------.... ------------ .. _----_ .... _ .. j_._._- -----.---I---'----~- - .. -----,-- -"--""--"-"-- --.. --.... --..... .... -.--- -----.---1'"'--------------1----'----
10-1500-11-135-1 18 13.5 1.06 1500 10.7 j 1.68 2.65 3.70 7.4 7 12.53 34 769 
.. ---.. -----.. -.. -........ ---- -----···---1----- .. ---.. .--.... --.. - ---_.---- ---.---- .-=.-
--.. -.--.. -------.T-· .. -----.. ·-·-r------_.1.Q:J_~99.:.1.!:11? -1_ 1--11..,-1 11.7 __ 1c.2_L 150ti 10.9 J 1.71 2.70' 3.87 3.75 1 14.37 1 32 231 ------... -----_ ... - _ .. _ .. _----.. ,_ .. _--,- ---.. ----1--=-;--'- ------.. ------- ---.... -----. ----. 
~-50g-12-144:L --?.Lt 14.4 . __ !,0_C1.... 1500 11.7 ~ 1.84 2.90 3.66 7.24 12.14 I 32 1154 ,-- ----_. _ .. _--_ ... --------=- ---- I------I---:--·--l'----....... ----- .---. 
10-1500-12-138-1 20 13.8 1.04 1501 12.4 1.95 3.07 4.56 3.07 17.67 28 1359 
-------_.. - --- r---=-=-- ------- ---" - ._._--_.'._._------- '--=~-
10-1500-13-160-1 20, 1~~ 0.90 1502 12.6 1.98 3.12 4.40 9.91 14.35 30 1400 ____________ ,_ _. ____ 0 ____ =_ 
--1--- .. ----,---10-15~0-15-16;-:::;- 2; !16.2 O~~9- 1500 15.1 2.37 3.74 4.55 10.34 14.93 28 1442 
.---------- 1------ ----.- -==-----._. __ .. ..!':-'--'.- ---:;-;;--1--,-- =--
10-1500-15-115-1 17 11.5 1.25 1500 15 .. L_?39 __ 1-3.7? 4.68 5.34 17.91 30 189 
.---- --
.,-
10-1500-15-164-1 22 16.4 0.87 1500 15.3 2.40 3.79 4.89 9.87 15.50 28 1588 
-- - ------- 4.97 
__ _ . _______ c.-==_ 
10-1500-16-145-1 22 14.5 0.99 150_iL. _J_~ 2.47 3.89 8.11 16.93 30 1864 
-- 5.16 10-1500-16-154-1 21 15.4 0.93 1498 1.~ __ 2.53 3.99 5.27 18.52 28 1879 1--': . 
4.71 6.31 16.80 ---10-1500-16-137-1 19 13.7 1.05 1502 16.2 2.55 4·QL 30 1352 
10-1500-17-136-2 19 13.6 1.05 1500 16.6 2.61 4.12 1---5'.52 3.02 19.56 30 1306 
- - -- --~------- - --- - - --
Tlnl.. AFR cfI Speed Torque Brake BMEP .MEP CoVof Peak e of Peak NO. 
Man"oI' Power .MEP Pressure Pressure 
I-----:"=il:--e -na-m-e--\-"""~o'C - _ rpm Nm kW bar bar % bar deg. a/do ppm 
Filename 
10-1500-24-135-1 
----------------------------------------~ 
N 
o 
w 
Filename T,n,•• AFR ... S d T Brake MEP IMEP CoV of Peak a of Peak NO 
ManIfold 'I' pee orque Power B IMEP Pressure Pressure x 
File name 0(; - _ rpm Nm kW bar bar % bar deg. aIde ppm 
10-1500-24-109-1 15 10.9 1.32 1500' 24.1 I 3.79 5~_~9 3.6~_1 24.82 30 98 
~~~1~~;~~114-1 15 11.4. __ t?~_ -.!~OO __ ~~::;--;:~;-~~_~~~ ~~~6.88~ ____ }~__ 1~~ 
..1Q:J_~_Q9-25-137-L_1L __ 13.7 1.05 ..J_500 24.5 3.85 "§..:.Q!l._l~:~_4 . ~~~ __ ~26.45 28 17?L 
10-1500-25-165-3 17 I 16.5 0.87 1500 24.5 3.85 6.08~ 6.93 9.18 22.68 30 2355 1-'-'---------.-----~--- --- --"'--- -----.----- ,-"""'"'' --,,-._-. -- ,,-''''''-''--
10-1500-25-147-1 1------
J..Q:.1?QQ:~5-1 ?8-1 _ 
10-1500-25-120-1 
-.-._------.. _ .•. -.-._--_._-----
§~:: 1-;;: ~-==~~J ~:~J:!f :~:=:~T::::~:'''!-~-:~ I :-~ :~-==::-f :i= ~~:: ~:.n~:r; ~n ;f1:~qr::-~ ~-=-;-= J.Q:1?QQ:?~:.!1!l-L_ 16 ~________ " ,,____ --C---. . ________ "--
10-1500-26-131-1 15 13.1 1.09 1500 26.4 4.15 6.55 8.07 3.57 30.86 28 1139 
- .,,-,..--:...::. - --_. --=-=-
1-1..:..:0:...-1:.:::5;=.00::..,-::::;27:...-..:...14;,::0....:-1'--t_.:..:16'--+-_1_4_.0-+---"1.c::;02=--if-.:..:1501 26.7 4.20 6.62 7.79 2.80 29.57 28 2143 
r1Q:_....:-1""5"'00:...:-2=.:,7....:-1"'28::...-..:.1_+---"16_+-1_2_.8-+_1"-.1;,::2:.... 1500 27.1 4.26 E?E......._7_.6~_ ~~_2~~9~.2,-=6_+-_2""8<_-+-"-83"'5'--1 
10-1500-27-135-1 15 13.5 1.06 1500 27.2 4.27 6.74 7.75 3.35 29.69 28 1552 
-------------------- -----_.-----------------------------------------------------------
T'n'.' AFR cl> Speed Torque Brake BMEP (MEP CoV Of~ Peak 8 of Peak NO. 
Manllo'd Power (MEP Pressure Pressure I-----c::::------j-"" --1) 
File name 0 - _ rpm Nm kW bar bar % bar deg. atde ppm 
Filename 
JO-150q-28-1jE.:1... 13 14.5 0.99 1500 ?7.~_1_ 4.34 '. 6.84 8.16 3.39_ 1!0.16 _+ ___ 28 __ +-2509_ 
10-1500-28-114-1 10 11.4 1.26 1500 2-;:;-r--~.35 6.87 8.40 2.9~.55 28 223 ~:~-:~~~~-;~!::~~ ~~~!:: ~::! --:i~ ~!f-L)-i:~--~-~~~: ::~: ::~~-~;~~;---~:--~:--- ~!i~ 
1-'--.------.--- ·--~--G -- f-- ------- .---- ---I-. . ---.-- ------.--j....-:----
r_~--~!-::~:~-.~~--~,~ -"_---~=:-=--:-]----~-:-. --:f-~-~-j-~~I=--:-:---~;-~~---~.-;~-8~-;,----tf----I-'---;--~ 
:~=~-::~~'~~41~~~~-tf~~<:T ~ t 
--------------- -------- ---f--------i--'- - - 1--.- .-- -----1---"---
10-1500-39-135-1 N/R 13.5 1.06 1500 38.8 6.09 9.62 10.74 3.79 47.01 24 1628 
____ ._ '-- 1--' ----- 1---- - - -- ---- ,00-
10-1600-26-144-1 17 14.4 1.00 1600 25.5 4.27 6.32 7.52 4.26 27.80 26 2316 
1-'-"'-="-"-' "'--!:~'--+-!.!--f-----l----'-'-='-+---'--"'~"- I--'-,,"=-- --- .-.~-I-~~ 
_10-170Q-26-144-1 11 14.4 1.00 1700 2§.4 4.70 6.55 8.07 3.57 27.73 28 2070 
10-1700-24-146-2 18 14.6 0.98 1700 24.2 4.31 6.00 6.96 5.72 24.79 26 2268 
------------------~---------------------------------------------------
Filename T'n'" AFR 4> Speed Torque Brake BMEP IMEP CoVof Peak {JofPeak NO. Ma~~~_ Power IMEP Pressure _Pressure c-- - - --File name -
-
rpm Nm kW bar bar % bar deg. aide ppm 
10-1800-24-146-1 17 J 14.6 0.98 1800 24.3 ~§-~-1-- ~.,QL 7.21 5·01=tf50 26 J--~~~L ---------_._--- _1L. _ 14.6_,..i,;'S __ ' ___ ._c"_"_ ---- -6:99 - 4.90 25.90-10-1800-26-146-2 1800 25.6 4.83 ~~?.L 26 2261 -----_._---=---- ----"-- -~- 28 - I ;;~-. 10-1900-22-143-1 20 I 14.3 1.00 ...1.89~_ 22.2 4.41 5.50 6.71 _;~ __ 23!~ __ 
--_ .. _------'--- _____ 1. _____ -,----.-
------. 
-_. __ .--,;- '-_____ l-c. ____ 
10-1900-23-144-3 _29 __ 1~ 1..:..QQ.._ 1900 23.0 4.~?_ 5.70 6.83 3.~ 25.80 26 i-l~~L 1--'-__ . __ .. __ --'-_ 
19 j14.5 10.99 
-----_. 
--- -----::.-;;--
5.22 T 10-1900-23-145-2 1900 23.3 4.64 5.78 6.73 24.95 24 2147 
N 
0 
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" ro ::l 
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Appendix E: Ricardo E6 Experimental Results 
Table E-2: Ricardo E6 Experiment Measurement Errors 
Compression Ratio 8:1 Compression Ratio 10:1 
Minimum Maximum Mean Minimum Maximum Mean 
Error Error Error Error Error Error 
± ± ± ± ± ± 
AFR 0.1 1.2 0.4 0.1 1.0 0.4 
----------.--.--------.--.. - ------.---------.---------+-------------------------.-+-----------------,----------------.------.+---.----------------- ---1·--------
<\> 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.00 0.09 0.03 
--------------------------------------_·---------1---------------------------1--------------1---------·-----------------1----------------------·----1--------
10 4.4 1 10 Speed (rpm) 2 
-------------------------_. -----------------------------f--------------------------·-I-----------+--------------------------1-------------------------1------------4 
Torque (Nm) 0.1 4.0 1.6 0.1 5.0 1.8 
-----------,._.,--'.'.,._- .•..•. _""-_.---_._----- -_.".'-'""""""'","_., •... _" -_ .•. _--_ .•. _---_ ...• _.- .... _----
Brake Power (kW) 0.02 0.63 0.25 0.02 0.79 0.29 
-"---_._---_., .•. _-_ ... _-,.,-_._-----,--_. __ . ------_ .. _-_.-.. _-----" ---_._, ,._--'.,-----'.,_ .... _ .. ,----" ---'--'--"'---_._,.'---' -.-----
BMEP (bar) 0.02 0.99 0040 0.02 1.24 0046 
NOx (%) 0.43 19.62 4.82 0.18 21.47 4.80 
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